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"...writing is something Ihol you can never do 0\ well as il can be done. II is a perpetual challenge and il is more dilliculllhan
that I have ever done - so I do it. And il makes me happy when I do it well."
-Ernest

anylhing else

Hemingway, 1935

Over 108 pages 01 poefry. fidian and non-tidion were ,ubmill,d to Ihi' year', Specfrum. and whal you have in your handl i, I,,, than half thai amount. lach year illl
difficult to chaose only th, amaunl of pieces that fil within th, conlines of our budg,tI allowance; consequently, what you see her' i, fruly the cream of what turn,d aul to
be a very good crop. Ihi' prcce» b,gln' wilh fwelve student and faculty readers Haring each piece; authors' names were kep] ananymau, Ihraughout the proce«. lhe enlries
were then senl to off-compu, judqe Jim H,ynen lor placements in 'ach cot,gory_
It il a gift 10 be a part 01 Ihil winnowing proce« from lhe very b,ginning. a bl,"ing fa lee 10 many people (from a freshman on Ih, sel,dion commillee 10 publi,h,d
author Jim H,ynen) com, lagether for one common purpose; 10 cel,brol, quality wriling on Ihil «mpu; If', been a pl,arure working wilh ,ditors Nick OriHal1 and M,lilla
Tagg, and w,th Joanna Tropp, who g've, her hear! fa thil publicohon eoch year, and i, di.oppoinied 'ach year when w, connol publi,h exh and every piece Ihal il ,ubmill,d.
B,yond Ihil, lhe ,dilors would I,k, to dediccle Ihil usue 01 th, Specfrum 10 Gronberg Hall and all Ih, inlell,dion. inspirahon and love it house,. hnd to [arl Vandermeulen,
who hOI been wilh u, from th, very b,ginning, from Ihal lirsll[lh clall. h, seniors. ii, IOd 10 go bul w, have been w,11 prepared 01 w, venture off "Inla Ih, Wild."
-Jeannine lOVOl,Idilar

**firsl-place lidion: "Mud Peapl," by Irico Romk'ma
"Thi' piec, nol only had narrahve inlerest and overall poillh, bul Ih, ,impl, and vivid languag, WOlcompelling from b,ginning 10 end. Thi' stary hod a way 01 keeping th,
read,r, interest 01 all hmes in a very ,ffartl," way - and IOmetimes in a cI"er way, 01 in th, d,lightful naming of Ih, mud peapl,."
Secand-plac, fidion - "Patriarchy" by NlCholOlOriHall; Honarabl, Menlian fidian - "hulumn" by Jeannine lovOl. "Going" by Irico Romk'ma, "Th, Origins 01 Ingli,h Ihrough
Ih, french,ficolian of 1066" by NicholOl Orl\coll, "Pyro" by M,li"a lagg, "Slary of my lif," by Benjamin BrownlOn. "h Survivor, Guid, 10 Hom'Hhaoling" by NlChalOlOriHol1.
**firsl-place Poetry: "Burning Time" by Benjamin Brownson
"hlthough Ihe conlent of Ihi' poem i, certainly inleresling, I would coil allention 10 a lealure Ihal could 'Olily go unnohced il a reader is reading Ihi' only Ihrough Ihe
mind and nol Ihrough Ih, ear. Th, lOund features may b, quil, sublle, bul Ih,y ar, very compelling, a lad thai I thoughl gave Ihi' poem a powerlul added component."
Second-place Poetry - "hulumn R,II,dions" by !rico Romk'mo; Honorobl, Mention Poetry - "Idg," by Hannah Dull, "Deception" by Magdalen, BielOnz, "I Hole My Thighl" by
Jellico Babcock
**firsf-place Non-tichon: "Impollible Saini" by H'id, friesen
"Ihll p,ece hOI lOme 01 the most deliciou, use of longuag, 01 any of Ihe ,ubmlllions in any 01 fhe col,gories - and il il a piec, Ihot i' ,quolly rich in senfiment
longuog,."
Second Place Non-fidion - "filthy Raccoon" by NicholOl OriHolI; Honarabl, Mention - "[atholic Imagination" by Kelcee fall
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She watches me with cat-like eyes,

bright, clear, quick, green,
from the doorway in a calico dress
that grandma made for baby.
My little girl keeps curious,
quiet interest. I try to understand.
She believes sometimes she can understand
the whole world through her eyes,
or at least learn it through them. Curious,
she supposes why the autumn leaves don't stay green.
I wonder ifI could explain chlorophyll to a baby
who can barely even dress.
My mind wanders as I cover her dress
with a knit sweater. I cannot understand
the brilliance of these baby
interests, small joys. Can she fe-open my eyes
to life's auburns and sparkly greens?
Curious.
Yet is it possible to be adult and curious?
I have forgotten. Now as I dress
my fingers reach for a scarf of olive-green
and pumpkin.
Maybe it will help me understand.
But these are not flattering colors eyes
generally like, except for accepting, loving baby.

vVhat are yOIl looking at, baby?
She laughs at my curious
phrase, her eyes
little concerned for her dress,
seeing that I want to understand
the freedom of questioning through
green.
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I'm already running a little late
when the stranger standing by the vending machine
approaches, offering to sell me a subway ticket
for ten dollars.
He's just trying to get
some cash, he says, for food
for him and his wife
waiting on the other side

of the gate.
I buy the ticket
even if I don't buy
the story.
Then he asks if! am
a believer, probably noticing
the cross around my neck.

the orange and

Bright autumn, apples burnished green,
reflecting the leaves. Laughing like a baby
she twirls through the trees. I understand
more because of this curious
doll of mine, in swirling dress
and apple eyes.
I wish now that I had eyes of green
to dress every baby
in. How curious to suddenly understand.

I tell him yes and he proclaims
he felt it, and extols
on all God's blessed gifts
especially instinct.
He clumsily quotes me passages
from Corinthians and Ephesians
about the body and its parts, but
the train is coming
and I have to go.
His words follow after me as I slip
through the turnstile, and I try
to silence my cynical intuition
while using a subway card
procured from a man
I want to believe is married
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He grew up in a town 0[2,000 in Ohio-or
Idaho ... or was it Iowa? His
dad's the town banker there-a good, steady job. His mother is the prize-winning pickler in four counties.
'rbll'/le lived in New York, Atlanta, Houston and Fresno. Your daddy's a software consultant-and
an Indian emigre who never got a taste for settling down.
Your mother's a night-shift nurse.

,

His childhood hobbies were collccringjohn Deere tractor models and going
cow tipping in the countryside-one
mile out of town. Most of his memories
of academia involve pranks he played on other students during study hall that
landed him in the detention hall. He spent Friday nights in the Home team
dugout on the high school baseball field smoking cloves and drinking cheap
beer with his buddies.
You had to learn to get around town by public transport before you were ten.
You've taken lessons in jazz dance and drama and fine art and electric guitar at
some paine in your life or the other-it
was a good thing you moved around a
lot because you could never stick with anything for very long. But you were on
the debate team in middle school and the honor roll in high school.
He wanes evelyone to know that he absolutely detests small toW11S. He refuses
to smile and greet passersby on the street just to see their shocked expressions.
He drives around town in a rusty red Chevrolet without a muffler and with the
stereos blaring. He probably stole stop signs as a teenager.
)'01/ like small towns. They're quaint and rustic and incredibly clean. Men
mow their lawns in precisely diagonal lines every Saturday and women putter
about in pristine garden plots that supply the table with an eternal supply of
wholesome, home-canned produce. You think small towns are all so incredibly
... cute and comfy-looking-you
just hope you never have to actually live in
one.
He's never been outside the Midwest---except that time he tried to road-trip
it to Texas with his best buddy and the car broke down in Kansas. But he plans
to live and work in a big city someday ... like St. Paul. For now he still lives in
with his parents in his childhood home in his small town.
Your family spent summers visiting barely-related relatives in Boston, Canada
and India. You want a job that will carry you all over the world and let you live
in some place like Hungary.

He goes to this small Midwestern college five miles from home so he can
get back each weekend and let his mother do his laundry and make him a
home-cooked meal-plus
this way, he gets to update his parents on his latest
girlfriend.
You came here to check out the great American Midwest-the
one piece of
the subcontinent your daddy didn't have the guts to explore because your mother
once told him that would be the day she divorced him. You were hoping for
rolling prairies and bison straight out of a Laura Ingles Wilder novel, but all you
see anywhere are corn farms and soy farms and pig farms and cow farms.
Right now you think this small town boy with his small town rebelliousness
is something out of the ordinary. (And he's really quite appealing with his broad
Dutch shoulders, floppy blond hair and intense blue eyes straight out of a Harlequin romance.) He was born to be wild and daring and hugely attractive to
females like you ... until the day he finally wakes up and realizes he's thirty.
Then he'll want to settle down in a small town and raise a happy little family with a sweet little blond-and-blue-eyed
gardener for whom he can mow
the lawn.
And where does that leave you my reckless wanderer? You'll always be a
brown gypsy gone astray in his universe.
You're really better off single. For now.
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Son, sometimes we get scared away from love by
facts. Now, I don't know what you've been taught, but
facts are not truth. Facts are toothpicks you paste together to construct whatever you damn please. Sometimes
you don't know what's going on between your kidneys
and your colon, or your spine and your saliva.. and
it makes you scared. Happened to your mother once
before we were married.
Well, that's the point when someonc's got to start
living, start kicking some ass. Now when someone, say
like your mother, when she left, she needed someone
else to start doing the living, start doing the acting for
the two of us, see? They know what's true, but they need
someone else to just start fighting.
Ms. Meleo, you don't know her, she was a friend of
your mother's, and she would come by and visit your
mother when I wasn't around. This Ms. Meleo, she
treated me cordial and all, but 1 smelled her new perfume, she wore it like some kind of bug spray all over
her to ward off angels. I didn't say nothing then. That's a
trick, son, knowing When. If! had said something then,
I probably could've never saved your mother.
Anyway, your mother started saying things, little
things, and then not saying anything at all. She had
these tests she would start putting me through when r
came over, asking me a hundred questions over a bowl
of soup, and kind of gazing at the bars on the wallpaper.
I smelled Meleo in the r00111.
She wasn't talking like herself: "Shellie Meleo says
how can I know I've found the one if I haven't tried
a few. You don't just buy the first thing you see when
you shop. And maybe if you, you know, try it out with
someone else you'll know for sure that he's the one.
Nothing's wrong with trying a new flavor of ice cream,
is there? And what about you? If you stay with Percy
you're never going to know anything else. You don't
want to stifle your education."
Slowly, each night, your mother became quieter.
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Soon she barely moved her lips. And I knew what was happening to
her. Then one night, standing on the porch, all the moths buzzed around
her head like a gray halo, and she started crying. "I don't know anything,"
she told me. "I just don't know. Maybe we ain't meant to be together.
Maybe we see each other too much and we just need some time and
space. I don't know. I don't know." She sniffled until her nose was all
stopped up and then she went inside.
The next day she had left for her aunt's. I kicked around for a few
days, thinking she would sober up and come back. Then I just said,
"shit" and got a bus ticket.
No, I never thought it was over. There are some things you know
that you ain't got to prove. Love don't need proof It ain't a store, an ice
cream cone or an education. Love is what is and it's all that is. It don't
make sense, son. Someday you're going to wake up and find yourself
nose deep in it and it will be truth.
When I showed up at the station I got two tickets for the return and
walked the whole way to her aunt's. I punched the stairs up like snapping

"I watched a squirrel and that's all!"
Having recorded the day's important
events, which consisted of activities 1 had
performed approximately
five minutes
before, I slammed the pencil down and
glared at my mom with hostile eight-yearold eyes. She shook her head but allowed
me to go-c-technicallv I had finished my
journal for the day, so I was free for another
twenty-four hours before the grueling task
of writing would begin again.
It was probably the repetition that did
it. The tedium of laboriously pushing the
pencil through the same routines over
and over again, forming the same terminally boring alphabet simply drained my
willpower. All the letters had to be identical
all the time, and they all had to fit between.
the lilies. 1 wanted none of that. 1 was a free
spirit.
Okay, mostly I was just lazy. Writing
took time, time better spent digging in
the dirt for dinosaur bones and neat stuff
After all, I knew I was going to grow up to
be a paleontologist anyway, an occupation
that had no need for writing skills. Not
that I was entirely against putting lines on
paper--on the contrary, I actually enjoyed
doodling and felt I was pretty good at it.
Perhaps I was most proud of how quickly I
could draw. 1 could shoot out a decent little
doodle in diddlysquat. Once, when I was
visiting my cousin Christy, 1 started eyeing
her lOO-page sketchpad greedily. r bragged
about how I could draw with great alacrity,
and that I could, say, fill her sketchpad in
under five minutes. Not about to let me
get away with such a boast, she asked me
to prove myself I snatched up the pad and
filled it with a series of sparsely detailed
pictures of flowers and dogs. When my
older brother reminded me that f liked to
draw dinosaurs, I threw in some of them
as well. I don't remember that she was

toothpicks and opened up the guest room door. Her aunt was making
the bed. She told me to leave and that Marie didn't want anything to
do with me.
"Ma'am," I said. "I've got something to do and it's going to be done.
You can fuss with me but I'm going to be what I'm going to be." She
rolled her eyes and sighed and told me she was in the field out by the
creek.
I walked out into the field where your mother was picking up some
wildflowers. And she started to run and 1 ran after her. She ran and slid
down the bank. I leaped over the bank and tackled her just as she reached
the water. She went under, ice cold. We rubbed the rocks for a moment
and then I pulled her up.
Her eyes opened and she stared at me, all wet and shining. Then I
rubbed my nose on her cheek and she smelled like fish and bread.
In all your life, you'll never know multiplication or capitals or God.
But that, coming up out of that creek, that's a thing you know, son.
That's everything you know

impressed, but I puffed up my chest for a
while. r was good.
Eventually, after my older brother told
me how boring digging up bones was, r
decided to become a comic book artist
rather than a dull paleontologist. My first
comics mostly mocked Spider-Man, who
I thought was pretty stupid. Thus my
"Spider Dums" comic was born. Then
I exercised my creative skills and came
up with a series of original comics based
around crime-fighting animals with titles
like "Powerful Pigs," "Slimy Slugs," and
"Fighting Frogs." Sometimes I'd even add
color with my crayons. These early comics
resembled picture books more than they
did real comics, however.
Not until 1993 did I decide that, if I
was to become a comic artist, my comics
should actually look something like comics. I started adding multiple panels to each
page and, more significantly, I began paying closer attention to my artwork. That's
when I noticed a most disturbing trend in
my comic production: 1 wasn't getting any
done. Rarely would I get past the first three
pages before giving up. Drawing took so
very long all of a sudden. To make a drawing match what 1 had in my overactive
mind, 1would have to spend an inordinate
amount oftime sketching out every detail.
It was exhausting. I realized 1 was far too
lazy to become a comic book artist.
At the time of my dilemma, 1 was taking a creative writing course with my mom
at home, and some of the activities were
actually pretty fun. 1 figured it would be a
good idea to experiment a bit in the field;
maybe writing could be an enjoyable mode
of creativity after all. It was at that time
that I received an assign men t wherein I was
supposed to create a scene of conflict with
two or three characters. Wel1, earlier that semester 1 had written a sentence in another

class wherein an invisible energy creature
was stalking a man on a mountain that was
made of light-refracting crystal. I started
thinking that maybe I could write a fullblown story for the assignment rather than
just one page. It was the perfect opportunity
to experiment with writing. I started with
an interplanetary spaceship about to deliver
workers to an energy-extracting factory on
a crystalline mountain. Then I figured I
needed a backstory, so I came up with a
former factory that had been destroyed
by "ghosts." Then f added a doctor with
pet parasites that fed on his fat; a mentally
unstable cyborg performing espionage for
a competing energy company; a mysterious electrical fog that could be fatal; and
a slew of invisible energy beings that had
decided to destroy the new factory. Thirty
pages later I quit. Mom was thrilled, and 1
think I got one of the few good grades of
my pre-college career on that paper.
f realized that, in writing stories, I
could create the same incredible worlds I
was creating with my line art, except that,
in writing stories, it was the reader's job to
fill in the little details. Instead of spending
five hours illustrating a mountain backdrop, I could simply write "Mountains
rose to pierce the horizon like jagged saw
teeth, and beams of light filtered down
into the forests that clothed the death-like
rock slopes." I could let my imagination
run free, without the exorbitantly timeconsuming
illustrations.
I could make
exciting, living word-worlds in a fraction
of the time. Writing was a way to conserve
my time producing a maximum level of
creative output. Writing was reasonable.
Writing was exciting.
But the fact remains that I became a
writer because I was lazy.
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As she dried the dishwater off of her hands, her mind was already
feasting. She went to the spice cupboard and opened it slowly-her
breath caught: It was gone! But 110, there it sat on the pretty bluetrimmed plate, the kind usually reserved for company. Gently, she
reached down for this last slice of pecan pie.
I could just eat it quick right here, she thought, and no one would
notice at alL But 110, I deserve to enjoy this. And purposefully she
carried that slice right out to the dining room table.
Virgil, as usual, was reading the stock pages. The paper rustled a
greeting, but he didn't look up. She carefully smoothed her napkin
on her lap, picked up her fork, and oh-so-smoothly slid it through
the carmely pecans, the juicy center, the flaky, buttery crust. Tink,
her fork touched the plate.
Virgil's papers shifted at the sound. He eyed the plate. She raised
the perfect triangle bite to her mouth.
"What's that yOll got there, Shirl?"
"Pie."
"Pecan pie, hm. Don't suppose you could fetch me a piece?"
"No." She slid the first bite off the fork with her teeth, rolling
her tongue around, savoring. Mmmm. Virgil watched.
"No? Then where'd you get it?"
"The spice cupboard."
Virgil raised his eyebrow, then lifted his paper again. But his
foot was twitching. She watched, bemused, and sliced another bite,
careful to get one whole pecan. This time she relished each flavor
or it separately, holding her fork poised in the air like a grand chef
waiting to give the verdict.
Virgil's papers rustled, then he slowly folded them, stood up
and stretched, rubbing his back with one hand and mumbling
something about leaning over a desk all day. He sauntered to the
kitchen, humming like a child about to tell a lie. Shirley almost
giggled. A cupboard door creaked open, then another, another.
Silence. A chair scraped across the floor. Silence.
"Shirley, where's that pie at?"
She chewed, swallowed. "On my plate, dear."
"Hm?"
"This is the last piece, honey."
Pause.
"Hmph."
The cupboard creaked shut, the chair scraped back. Virgil eased
back into the dining room with his bottom lip pushed up in concentration. Tink, the fork sang out in the quiet. Virgil sidled over
to her, put one hand on her shoulder, accidentally pulling one of
her short curls.
"You did make such a lovely pie, honey."
"Well, thank you, dear." She chewed a third bite. ''You know, I
think you're right. The crust turned out just perfect this time, and
the pecans are delicious." Virgil's fingers began to drum on her
shoulder. He looked down at them, eased them off, shifting.
"You ... aren't ... getting, full, are you dear?"
"I'm quite fine, thanks."
"I just don't want you to get sick. Pecan pie is a heavy snack
before bed, you know"
"That's very kind of you to worry, dear. 1 think I'll be fine." He
sat down opposite her, and she watched his eyes watch her fork.
He cleared his throat. ''A lot of calories, you know."
"Mmhmmm."
"And right before sleeping. You know what they say about
that."
"Have you become a calorie counter then, Virgil?" she smiled.
"Hmph."

,
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"If you're worried, there arc some sugar-free candies on the
dresser over there-if you wane a sweet before bed." She could tell
his stomach was sending frantic messages to his poor brain. Her
fork broke through the shiny pecan glaze again.
"Pie makes you thirsty, doesn't it? Maybe you should get some
milk," he suggested.
But there wasn't :ll1yway in all of the good Lord's creation that
she'd leave that last piece of pie alone with hinr.
"Virgil, now that's sweet of you to think of me, a glass of milk
would be nice. Would you?" She raised her eyes to his.
His lip scrunched up to his nose again, calculating this. Then
he got up and went to the kitchen. She heard two cupboards open
and shut before he found a glass. After twenty-three years you'd
think ... she sighed to her pie. He came back, carrying a coffee
mug of milk, almost spilling.
"Thank you dear, I was getting a bit thirsty." There were three
pecans left. She cut off anorher, gently. Virgil waited. Waited. She
sighed.
''YOLlcan't have any of my pie, Virgil. I've been waiting for this
all day. You've had most the pie yourself, anyways. Wasn't there a
piece in your lunch today?"
"Well, yes ... but." His scrunched lip moved into a full-fledged
pout. "I guess I'll be off to bed now. Big meeting with the boss tomorrow." He paused. "Oh, and my blue shirt needs starching."
Her knuckles got very white on her fork right then, but she
looked down and saw two gleaming bites of pie still sitting on her
plate, and she smiled.
"OK, good night, dear."
"Hmph," he said, and moped to bed.

***
The next day, when Virgil opened his lunch, underneath the
leftover hamburger hot-dish, the crackers and the carrot sticks, he
found three sugar-free candies.

There's a woman at the bar.
She wears Keds,
And her].C. Penney coat
Is lined in faux fur.
Scrounging for leftovers of youth,
She swizzles an amber drink,
Swivels in her chair and
Catches glimpses in the mirror
That backs up the bar, offering illusions of depth
To the spirits.
It's as if she were in the Cut and Color next doorDel.aine removes the nylon cape
And spins her round to see "a new you!"
Hoping that the chemica! burn is worth the curls,
She swivels
And stares at the bottled frame
Of her forty-something
face.
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It was late October and things outside were dying. The trees were bare, the
bushes hollow, the grass losing its color.
Charlotte put on an extra layer of clothing before stepping out the door. Her
husband's insulated brown coat did the
job perfectly; oversized on her thin frame,
'.
she felt as if Greg himself was wrapping
~
his arms around her, giving her warmth.
to.I It was just before dusk and the wind was
picking up now.
She'd lived in Russell County for sev~
en years now, right in the heart of central
'"
Kansas, but she couldn't quite get used
~
to the bone-chilling wind that whipped
,..
across these plains. It cut through her in
b
a way that nothing back in Maine ever
did, and made her cold from the inside
~
out. Stepping outside, she braced herself
for the wind as she crossed the farmyard
towards the barn.
The large red building emitted steam into
the cold sky, evidence of the warm life that
dwelled inside. This barn, these horses and
cattle, reminded Charlotte of the picturesque
farms she used to drive by as a child and ask
her father about.
"Is that where the cows live?" she would
enquire.
"Yes, honey. And thickens and horses and sometimes ellen pigs!" her father would reply.
Those were the days when her dreams of
the west, of living close to nature, began. It had
seemed so foreign and beautiful-so
unlike her
own home in suburban Bangor, Maine. She
would pass along farms and envy the children
that ran through those large farmyards, climbed
those trees, played in open fields. Her world
had always been punctuated by sidewalks and
street corners.
Walking out tonight in this cold wind to feed
the cattle and horses felt little like the dream
she'd always held as a child, though. This life
seemed so tedious lately.
Her husband Greg Matthews had been
away for three excruciatingly long days. He
had gone west to sell a load of cattle at an auction near the Colorado border, where he was
more likely to get a good price. He would
return home tonight, late. Charlotte expected
him to arrive after midnight. She would have
all the chores done, the house cleaned, and a
bit of dinner waiting to be warmed up for him
when he got home.
Greg was a good man, but had become gruff
in his mid-life. Mter his father's death three
years ago, Greg seemed to be more like the old
man each day-more cursing, less talking, and a
temper ready to boil over at any moment.
The wind whipping against Charlotte's face
made her wince and remember last Thursday
'.
~
'.
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last look at her farm friends, turned around and
night, which made her wince again. There
pulled
the large door shut.
had been another argument, about nothing in
On her way back to the house, Charlotte
particular this time. Lately it seemed to be the
paused and looked up to the sky, noticing for
only way they communicated-it
was during
the first time that night-the
first time in a long
these times that Charlotte was almost grateful
time-the
bright stars that were so visible out
for their misfortune. If kids had been a part
on these Kansas plains. Out on the farm, there
of this equation, it would have made things
is always work to be done. It had been a long
even worse.
time since she'd taken time to stand still, in
A few years ago, he hit her once. Not
the midst of those quiet, dark buildings on the
violently, but angrily, across her left cheek. He
farmstead-the
shed, the barn, the old garage,
apologized profusely and swore to never do it
and
the
house
that
had been here for over 150
again; since then he'd hardly touched her, in
years. She thought of all the wonderful times
anger or in love. He was terrified of hurting her
here, all the fulfilled dreams, all the disappointagain, so he never touched her at all. They'd
ments, all the problems.
begun sleeping in separate bedrooms about a
She recalled the letter she'd memorized
year ago.
from reading it so much. If you euer need to
Despite the problems, though, she had
get away froln that place, Char, you know you call
grown to love this farm life; she was reminded
always stay with me. (Angela had always referred
as she entered the barn and began the routine of
to Kansas as "that place," as if it was not a real
nightly chores, cutting twine from small square
place at all, but just this sort of open field she'd
bales and laying down hay for the horses. She
heard rumors of) For a weekend or a HJeekorjorbent down to fill her bucket with feed from the
ever--allytlling
yOIl need. There's always afree bed
bin for their small cattle herd, making sure to
here. ftlt'd love to have yOIl back in the East. Angela
give everyone a little extra food tonight. It was
had been Charlotte's closest friend throughout
only a herd of about 30 or so, extremely small
college, and had been the only one she'd really
for roday's agriculture market, but they were inkept in touch with. It had been nice to have
tended more as a hobby than as a money-maker.
such a close friend outside of their small KanGreg had always dreamed of being a cowboy,
sas community, someone from Charlotte's past
btu farming was in his family and therefore, his
who understood why life out on this farm was
future. He took over the 3000 acres of wheat
a difficult one for her to bear. Angela had been
and barley from his father when he was 25, and
the maid of honor at Greg and Charlotte's wedhadn't looked back since.
ding. She now ran an art gallery in Portland,
He was a good farmer. He took his business
Maine-a
long way from Charlotte's new life
very seriously-his
life and his mood were now
out on the farm. It seemed strange; they'd had
mandated by the weather, grain prices or yield
so much in common back in their college days.
projection for the year. Charlotte was continuNow they lived two completely different lives,
ally surprised at the amount of science, effort,
in two completely different worlds, almost.
information and planning that went into this
Although Angela didn't understand Charbusiness; it wasn't all romantic encounters with
lotte's
new world, Charlotte did still remember
nature as she had imagined as a child. And this
that world that.Angela was coming from. It was
farming life didn't come naturally to her; she
the world she grew up in---culture and society
had to work hard at it. Fanning was not in her
and intellectuals. Nowadays the only intellecblood and she didn't always understand it. But
tua] stimulation Charlotte found was on public
she worked hard and now the farm meant so
television on Sunday evenings.
much to her because she could see how much
The letter had come in the mail yesterday as
it meant to Greg. She had great respect for this
a
response
to one Charlotte had written Angela
farm that had sustained the Matthews family
about three weeks ago----even before last Thursfor so many generations.
day night. Things had been bad fora while, she
She patted the heads of a few of the cattle,
had written, and she had begun to wonder how
her favorite ones; they all had names. They
life could have been different.
were her friends and kept her company out on
The stars were beginning to cloud over, as
this lonely farm. She hadn't been prepared for
the latest storm front passed overhead from the
the isolation she would feel out here-with
north. Good thing she'd gotten the chores done
Greg working from sun-up to sun-down, she
when she had; the weather would turn bad
barely saw her own husband some days. This
soon. Just as the wind picked up and sprinkles
was not the life she had pictured for herself
turned into large raindrops, Charlotte reached
Scanning the barn for anything else that
the house. She opened the door, took off her
needed to be done, Charlotte looked around
barn boots and jacket, and stepped over the bags
the large, steamy building. She tried to anticithat sat by the door, already packed and waiting.
pate any problems. Did everyone have enough
Her taxi would arrive in 20 minutes to drive
water? Did any of the fences need mending?
her to the airport.
Did any of the animals appear ill? Any evidence
of rabid racoons or skunks in the barn? Everything seemed to be in order. Charlotte took a
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He was so busy today, your date was.
So very, very busy, he says. So busy, in
fact, that he almost forgot to bring his
silver edition TI89 to advanced calcuIus - which would've looked terrible,
considering he's the top student in the
course and all. Speaking of which, did
you know he was elected to the Homecoming Court? He was so surprised
when he found out. Now he's been
getting phone call after phone call after
phone call of congratulations.
It's an
honor, really, he says, but he just wishes
that all his well-wishing friends would
understand how busy he is.
But enough talk of him. You ... you ..
well, he's so glad he was able to make
time for this dinner with you.
YOLlgroan. Roses are red, the whine
begins in your head. Boring, boring,
boring ... so incredibly boring. Violets
are blue.
''And I can't think of any place I'd
rather be than in this charming corner
booth across from you." He smiles when
he says this, then sips his water with
lemon. "And by the way, that pink shirt
is nice, real nice. Ijust knew it'd look
great on yOlI when Ipicked it out."
Yes, when he picked it out. When he
bought it for you, despite your protests
at the price tag.
Wel1, you'd tell him his turtle-neck
sweater was nice, too. If you really
thought so. You'd say a lot of things were
niec-e-the glassed-in Monet print on the
wall that he keeps checking his reflection in, the candles, the violin music, the
flower arrangements-c-but
it's all been
said already over those last four Friday
evenings you dined here. Or was it five
Fridays? Hmm. Maybe joe need a TI89.
Or at least a new restaurant.
Tapping your foot anxiously, you are
realizing -probably
for the 150 millionth time-that
enough is enough.
You might as well face it.
You want to date a bad boy. A dangerous boy. Someone who will shock
your family back home and surprise
your friends, and shoot, maybe even
scare you.
.You don't know his name. Or where
he is, if he can be found on campus at all.
But you can see him. And yOlI want him.
You're pretty sure you want him.
Long hair, that's what you want.
Unslicked, unfashioned,
and please,
unponytailed long hair. And unmatching clothes if that's what he likes. And
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maybe a stocking cap.
You want laughter. Loud, like no one
else, and unreserved and sometimes when he
shouldn't, when everybody else wants to, but
won't. Like right in the middle of Professor
Lingam's lecture on Picasso. He laughs when
the prof says Picasso was a genius before his
time. That's absurd, he says. He disagrees, he
says, and he laughs again. Because, frankly, he
thinks Picasso had his head on backwards.
Of course, he's not always ill class to laugh.
He skips sometimes. And he doesn't always do
his homework.
'Cause really, he's just too busy smoking
a pipe with the guys. Or dancing, jumping
around, for the fun of it, all alone in his dorm
room. Or playing soccer in the rain or learning
to fly a plane or .
Just doing anything besides combing his
hair or flipping pages in a textbook or eating
a salad.
He orders a chef's salad, your date does
- just a salad. Because he ran five miles this
afternoon, he says. And his stomach isn't ready
for food yet.
You didn't run five miles. And your stomach
is far past ready for food. But wouldn't you
know, he takes it on himself to order for you.
A chef's salad.
He continues to tell you about his busy day.
His classes. His meetings. His cross country
practice. How he barely has time to hang out
with friends anymore. How he rarely even
sees his roommates because he's so busy busy
busy.
Once.just for once, you'd like him to order
something greasy for supper.
And to tell yOll he decided to take up skateboarding instead of jogging.
And for Pete's sake, to stop bowing down
to a goddess named Time.
Your stomach growls and you consider fishing the lemon slice out of your water glass.
Once, when yOli were seventeen, you went
out with a bad boy. Bad at (he time was failing
am of high school and drinking beer on the
weekends. And that's what this boy did.
What he didn't do was wear nice sweaters or
take advanced math classes; he would've never
known how to use a T189. And he definitely
didn't order a chef's salad for supper on that
one short date. The truth is, you never got as
far as the restaurant. He tried to kiss you in
the McDonald's parking lot. You yanked away
and slapped him and his bruised ego ordered
you out of the car. Gladly, you said. And in the
end, you were thankful for the night because
that slap could've been straight out of a movie.
You smile now when you remember the drama
of it alL
But you wouldn't really want to repeat it,
would you?
And let's be honest. It's not really bad you

want, is it? You don't want him to cheat or lie
or steal. You don't want him to knock over old
ladies or kick children. And you'd like it if he
went to church, if he was polite, ifhe said his
pleases and thank yous.
Unconventional.
That's a better word.
Unconventional and unafraid. Of taking risks
and trying new things and being what and
who he is.
Unconventional
and unafraid and un .
un.
. so unlike this guy sitting across from
you who so tediously sifted all the croutons
alit of his salad.
Boring boring boring.
Why do you always say yes?
The waitress refills his glass of water. She
smiles at him. Her teeth are white. Very white.
Her hair is stiff and you wonder how much
hair spray it took to keep it in place, so high
on her head.
She lays the bill on the table.
You notice her meticulously polished nails.
You wonder if she likes salads and running and
math. You wonder if she knows how to lise a
TI89.
She smiles again.
You think, maybe he's her type. Maybe she's
his. Maybe I'm not.

Checking his watch, your date says he
should get back so he can do some studying.
In the library. He asks do you mind ifhe calls
it an early night.
Do you mind? Heck no.
And you think of the one you want. How
he'd never call it an early night. How he'd
never order water with lemon. How he'd have
suggested cooking Indian curry or packing a
picnic dinner instead of bringing you to this
humdrum restaurant in the first place.
And you think ofwhat he rnight do were he
the one sitting in this toO-cozy corner booth,
wearing an uncomfortably
fashionable pink
shirt, eating an untasry chef's salad and trying
to tolerate a date as dull as a tall glass of water
with lemon.

Your own glass of water sits silently in front
of you. You smile. You consider chucking it at
the unfortunate boy sitting across from you,
messing up his combed-just-so hair and dampening his turtle-neck sweater. Just for fun.
Instead, as your date stands to leave, you
linger. You push tip your pink sleeve and dip
your hand into your water glass. You fish out
the lemon slice, bring it up to your mouth, and
take a bite.
You pucker up.
Your date winces.
And then, standing to take the arm he offers, you walk out into the still young evening,
a sour lemon trailing down your throat and the
beginning of a smile.
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Sometimes
In the kitchen,
of beef
Carving a slab
a moment
She hesitates
the knife
To gaze at
in her hand
Gripped
to slice;
Poised
Gently she fingers
The glassy, sharpened edgePoints the blade away from the meat
Upon the cutting board, to her own yielding slab
Of flesh. Visions flash before her eyes:
The knife thrusting in
Spouting blood
Spurting painThe widening pool
Of silence.
II
It's been expanding within her:
This fixation-sCrossing a busy street,
Passing trees in a thunderstorm,
Speeding down the highway in a blinding rain,
Staring over the edge of a granite sea cliffChances flicker before her
Of ends-swift,
sudden,
Release.
III
Sometimes,
into gauzy strips,
Slicing onions
from onion spray
Her eyes tear up
sideways
And the knife slips
To slit
her thumb;
Then thumb in mouth she runs
To the kitchen sink to quench
The sting at the faucet and staunch
The spurt of blood with paper towels
And a Band-Aid.

He sat rigid in the La-Z-Boy, looking at the newspaper. Electrical fire Guts House.
He read that maybe seven times, but it didn't seem to mean anything. His daughter
Elsie stomped up from the basement, her arms straining at a cracking plastic hamper,
heaped with clothes. She bristled past him, stopping at the door leading upstairs. He
watched her over the newsprint. As she shifted the hamper to grab the doorknob, two
shirts crumpled out and onto the floor. She leaned the other way, trying for the shins,
and a clump of socks fell out. With a grunt, she dropped the basket, opened the door,
pushed the whole mess through, then slammed the door behind her. One yellow sock
still slouched there by the doorway. Electrical fire Guts House. Electrical FiHe stopped and looked up. The sock stared back at him. What, he thought, she'll
get it later. He tried to read his newspaper again. Maybe he should bring her the sock.
Not so difficult. Just knock all her door and say, "Here you are. It fell out. Ithought
yOLlmight want. .. " He clenched his fist. This is so ridiculous. I'm rehearsing lines
to say to my seventeen-year-old daughter. He got up and marched over to the door
and scooped up the sock. Suddenly her footsteps sounded all the stairs. He froze,
unsure of this yellow bundle in his hand-she
was getting closer now-he
stuffed
it into his pocket and hurried back to his chair. Newspaper up. Door opened. Elsie
blurred past, carrying the empty basket.
I-Ie thought about tossing the sock out on the floor somewhere, so she'd just see it
and pick it up; he got up-the phone rang. As he picked it up, he heard Elsie answer
on the other line.
"Hello?" Her voice-she
reminded him so much of her mother.
"Hey, Elsie." A teenage guy.
"Oh, hey Xander," Elsie said, "Good, I needed someone to talk to."
He held the receiver a moment, then let it drop back into the cradle. Someone to
talk to. He walked to the bathroom. Xander. He hadn't even heard of the guy until
this morning. A picture had been lying on the floor, fallen out of Elsie's 'bag while she
was getting ready for school. He had picked it up to set it on her bag, but stopped.
There was a kid in the picture with a mohawk. He had looked closer. The guy was in
all black, with a heavy chain around his neck and a ring through one side of his nose.
Worst of all, one of his spike-cuffed arms rested around Elsie's shoulder.
When Elsie came out of the bathroom, he had been waiting for her, holding the
picture up like evidence.
''Who's the guy." His voice came out brisker then he'd intended.
'What are you doing with that?" She'd reached for the picture, but he held it
back.
"I asked you a question, Elsie."
"He's just a guy from school. Can I have my picture now? I gotta go."
"What happened to his hair?"

"Dad."
''What's he doing with his arm around you?"
''What is this, twenty questions?"
"Elsie, I don't want you hanging around that type."
"Type?! Xander's not a type. He's my friend."
"Xander? What kind of name is that? He's wearing all black." A note of alarm came
into his voice. "He's not in some sort of cult, is he?"
"Dad, he's an artist, ok? Don't make-c."
"Elsie, I don't want you hanging around that kind of-"
"I'm leaving. I'm going to be late." She whirled around, grabbed her bag, and
yanked the door shut behind her.
"I'm just trying to take care of you," he had called after her. In the silence, he had
stood, watching a hanging pendant swinging on the door. Mona had put that up, years
ago. The words were familiar. God Bless this House.
Undressing in the lamplight of his bedroom, he found the yellow sock, again, in his
pocket. Mona used to love the color. He looked closer at the sock, noticing a spot where
a hole had been stitched-a
hole, right there where the second toe would go ..
Mona had been wearing these socks the night before the accident. Sitting together
on the sofa, they were reading their books, and he'd looked up at her feet resting there
on the coffee table, and her tiny second toe poked out of her yellow sock. He'd kissed
her cheek then. Her face, close, surprised. Just for that toe, he'd said, and kissed her
nose. For that toe.
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Clutching the sock, he slid down against his
bed, helpless to the explosion of emptiness in
his lungs. He stared at the blurry carpet, unmoving, for a long time until Elsie's footsteps
sounded on the stairs, past his room, into hers.
Her door closed.
How did Elsie get this sock? Hadn't he
packed them away in one of the boxes stacked
in the spare room? The bedside clock read 12:
06. He would put the sock back in the morning. Musing, he slid into the bed, his feet cold
between the smooth expanse of sheets.
He stopped at the grocery store after the
faculty meeting the next day, trying to think
of something for supper. Elsie usually made
her own food, and he gave her money to shop
for it too, since he couldn't tell the difference
between tofu and fcra except by the smell. As
he walked past the health nut aisle on his way
to the frozen foods, he stopped. The kind of
granola she always had was there, on sale-he
remembered the dopey smiling woman on the
front. He grabbed a box and dumped it into his
basket. The woman just kept grinning up at
him. He turned the box over and walked on.
jugglingthe groceries around, he let himself
in the side door. Then he saw them: a scuffed
up pair of black combat boots nestled next to
Elsie's shoes. He scowled. VV1/cre are they. Setting

the groceries down, he prowled through the
house, eyes narrowed. They were not downstairs, and the basement was dark.
He crept up the stairs, listening. He didn't
bother to check his room. Her door was open
a tiny crack, and he eased it open-empty.
The room was strange to him-she'd
painted
a mural of chain link fence on her walls, and in
the stream oflight sneaking between heavy red
curtains, he could make out an open sketch pad
on her bed. He inched closer-it was a child
looking in a mirror-it
was good. Holding it
up to the light, he could even make out the
confusion in her face, the mirror asking the
same questions back. A noise from the next
room startled him-his
teeth clenched and
he dropped the pad. That boy. Alone with 1/'1)'
daughter. III/hal. rOOIl/.
Voices murmured behind the closed door
of the spare room. He grabbed the handle,
wrenching it open, and striding in, his eyebrows
lowering, his mouth opening to expel this kid,
to shout Gel. Oul. Get Out NOl/lThe two on the bed tensed; the boy's hand
dropped. They looked up at him, caught.
They waited, the three of them frozen there,
all waiting for the lightning to strike, to start
the fireBut, in that very moment, he saw. He saw
the tear, rolling down to her chin. He saw
Xander's hand, around her, smoothing her

He's a soli tal)' man. He writes poems. He chews tobacco, opens
the car door, and spits it out, clean. Tobacco fills his mouth instead
of words. Tobacco stains his teeth yellow instead of lies or gossip
or cnuctsrn.
He holds his grandkids. With his rough hands, guiding their little
hands along smooth wood so they can feel how sandpaper works.
"With a balanced knee, and together, they count the number of strings
in the hole on his other knee. With the music from his harmonica,
that floats in the summer breeze-it's
the same one he used to play
on his breaks, between shovels of coal.
He loves his wife. He calls her, "Ma." He kisses her gently on the
top of the head. He buys her a Powerball ticket every week with the
numbers of their grand kids' birthdays. He pays for it with his pension
from 50 years of black face, striped hat, and tired travelin'.
He reads a lot. Books about war. Books about the japanese. Books
about the Aleutian Islands in Alaska. Books about places that are
really warm, like Tahiti, Mexico, Hawaii, and Albuquerque, New
Mexico, his favorite stop on the end of the Southwest Line.
He makes things. Scrambled c't,rgson Christmas, with a tall white
chef's hat and an apron that reads, "Ma's Kitchen." Furniture, that
he refinishes, from the Disabled American Veterans Store (he visits
it every noon to see the new shipments). Little stars perfectly torn
out of foil Juicy Fruit gum wrappers. Twine chains, like the one that
held his pocketwatch, faithfully counting the hours between stops,
days and days of stops, until he got home.
He worries a lot. About his wife, and who's going to take care
of her when he's gone. Abom his eldest son, who doesn't speak to
him most the time, the only one of five who doesn't seem happy.
About his youngest daughter, a late-in-life accident, who's out too
late again, so he drives around the university campus looking for
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shoulder. He saw the open boxes, the snapshot
in her hand, the one where he and Mona were
laughing, hugging Elsie between them. And he
saw, sticking out of one of her black pants legs,
just poking out from under her, a soft yellow,
worn sock.
His words, almost out, were stuck somewhere, and he let them stay down. Trying to
clear his throat, embarrassed, he raised his hand
in a weak wave. He found his voice again and
started to excuse himself, but Elsie spoke at the
exact moment, and they broke off Thcy caught
each other's eyes. He wanted to tell her, tell
her it would be OK, they would be OK. She
looked down, newly shy.
"Hey," he dug for words. "I'm ... sorry,
1-" he started backing out, pulling the door
slowly, in rewind, reverse.
Elsie's voice pealed OUt, pulling him back.
"Xander. This, this is my dad."
He saw the boy's outstretched hand-hovering. Slowly, slowly he reached OLlt. It was
warm.
The room began to come back around him.
The bed, the boxes, the photo on her lap. He
remembered the door, and excusing himself,
backed out, leaving them for now. He pulled
the door closed, but not all the way. And there,
in the dark hallway, he stood for a moment,
where a tiny slice of yellow light spilled out.

her. About the tracks, and who might get hit on them, and do the
hitting, tonight.
He grooms himself. He combs his thinnish gray hair to the left
with a long brown plastic comb. He keeps his weight at 170, even
with grandma's bacon and pies. He brushes his teeth with Ajax to
get 'em real clean. He leaves his fingernails just a little dirty, thinly
lined with black or brown polish or soil or soot-that's
how they
always been, he says.
He laughs. With his sons, on Christmas, drinking Guinness and
Bailey's and homemade wine. With john Candy, and his favorite
movie, "Planes, Trains, and Automobiles." With Pete, the old black
man who lives behind the drugstore now--he used to shovel with
Pete, before he was promoted to Conductor.
He walks a lot. At his grandkids' concerts and ballgames and
school ceremonies. At the house that he built, back and forth between
the really small 1950 living room and the just-as-small 1973 add-on
kitchen. At the cemetery, he always stops at "Babyland," at the stone
with the chao-chao on it, he leaves a flattened penny.
He waits a lot. for his middle daughter to call when she gets back
home from the hour drive, and yes, she and the boys crossed all three
set') OK. For Christmas, so he can tell the kids that really, all he wants,
is to see them all together-sand for there to be no obituaries in the
newspaper on Christmas. For his ring, commemorating 50 years of
service on the 'road, to arrive ill the mail-he never gets it.
A line on the front of his funeral program, from one of his poems,
reads: "The little things that come and go, looked bigger then, than
now, you know." His wife and kids and grandkids hang onto these
words-they
echo like the clanging caution bell, they flash like the
red warning light, they protect like the black-and-white guard rail,
they sing like the whistle of the train.
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When my family lived in Pakistan, we
used to drive the six hours to see Grandpa and
Grandma in Peshawar near the Afghan border.
There my grandmother was in her element.
She attacked the myriad of household tasks
witb a cheerful vengeance-c-cleaning raisins,
washing dishes, watering her well-loved
flower garden, brushing the rugs by hand. I
worked alongside her, attempting to imitate her
spirit of task-oriented willingness. There was
something nobly fantastic about doing chores
in a third-world country. Daily, scores of poor
refugees with amputations, blindness, demon
possession, or disease came to the gate to be
cared for by my grandmother's indiscriminate
love and hospitality. In the eveni.ngs, the whole
family gathered for devotions. I can think of
no better word to describe the presence of my
grandmother in those moments. Devotion. Her
house had an aura of elite morality that exuded
from her intentional personality. I know she
must have said things at some time to someone
that were malicious and ill-intentioned, but I
do not have a single memory that validates that
assumption. I saw in her no internal struggle,
no need for confession, no apprehension in
meeting the requirements for her soul. I wanted
to be like that.
These impressions of my grandmother
have lain in mothballs for years, preserved but
unprocessed. I am on the verge of the next stage
in a particular understanding that has come to
me over several years with increasing clarity.
Every story in my life has some voice in its
progression, though they cannot all speak their
part in these few pages. Something that smacks
of base humanness has been leaking with acidic
penetration through the me I habitually deny.
It began with my first breath.
To describe something as human is to imply

a set of assumptions. What these ought to be is a
subject over which I have taken some thought.
To acknowledge humanness is to recognize the
context of the rest of the species. It includes a
measure of inexplicable grace. We speak of the
humanity displayed in one soldier's choice to
spare the life of his enemy. Folded inside the
definition is a hated parameter as well, one
that declares our ambitions and deeds to be
restricted. We are "only human." Some have
said that to use humanness as an excuse for
transgression is to insult God's creation. He
made us as we are, and we therefore may not
label our nature as innately flawed. I cannot
concede the point. Every analysis of depth that
peeks at the intentions and actions of humanity
reveals the messiness that infects OUf existence.
Not all in us is evil. But its presence is undeniable, and any small measure of infection may
not be overshadowed by even the most extensive hygienic surface.
One of my dearest, most brutally honest
friends once asked me this question: "Do you
realize what you're doing?" She was obviously
frustrated, and her question was meant to be
rhetorical. I responded even though I couldn't
answer. As we headed down the hall toward
English class, we had the sort of conversation
that has been mastered only by high school girls
and afternoon talk shows.
"What did I say, Andrea?" Silence. She
marched ahead, determined to revel in her
own guilt induction. "Are you mad at me?"
r had never received an affirmative answer to
that question in my life, though I had asked it
not infrequently.
"Yes, what do you think?" Her saliva froze
on the consonants of each word.
'~y?
... I don't know what I did." I was a
two-year-old pumping my legs to keep up with
a preoccupied babysitter.
"Right. You know, Heidi. How can you
not know?"
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proudly rising above
the monotony of com and cities
and carbon copied houses. My dad
told me that they were tall
to tell the people where
to worship, but 1 thought they were fingers
pointing people straight to God.

Driving to college, corn and cities
still fill the horizon. Steeples
are scarcer now. Instead I see
those houses, television antennae perched
on the roofs, and I watch as
the metal talons twist
and claw and scratch at heaven.

'Well, obviously I don't, and I'm
not going to know unless you tell
me." Her abrasion was rubbing off
on me. I tried to look her in the eye,
but she resisted my entire presence.
Suddenly,
she stopped
and
turned to face me. Our eyes locked.
"It's not one thing. You do it all the
time. You're so much better than
everybody else, or you think you
are, and nobody is allowed to do
anything wrong around you. People
can't tell you what they're thinking
because they know you'll make it into
something horrible. But you are the
perfect angel. Always."
"I am not perfect!" I was jarred by the suggestion of such an impression.
''You always say that." Frustration
still
dominated, but her voice contained a plea
that pricked at honesty and began to scrape
against my thoughts. With a flick of her long
dark hair, Andrea stepped into our classroom,
I followed, and the conversation was closed.
We would never openly speak of it again. I was
not eager to broach the subject, and Andrea's
relationships were like the creamy, abnormally
soft skin on the backs of her hands: easy to
wound and quick to heal.
My questions did not come in a single inundating surge. If they had, I might have put
myself through a drastic personality renovation
in the days following Andrea's series of accusations. What was I supposed to realize? Did I
exude superiority?Was I thinking condescending thoughts that managed to communicate
themselves without my permission?
Every so often they would return to haunt
me-the
questions and the memories they
conjured up-and
I would cringe at the rot
they selectively unveiled.
I am one of those students with classroom
silence paranoia. The silence itself is not my
enemy, but lack of response plagues my conscience. A teacher asks a question with the
expectation of an answer. I always have one,
and I usually give it. Once, when I decided
to experiment with restraint, I realized what
satisfaction I normally derived from feeling
indispensable. It came as a great shock to me
that learning was possible for the rest of the
class without my priceless contributions.
One Christmas, I was part of a group of
theatre-loving high school seniors who visited
the elementary to perform a skit I had written
for the occasion. We asked the kids questions
about the story when the performance was over.
''What did the mouse do? Can you remember?"
Hundreds oflittle faces conformed in that moment to expressions that matched their internal
responses. Itwas not a difficult question. Every
kid out there knew that the mouse had eaten a
hole in Santa's stocking. But some faces sought
out the floor, hoping not to be called upon.
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Some twisted in indecisiveness, the desire to
speak struggling against the fear of failure.
Some looked like corked bottles of shaken
champagne about to burst in verbal expression
of the obvious. r called on one of these.
The little first-grader gulped in a huge
breath of air and popped out the cork with
confident precision. "The mouse chewed a hole
in Santa's sock!" She grinned and sat back on
her crossed legs, pleased with our affirmation of
her accuracy. She had not done anything wrong,
bur I felt somehow offended by her excellence.
I was annoyed because I doubted that she had
ever gotten an answer wrong, and I wanted this
to be the once that she did.
'Wow," I murmured to my friend. "I wonder if the teachers get sick of kids like that."
"That little kid was you, Heidi." She
laughed at my expression. "You were exactly
like that."
Since my conversation with Andrea, my
eyelids have been slowly peeling back. I am an
expert at facades, and I have begun to recognize
their artistic construction. For example, I have
recently realized that the muscles around my
temples and my jaw are sore and stiff after being
in the presence of people r want to think well
of me. If! keep those muscles in tension, my
face looks lifted, poised, interested. When they
are relaxed, r am susceptible to the portrayal of
authentic emotion, which mayor may not correspond to the impression ram trying to create.
I never realize what I have been doing until,
hours later, I yawn and feel the painful stretch
of muscles too long taut. The mental tension
maintained in these situations is comparable. I
want my conversation to appear as poised and
interested as my face, so r hold my awareness on
a pinpoint and don my social responsibility like
a corset. The result is eventual exhaustion.
When I was a senior in high scbool, 1 led
several of my friends in a scramble up tbe out
sidewalls and onto the roof of the college music
building. My father and I had spent evenings
there watching sunsets and clouds and stars.
These adventures always felt half-forbidden,
because it was not standard practice in our community to pass the time walking around on tbe
roofs of buildings you did not own. But it had
never been prohibited explicitly, so I taught 15
of my high school friends the most efficient
way to scale the ivied brick walls, and we proceeded to do so late one night. We danced and
sang and shamed a great deal once we were
up there-enough
to catch the attention of a
student leader from the college who was not
amused by our antics. He sternly ordered us
to climb down, which we did with defensive
dignity.
I should have been insightful enough to
differentiate between the quiet, unobtrusive
stargazing I had experienced with my father
and a group of high school theatre geeks stomping above the rafters of a multi-million dollar
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building. I did not recognize that difference
because I chose not to look for it. I wanted to
impress my friends with my adventurous idea
of a good time, but I did not want to bother
with the restrictions of wisdom. My motivations did not require confession because 1 was
not honest enough to ask myself what they
were. Instead r offered a thorough defense. I
chose to outline, in a ten-minute speech, the
reasons why I thought our action was blemish-free. I sincerely believed myself, and our
accuser eventually did too.
r am one of Jllany who masquerade as the
impossible saint I hope to become. To aim at
perfection does not seem like a horrible sin,
but there is little as despicable as the pretense
of that achievement. My self as observer has
begun to see what humanness I actually contain. I admire this ability in people I respect,
but its acquisition is turning out to be more
painful than I anticipated. I am thankful for the
authenticity of the pain, though that does not
lessen its intensity.
1 went to my grandparents'
house for
Thanksgiving this year. When I walked in the
door, a bright, interested, poised face greeted
me. Over the next three hours, my grandmother expertly catered to the physical and conversational demands of 20 very different people.
As I sat back in my chair to relax and converse
after dinner, 1 took note of her presence. She

offered tea, asked questions, laughed at stories, and told some of her own. She seemed so
perfect and saintly. I may have been the only
one who noticed that her temples and her jaw
were drawn tight, like muslin painted against a
wood frame. I wondered whether she realized
it herself. When most of the guests were gone,
I watched as she succumbed to the necessity of
release. Her exhaustion became visible in her
tired face and sagging shoulders.
I have only smeared the clear track of one
finger across the condensation on an infinite
picture window of perfection. The rest is still
frosted with innumerable droplets that obscure
whatever reality lies beyond. The answer to
Andrea's first question was incomprehensible
to me because I had not yet touched the glass.
I was afraid to. Now I can say that I do realize
what I am doing, but I have a new fear: the
inability to stop it. I see my grandmother's
mastery of what I thought was my ideal, and r
shudder at the prospect of so many long years
in denial of Illy need for grace. The subversion of my imperfection requires an energy I
do not contain. I will keep trying anyway. My
facade will need a good sight more of humility's
healthy blows before it will be willing to cave in.
I dream of having the courage to smear the full
length of my arms, like windshield wipers, across
the window till my sleeves drip with condensation
and all that is made visible can be redeemed.

r was

walking to class
Guess what I saw?
Two squirrels making love at a Christian College
Oh, somebody tell those squirrels to behave.

,
I'll understand if you do not want to
On our wedding night. But thereafter
I would be much obliged if you
Would wear flannel pajamas. Lest laughter
Overshadow this plea, my request I will repeat:
Flannel pajamas are a definite must.
Or even better, flannel sheets.
'Tis true, 1 want love and care and trust
And all those great and beautiful things,
But the feel of flannel against my cheekThis would show what our love really means.
Is this too bold from a girl who should be meek?
Well, I just can't help but believe if you love me
You'll consent to flannel for you or our wedding bed sheets.
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This day is cold and wet and I am feeling the dim ache of loneliness. My heartstrings, stretched thousands of miles from home,
are tugged westward; my thoughts follow close behind. I pull on a
thick fleece jacket to warm myself, despite the unruly Welsh wind,
and head outdoors in search of something soothing.
I trek along a path that has been trekked before, six months earlier, by a girl very much like me. A girl who knows the Midwestern
landscape of America, a girl who has had her hair tangled by the
wild prairie wind and fingernails stained with earth after a hard day
out on the land. For one whole year, my friend and I are separated
by ocean.
Her name is Lacey Jo Pahl, one afmy closest friends. She came
to this place before me, stomped her own path through this rolling,
wind-swept region of south Wales. All the while Iwas back home,
alone in our familiar territory, worrying and wondering how my
friend was faring in this foreign land. And now we have switched
our places: she is the one back in that home, attending classes on
that college campus, and Iam here, across the wide Atlantic. Again,
alone, striking my own path through this place and wondering if
any of my footsteps arc matching hers.
Itap the door of SA-the room she called home just six months
ago--as I ascend the stairs to my flat, marked SF. I sit in the same
poorly-lit classrooms she sat in and take classes from the same professors she wrote home about. I sit in the cafeteria and understand
now all those e-mails she sent, warning about the fried food and
potatoes Iwould find.
Now I seek to find my own way here, but can't help but look
at this place through her eyes and wonder what she thought about
all this. What smells did she smell, what feelings did she feel, what
people did she meet? I look out on the pastoral scene that surrounds
this town and wonder if she missed home while looking out to the
barns, sheds and farmyards. Iwonder if she, too, climbed to a high
hill and sat to think how far away from Minnesota she was. How
strange that two farm girls can commune in such a place, so far from
home, even months apart.

I drove down the street to my next appointment. I swear, this place was easy street. All the
houses had nicely groomed lawns and the last sap
actually bought one from me. I pulled into the
driveway of my next appointment,
checked to
make sure it was the right address-v-I hate going
to the wrong house; people are jackasses to salesmen if they don't know it's coming-and
stepped
out of my car. Looking at the freshly painted white
house was difficult in the bright sun of the summer morning. I hoped this was going to be easy,
these housewife types are always easy to get to,
especially if their life has turned into a routine of
clean, cook and pump out kids.
I rang the doorbell. It was one of those nice
ones with three different tones to it. By the third
tone I was greeted with a wonderful:
"Who the hell are you?"
It was amazing that she actually made the "th"
sound without any teeth. I must have woken her
up from one of her many naps during the day.
Her voice made the sounds of a rock grinder and
her skin would have made a perfect brown leather

Today I follow the detailed instructions of my friend to "follow
past the Friends' Arms Pub, continue on past a stone bridge on the
left, and a grassy area and creek on the right."
I find the bridge, the creek, and begin searching, remembering
her words.
"The flat rock next to the bridge is mine. I'll lend it to you for
the semester. "Who knows when I'll be back?"
1 spot it-the exact place where, six months ago, my friend Lacey
came to read, write, cry and pray during her time here. Suddenly
I feel connected. I sit down on the rock and my legs hang off the
side-just
high enough to lightly graze the creek below. I close my
eyes and listen to the water dancing over rocks. I look around me
and although I am next to a highway and surrounded by houses, in
this small spot Iam hidden from everyone-trees
around me and
bridge above me.
And suddenly it doesn't matter that it's too expensive and inconvenient to call, too complicated to explain, too long to write. Icome
here and commune with Lacey and she knows all about the lady at
the post office who didn't understand my accent, the excitement
and drama with this guy, the problems with that girl. She recognizes
the liberating feel of independence and possibility, the fear of a great
big world to a small-town girl. She experiences with me the minor
bouts with homesickness, the horrible food, the worry for friends
and family goingon without me back home. On this flat rock in the
middle of nowhere in particular, my friend of three intimate years
comes to meet me on this cold and rainy day so far from home. She
comes, communes and understands.
I look up and gasp. Her name, marked and dated, on the side
of the bridge:
Lacey Jo was here
4-30-03
I smile, breathe deeply and with a sharp stone, Iadd:
so was Jeannine
10-30-03

jacket, which led me to believe she had cheated
cancer at least twice in her life. She was the
stereorypica I Iooks-Bfl-actually-sl S-a nd -divorced-Sctirnes type of woman.
"Well ma'am, I'm the man who is about
to change your life! Are you ready to metamorphize your home living space with the
wonderful cleaning action of the Dirt Queen
40007"
Hag.
"May I come in and show you the amazing power that the Dirt Queen brings to your
life, ma'am?"
"Sure, haven't had company in a while."
She slammed the door right behind me.
When my eyes finally adjusted, which took a
while because of how dank it was in there, I
knew I was in fora tough sell. Damn. It looked
like a nice enough house on the outside, but
this lady obviously didn't want my vacuum.
The February issue of CUllS 'N Ammo was
sitting on what could be called an end table.
It was under a quarter inch of dust. Or was

that ash? Ah, yep. Just as I expected, ~
the almighty cigarette. She just got it "
out. I don't know how I'm going to
~
pull this off now; smoke smell makes
Q
me puke.
Z
''Wow ma'am! I can tell you don't
need what I'm selling. I'lljust leave."
Between emphysemic coughing spasms,
she actually managed an embarrassed schoolgirl smile. I couldn't believe she fell for that
stupid line, but she wasn't stopping me so I
was safe. She grabbed my ann as I was almost
at the door. I was so close to getting out of
that crap-hole.
"Stay sugar, I might be interested."
"Well, if you insist, ma'am. Even with such
an immaculate house the Dirt Queen can alleviate the stress of the work load required
to maintain the upkeep of your wonderful
abode."
Holy crap she touched me. I didn't know
whether I should excuse myself politely to
the bathroom to wash it off or just run for
Spectrum
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the hills. I mean, did I really care if 1 hurt
her feelings? It's probably happened before. I
looked around for a possible exit and noticed
the mantle of her fireplace, obviously not used
in years. There were too many pictures to look
at quickly, but it was obvious she was with a
different guy in almost all of them. She looked
happy in all of them, too. Creepy.
She watched me look at her pictures and
didn't say a thing. I did the only thing I could
do and started to work my magic; maybe she'd
take her evil gaze off of me.
"1'11 start off with a demonstration of the
awesome power existent only in the Dirt
Queen line of vacuums and vacuum accessorrcs
I did the normal routine. I poured din on
the carpet and sucked the whole pile up, leaving
a noticeable clean spot surrounded by grime.
1 showed the fancy gidgets and gadgets and
attachments and add-ons that go with the rnachine. She sucked on her cigarettes ferociously
the whole time; it must have been at least four
during my half hour spiel. She didn't look at
the vacuum once during my presentation; her
eyes never left me.
"And now comes the worst part: Talking
abour the monetary funds required to purchase
a fine machine such as this."
I patted the Dirt Queen 4000 sitting at my
side. She looked so downcast. As soon as I
mentioned money she started to fidget and
not look at me like I was attractive anymore, a
definite plus. It seemed possible to get out of
there without getting infested. Thank God it
was time to talk about payment.
"This wonderful item em be yours for, are
you ready for this? Ten easy payments of 199
dollars."
I've never seen anyone's eyes get so wide.
Maybe it was just the wrinkles dissipating
above, below, left and right of her eyes. That

was probably it. I figured it was because she
couldn't believe a vacuum COStthat much, but
I had actually underestimated
her stupidity
"That's it? Only ten payments of199 dollars?"
Surprisingly she didn't say this sarcastically.
Emphasis was puton "it", "hunnerd", and "dollars." She bought it hook, line, and sinker-c-either that or she'd recently been shopping tor
vacuums; these things are expensive.
'Why, yes, ma'am. That is correct. Only
ten easy payments of199 dollars. What do you
say? Are you ready to take clean to a whole
new level?"
I barely got it out I was so surprised. No
one ever gives in that quick. What the hell is
going on?
''And to add to your eagerness, you don't
have to pay a penny today. You don't have to
pay a penny tomorrow. Heck, ma'am, you
don't have to pay a penny for a whole month.
All you have to do today is sign right here on
the dotted line and you won't have to make a
payment on this very Dirt Queen 4000 until
next month."
"Can I pay the first one now?"
"You can if you want to, ma'am."
'Wel1, if you'd just wait right here while I
get my checks, 1 can do that."
She left me sitting alone in her living room.
I didn't want to be there, especially alone, but
maybe alone was better than with her. At least
she took her cigarette and stare with her. After a
couple of minutes she came back, Scotch bottle,
two glasses, and check in hand.
"Here's your check for 199 dollars."
"Ma'am, you have just made the best decision of your life. I can't even begin to tell
you how smart this decision was. You will be
reaping the benefits of your informed decision
before I leave your house."
Her smile was so wide it almost made me

"France, I am glad Iwas born in your land, and I am glad
god brought me back to you, for a time, before it was too late"
-Thomas
Merton
Breadbasket. Middle country. I am glad to be born in you-to
be a product of your reaching prairie, your plains stretched taut
over seabeds and wagon trails and bones. Iam thankful for miles
of circumscribing sight over welling wheat and towering corn.
I am delighted to drive through your cash crops your consuming crops on my way to the next small town. 1 am lost in your
stargazing darkness your city scape of red light topped grain
towers. I am in love with your sienna landscape, your wide
skies, and your verdant green. 1 am not the passer-by but the
soaker-in of country roads and county highways.
I am empowered by the sheer necessity of you, land. I am
14
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forget about the gaps, but not quite. The fact
that it was almost a nice smile made it more
repulsive.
"I was just going to have a drink to celebrate
my new purchase, wanna join me?" she asked,
giving the bottle a bit of a shake.
It was the most awkward invitation of my
life; she went back to eyeing me, except this
time she let her eyes wander from my face. I
didn't want to drink with this lady, Iwas working and ... and Lord knows what comes next.
How many other salesmen has she seduced this
way? Plus, it's still morning. Weird.
"Sorry ma'am, I'm on the job, I've got more
houses to visit and more lives to change. And
it's against company policy. However, you
should drink to this occasion because your
life has just been transmogrified. You should
celebrate this new beginning!"
"Thank you so much."
'Why, you're welcome ma'am. It was my
ple-" that was where she interrupted me by
flinging her arms around me and kissing me
on the cheek. It was the most disgusting, dirty
hug/kiss combo I've ever received, or given,
I guess.
"It was a pleasure doing business with you
ma'am," was all I could manage after she detached herself from me. Iwas still in horrified
shock. I started to leave and her smile stayed,
but water welled up in her eyes. I hurried to
the front door, leaving her with the new metal
friend. As Ineared my exit, sobs started emanating from the living room. Hesitating for just a
moment, 1 pulled the door open and quickly
shut behind me.
All I could do was drive away. Looking into
the rearview mirror I saw the grotesque lipstick
stain on my cheek, but I also saw her house
getting farther and farther away. My foot came
down hard on the gas, leaving the clean facade
behind me.

glad to be under the auspices of your sky, your whim, your
revelation.
I am glad God gave me the heart to love you, with your
newspapers reporting card parties, your people driving pickup trucks, your wind blistering my cheeks. Iam glad He bore
me into a land ofloving neighbors, of Bible belts, of darkened
underbellies.
I have dreams of leaving you, you know-of
riding the
subway in pinstripes and pumps. Ihave dreams of the buzz of
the city. Ihave dreams of theatre and bistros and museums and
taxi cabs. I dream that 1 wil1 be a success in a tall building, that
I wil1 be at the hub of the world.
And I keep coming back to you----central, innermost, vital
land. Land of solace. Land of freedom. Land of my opportunity.
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My heart stopped on November
And now it's the 2Uh.

8

I stopped remembering
to live
An awareness of time's boundaries.
I know because the flip calendar
Pauses
There, on the 8th.
And I know that a heart on pause
Does not drag its toes in crystal pools
Or smell a perfect night.
I miss the rhythm of dreams I understand.

Until r was five years old, I was
sheltered from the harsh reality that
some first names are unusual-and
mine is one of them.
My kindergarten teacher stumbled
over my name while trying to seat
squirming five-year-olds on a large
square of carpet (and I had to sit next
to a boy). She sounded it out a few times before
she looked around for an anxious child who
recognized, at least, their last name.
''Ab ...Ay...Air-ee-ul? Air-ee-ul Emery?"
Ilooked up. That was my last name. Ididn't
know enough yet to listen for the "E" section
of the alphabet and be ready to respond to anything when the teacher brought the class roster
a little closer to their face, hoping that they had
just misread "Angela" or "April."
"Am Isaying it right, honey?"
My head shook back and forth, just barely.
I didn't like how my classmates, the people I
would have to share crayons with, were staring at me.
"Say it for me."
"Just a little louder, sweetie.'
''Ah-Ah-ree-elle.
"
"Ah-reel?"
"Ah-REE-elle."
"Okay. Justin? Where's Justin?"
And so it goes, year after year. I am one
of the students that causes the first roll call
of every class to be longer and more boring
than necessary. People like me are part of the
reason that teachers go home with headaches
on the first day.
''April Emery?"

An autumn wedding's what I have in mindIndian summer ablaze on oak trees crowned
With crests of gold and brown and red combined.
And I in ivory satin will be gownedA lacy bodice sown with cultured pearls;
The strapless A-line trailing in a VWith wreaths of creamy roses on my curls.
No pasty-pastel, bridesmaids' shades for me
But crimson-satin
gowns with demi-trains,
And sprays of deep red roses for their hair.
A tent for the reception if It rainsA service under tree-tops ifit's fair.
But all my wedding plans will meet their doom.
1fT don't shortly find myself a groom!

"It's Ariel."
"Oh, Air-ee-ul, like the mermaid!" The
teacher makes a little notation on his seating chart. "Jim Foster? Hand up high, Mr.
Foster!"
No. Not like the mermaid.
And no, my parents weren't just trying to
make things difficult by using an alternate pronunciation. I was named years before Disney
animators had any underwater animation ideas
swimming through their minds. If anyone says
the name wrong, it's her.
With a name so ... unusual, you'd think 1
am the namesake of a noble grandmother or
an important historical character or someone
influential in my parents' lives. No such luck.
My name was handed down by my grandmother, but she got it from a soap opera. The
character bearing it was angry and probably not
quite what my parents hoped I would grow
up to be.
Before grandma opened her mouth, I was
going to be Elizabeth. I've never had a professor
trip up on that one.
Having lived with my name for many years
now, it's been necessary to come up with some
tricks to help people remember how to get it
right. The most successful one is asking people
to think. of the letters "R, E, L."
Mter studying linguistics in college, I've
paid more attention to how people say things.
For instance, after talking on the phone with
my mom one Sunday, I noticed that she pronounces my sister's name "Mae-gen," while
both myself and the person to whom the name
refers have always said "Meg-en." If the au-

thority in pronunciation should belong to my
mother, then reason would tell us that my sister
has never said her own name correctly. Maybe
pronunciation doesn't matter that much.
To tell the truth, I'm not sure there really is
one way to say my name. When my mom calls
me for supper, she yells, ''Ah-ree-ELLE!'' while
my dad would be more likely to ask for "Ah-reeul." When saying my first name independent
of my last name, I tend to echo the stresses in
my mother's yell, while I would also say that I
am "AH-ree-elle" Emery.
There are some people who just never get
it right. Some of my extended family fits into
this category. There, also, are the people that
it would be impolite to correct in certain situations. For example, if the president were to
botch my name up in front of a group of people,
I'd just let it go. There also comes a point in
some relationships when it is too late and just
too awkward to jump in and say, "I'm sorry, but
you've been saying my name wrong for all the
rime we've known each other."
For all the griping, I don't always mind having a name that's uncommon. I've never had
to wear a nametag that specified I was "Ariel
E," to make sure that I was distinguished from
all of the other Ariels in my class. Maybe my
mother had this in mind, as one of five Lisas
in her small graduating class. After my professors stumble over it and conquer it the first
time, many of them reflect on itand comment,
"what a beautiful name," before they move on
to greetingJane Gunderson. They don't sit up
and take notice of her name.
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Leaving last night

I noticed an electric humming
and there by his back door
was one of those blue bug-killer lights
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And I wondered why
they kept coming back,
moving in closer
even after watching
their sisters get drawn in,
fried
in electric blue
left in the tray like feathery bits of charcoal
with legs splayed like tiny bent staples.
But then, I listened closer
and heard that it wasn't a hum
but singing, fast and low
Baby, the light sang
a tenor saxophone moan
You are so beautiful

I can't help but love yOll
It's Lying! I said
but they didn't listen,
couldn't
I've been dreall1illg of yOll
YOu are InY Illoonlight

Stop! [said. Flyaway'
Don't listen, it wails,
She's jealonsi
YOll make me whole
I've been lost without yOIl
Bathed in glow, they lean in,
lower eyelids over faceted eyes
pucker pointy lips
and blush for the kissblue electric death.
16
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over me? What if salt tears rolled down
Our Lady's cheeks? What if this effigy
smiled upon me, or spoke a holy word that
I am kneeling in the church, alone, on a only I heard?
Sunday afternoon. Streams of light, colored
III Uf/joll Illitli the whole Church, 1 honor
by scenes of Christ, saturate this place.
MflIY, the ever-virgin mother o.fJesu5 Christ 0111'
I sit. Pray. Wonder. There is no static
Lord and God. I honor Joseph, her husband} the
here. This sanctuary is no multi-purpose
apostles and lI1artyrs Peter and Paul, Andrew,
room used for concerts and the odd congreJames, JOIIII, Tlionms, Philip, Bartholomew,
gational meeting. There arc no three-point
Matthew, Sill/Oil and all the saints. May their
circles painted on the floor or hoops looming
merits and prayers gain 1/5 vour constant help and
overhead. This place is wooden, and golden,
protection Throllgh Christ ollr Lord. Amell.
and lit in candle and stained glass glow. It
is incensed, and austere. It is fragile, but it
What if a saint walked offhis shelf? What
is firm. This space is what holy feels like
if the one in blue jumped off his pedestal,
to me.
dusted himself off, stormed the tabernacle
Maybe I am conditioned to this reverence.
and helped himself to communion.
St.
The sign of the cross ushers me in, awakening
Frances, I took your name on the day of my
me with a cool brush of holy water on my confirmation. The bishop blessed me, and
forehead. The walk down the narrow aisle,
welcomed me with your name. You were
Christ hanging in bronze ahead, the genugiven the gift of miracles, Frances-you
saw
flection, and kneeling-all
of these physical
angels. Stay where you are, with your robes
prompts have perhaps conditioned me to
frozen and draped. I wish not to see angels
solace in ritual, to reverence in this space. I as you did, Frances. I desire no visions as you
suspect, however, that I am more than a blank
had. I do not want to fly from my seat, and
slate, imposed upon by sacrament, tradition,
sail above the altar as they say Saint Joseph
and a nun's stern warnings. I suspect that
did. I don't want to soar. I don't want to see.
this breath stilling reverence is a response to Guard my senses, make them impermeable.
an instinctual knowledge of the presence of Do not call my name. Lord God, I am no
something moving here.
Bernadette, send me no signs. Send me no
There is stillness in this space. And quiet.
messengers.
There is solitude, but also an odd sense of
I fall back; the curved edge of the pew
company. There is a tranquility that edges a supports the small of my back.
darting Catholic imagination. Kneelingin the
I have read about these things as a
church, alone on a Sunday afternoon is all at girl: visions, apparitions, miracles, stigonce a posture of peace, and of terror.
mata. About an ethereal being appearing to
I/1 the /tame aJthe Father, and the Son, and the women, children, and a man named Juan:
Holy Spirit. May almighty God have mercy on /lie, Our Lady ofMejugorje, Fatima and GuadejOrgive me 11/)' sins, and bring me to everlasting life.
loupe-yes,
I remember those stories. I've
Alllell. Kyrie, eltison: Christe, eliison-:-:
read about saints who hung their cloaks on
I raise my bowed head and notice Jesus
sunbeams. I've heard of crucifixes that bleed,
standing there above the tabernacle, robed in and statues that weep.
crimson, sashed in gold. His heart is ablaze.
I kneel again. And bow my head deep.
His feet are bare. His eyes are full blue, and
I won't open my eyes anymore, or ifI do,
capturing. And I am half afraid that he is gonot wide enough, or long enough to see.
ing to wink at me. I'm scared he might meet
Our Father, li1i11O art ill Heaven, hallowed be
my gaze. He might grab neighboring Saint
thy /lame. TIIY Kingdolll cOl/leJoseph's staff and do a little time step. He
What would happen to me if! saw those
might raise his outstretched hand and wave a tears? That blood? That beauty? Felt that
little wave. Or curl his fingers in and beckon
presence, witnessed the divine, received a
me closer.
miracle?
Hail Mary, [ul! oj grace, the Lord is
I will not open my eyes. 1 will not look
with thee. Blessed art thou allwllg women
up. I will not look Him in the eyes. I will
and blessed is the fruit if thy wOlI/b,Jesus. Holy
not reach for His hand. I will not expect a
Mary, mother <!.fGod,prayJorol/1' sinners now and
miracle.
at the hour ojour death. Amen
I reach for my coat, thrown somewhere
1 lift my eyes again, and find Mary,
behind. No sunbeam is holding it, only
painted in hues of azure on the wall above.
the heavy-legged pew. I blindly genuflect,
She's standing on a two-dimensional world,
and turn to leave through the narrow aisle.
stornpingon a serpent's head. Beams of white
Eyes are watching my escape. I feel them
and golden light are shooting from her palms
on my back, as I exit this church alone on a
onto the faint outline of continents below.
Sunday afternoon. I reach for the door with
What if that serpent began to slither
one hand, and for the water with the other,
beneath her bare feet? What if the beams
in the name of the Father, and the Son and
stretched through the sunlight and shone
the Holy Spirit. Amen.

The benches were black, cold, metal, not
particularly comfortable, but they functioned.
More importantly to little Pete, they disappeared once you sat in them. They were so
dull and utilitarian that, once sat on, they were
forgotten, and then one could see the vividness
of the grass that stretched humbly for the sky,
and one could immerse the nose in scent of
tree and leaf and bounteous animal, and one
could watch the deer.
The deer stood less than fifty feet away.
Their heads would come up, ears perked just
slightly, then heads down, digging into the
green, and up again, mouths working to make
life more real. Occasionally their smooth,
smooth bodies would shiver in the crisp air
or at the prompting of a fly. In those moments
their muscles would appear with their skin
in vibrato, and they would become animals
again, vibrantly alive rather than the mere
car-window-side dreams they appeared to be
when they simply stood still. And sometimes
they would bound and bound, vaulting the
weeds and grass and, if one were to squint real
hard, in those mid-air moments they appeared
absolutely free.
Bur that moment would fade, and the fence
would always return, for the fence, with its dull
metal wires clutching one another in hard
geometric shapes, never failed to make itself
known. The other children, who were always
at the deer park, would min the illusion officedam every time. Their clinging to the wires and
wishing them gone only made the wires harder
and louder and more present than before. The
fence was always and undoubtedly there, as sure
as the sky is the source of all blue.
The old lady with her apples in the crinkly
paper bags had to deal with the fence as much
as anyone. Every week she was there, lobbing
those tasty red balls up and over where they
would crash in the grass on the other side, waiting to ignite the tastebuds of a hungry deer.
But sometimes the apples would err in the air
and dash against an unsuspecting furry side,
causing the beast to startle and run. This was
the worst sin of the fence, that even a kindly
old lady's altruism was twisted by the fence's
malicious presence.
The black and the cold of the bench were
there again suddenly, that harsh mellow cold
tingling at his fingertips as Pete pushed himself
off and fell the few inches to his feet. He stood a
moment, eyes wide, tears threatening, and ran.
Three, four, five steps and on the sidewalk, that
cement so hard and long, harder even than the
fence before. He wasn't really watching where
he was going, and so the pop machines, bright
in the light and enticing, surprised him.
Pete knew the power of sugar, knew that it
could make a dark and sour day sweet again,

if only for a few minutes. A can of pop was
the nectar of energy and life and laughter and
exuberance that brought many a child a little
extra energy to holler and whoop and many a
schoolteacher a headache and trouble. But he
knew there was no coin in his pocket, all of it
spent on feed for the caged deer.
Coins often turned up between pop machines. Pete didn't know how they got there,
although sometimes he imagined full grown
people squishing between to hide behind the
machine, and the squeezing would force the
coins out of their pockets to fall with a clatter to
the ground. Pete's eyes went this way and that,
combing over the dirt and debris that stickyclung to the sidewalk between the machines.
The muck seemed almost as ifitwere growing
out of the ground, sidewalk fuzz.
There was a shine, stretching up and out
of the gooey mire, and Pete's eyes flashed to
it. There, upside down and struggling, was a
cicada with the new soft and sheen of green still
on its body. Pete's eyes searched up the wall,
and yes, there was the skin that the cicada had
unwriggled, still wet, clinging in death to the
side of the machine. The insect had broken free
once but to fal1 into a new, dark prison.
His hand came down, and he meant to
touch the creature, feel its newness before
he would lift it away from its tomb, but the
cicada, hooked claws scrabbling, snagged the
finger immediately and began to crawl, leg over
leg over leg over leg, up and around to the top.
Each little step was a tiny, stinging, invigorating
prick, a marker of the insect's passing.
Pete rose slowly, unable to shift his gaze, tile
wind catching at his hair. The cicada paused,
letting the wind rustle its wings. But then it
walked, prick prick prick, and then Pete walked
as well, off tile sidewalk, in the grass. A stump,
old, rotten, but with little sprouting branches
peeking up, welcomed the boy to sit.
And the cicada was on his arm now, investigating the arm hairs and causing them to raise
up in salute as it passed. With each new step an
equal1y new energy seemed to infuse the boy,
and he could almost sec the trail of footsteps
left behind.
As the insect climbed, the pop machine
muck blew away in the breath of the wind,
revealing more and more of the soft green
beauty of its body. Then the cicada was on his
shirt, his short sleeve, and for a few moments
it was gone, unreal, away from his skin. But
then with a sharpjolt and an exhilaration there
it was again, testing his neck, climbing up the
mountain of warm, beating flesh.
Pete was shivering now, but it wasn't cold,
and it wasn't fear. The cicada was on hisAdam's
apple, and he swallowed, the bug bounding
down and up with the lump. For a moment it

lost its balance, but then it was coming
up, onto his chin.
The cicada was on his lips, and
the stinging feet nearly made him
yell. His breath washed over its body,
and it moved on, and as it rose his lips
mouthed over and over "wow." He
closed his eyes, felt the warmth of the sun,
and wished.
When he opened his eyes, there was nothing
but a green blur on his nose, for that was all he
could see. The green blur seemed to gyrate,
shudder, and Pete's mouth dropped open at the
beauty. He stared into the green for a long, long
moment, letting it engulf him in its freshness
until his eyes burned and ached and he had to
close them away.
The softest kiss of wind awoke him, and
Pete watched as the speck of jade became dust
against the sky, and then it was one with the
light of the sun.
Pete's feet vaulted the grass as he walked,
bounding over the rocks in his way. The wind
plucked at his hair and rushed under his shirt,
and he shivered hard, skin rippling. And as he
left the park, he did not look to see the fence.
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The autumn leaves are gone today:
Consumed by roaring Goosen vacsThe reds and rusty-golds that lay
Left lingering to a wet decay
'Neath feet that tramp the college paths.
Compulsive Dutchmen of our town
Who need to keep the place pristine
Make certain lawns are raked and blown
Till each last leafis hunted down
So they can state the city's "clean;"
But I will mourn the passing leaves
And rue another dying year,
As every joy which one receives
Is quarry to the-jealous thieves
Of time, that grimes all we hold dear;
I search for lingering leaves and find
Faint shadows etched in lacy frill;
Today my path is gracefully lined
With forms that have left been behind,
Ofleaves that cling to the pavement still
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The stairs were surprisingly silent as
Mary ascended them in the early spring
'.
morning. The house had seen enough
winters to complain, even at her light
'.
tread. At least the door creaked a bit as
........."it swung open. For some reason that
made her feel better, made her hike upstairs
seem more justified somehow. That was what
attics were supposed to be like, wasn't it?
Filled with creaks and squeaks and old junk
and memories.
Shafts of sunlight cut chasms through the
dust that swam around her head. Great. This
would do wonders for her allergies. She could
already feel her eyes watering, her nose itching, her lungs closing. Better make this quick.
Mom said the gown was in the northwest corner, behind some boxes. It should be hung up
nicely on a mannequin, she said. Ir will look
great on you.
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Below this town, the earth
is slowly rising, breaking straight lines
of window-frames, foundations,
shaping new angles.
Grassy fingers grow
and, stretching, separate
squares of concrete
like brittle eggshells opening.
Paint fades to earthen hues
and curls to reveal the veins of bare wood,
vines climb, consume whole walls
to green.
Mter giving for so long,
the earth is taking back,
opening its dirt-black mouth
to swallow one by one
descendants of pioneers.
My husband,
whose grandfathers claimed this land,
battled alongside his fathers
CO subdue the earth
into fur~owed symmetry,
golden lines of tamed fruit.
But he, too, has fallen
into the dark embrace
of the land triumphant
only a scone marking his claim
and awaiting greedy lichen's knobby hands.
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Mal)' didn't have such high hopes. Besides
being several inches shorter than her mother,
the mutual slenderness that for years had been
the only thing they shared was starting to become a thing of the past. The wedding wasn't
until after graduation, and she was already
beginning to show a little, even through loose
clothing. By next month she doubted the dress
would fit her well at all.
Her eyes wandered around the cramped,
dingy room as she fiddled with the plain gold
band she wore loosely around her finger. It
still didn't fit right. They would have to get it
resized. One more hassle.
There was the dress, complete with long
train, thin veil and matching shoes. It didn't
look as bad as she'd feared, free of tatters and
tears, but it was obviously an antiquated thing.
The once brilliant white had faded to a dim
shade of eggshell, tainted with yellow tinges in
places, but the discoloration was largely covered
by the thick film of gray dust that coated the
entire govm, especially the arrns and crest of
the bosom. Oh well, the important thing was
it looked wearable, and maybe with some minor alterations something could be made out
of it after all. She unzipped the back and slid it
off the headless figure it adorned, half afraid it
would disintegrate in her arms, half hoping it
would. It didn't.
Draping the dress over her crooked arm, she
turned to head back downstairs and noticed a
piece of vaguely familiar pink fluff protruding
from a box on the floor beside the now-naked
mannequin. She set the gown aside, just for a
moment, to have a look. Pulling the box onto
the dusty floor, she opened it and looked inside
as the dust began to settle around her. Oh yes,
she thought. r remember.
It was going to be wonderfu1. Dressing up,
trick-or-treating like the big kids. Her parents
hadn't wanted her to go, they said she was too
young, but Daddy finally agreed to take her.
She was going to be a princess. They found
the perfect costume. A pink dress with tufts of
lace. White slippers. Even a plastic tiara adorned
with rubies, sapphires, and emeralds. She knew
the outfit must have been tailor-made for her,
and good thing too, since it was the last one
on the shelf.
The ride home was the longest of her young
life. As soon as the car was in the garage, she
raced to her room, donning the costume and
its accompanying personality. Then she went in
search of an audience to her royalty Mom was
busy in the kitchen, fixing supper, and Janice
was talking on the phone to one of her friends
about the party that night. Daddy was in his
favorite chair with his pre-dinner paper, just
like always. She glided gracefully into his presence and he set aside the affairs of the world.
She floated about the room with a regal air and
excellent posture. She danced, she spun, she

pirouetted across the plush carpet of the family
room as her daddy watched and smiled.
"How do I look, Daddy?"
"Absolutely lovely, sweetheart.
But you
know what, I think something's missing."
He reached into his pocket and pulled out
a ring, the prettiest ring she had ever seen. It
was only a trinket, something from one of those
twenty-five cent machines. But she did not
know that then.
"Now you're a real princess."
Tenderly she cook it from his open palm. As
soon as she touched it she felt a tingle, and that
was when she knew itwas magic. She slid it on
her five-year-old finger. It fit perfectly. Holding
out her hand, she watched the precious plastic
gem sparkle in the light of the setting sun. She
could feci the royalty flowing down her ann
and into the core of her body, and she knew
her daddy was telling the truth. It wasn't just
pretend.
Halloween came and went, and she got sick
on all the candy. She put away her princess costume, but the ring never left her finger. The
dress and the tiara were only decorations, after
all, only make-believe. But the ring was real; the
ring was what made her a real princess.
It lasted for three-and-a-half weeks. Then
one day at school she glanced at her hand and
found it naked and ordinary, nota royal hand at
all. The ring must have slipped off her finger,
been lost somewhere amidst the fallen leaves
at recess or on her haphazard walk to school.
She searched her desk, SCOUTedthe playground,
and kept her gaze fixed on the ground all the
way home, but couldn't find it anywhere. It
was gone.
The house was dark when she got home.
That was the day of the accident, and Mom had
gotten a phone call and rushed to the hospital.
The driver had been drinking, they told her.
There was nothing anyone could do. Daddy
was gone.
She never did find the ring.
Now here was that old costume, all the
pieces still together, the dress, the slippers,
the plastic tiara with the faded, peeling paint.
But no ring. Oh well, what difference did
it make? She had long ago outgrown plastic
jewelry and games of make-believe, princesses
and fairy tales and happy ever after. Besides that
old cheap ring would be much too small. It
wouldn't fit her finger now anyway.
Mom was calling for her downstairs, wonderingwhat was taking so long. She stuffed the
princess costume back into the box. Scooping
up the faded dress in her arms she strode quickly toward the stairs. She passed the window
and her left hand flashed briefly in the light of
the setting sun. Her eyes were still moist, and
she needed a tissue. From the dust, she told
herself, as she turned off the light and shut the
attic door behind her.

I.

A raccoon is a rogue, a little thief chat stalks its snacks silently
in the night, often making raids on what humans have thrown aside.
In the children's book the raccoon often appears as a clever robber,
a lovable bandit. The black fur that encircles the animal's eyes is
easily translated as a scoundrel's mask, the stripes ofirs tail likened
to a fugitive's costume. Yet it is true that this mammal vagabond
is more than willing to steal a meal, either from the dregs thrown
aside or from the chicken trapped in protection, all too easily apprehended.
Raccoons are also well-known for their propensity to dean
their food before they eat it. J have a sharp scene in my imagination, a
mental picture of a raccoon by the river, crouching on a log slumped
in the muddy bank. The raccoon has its paws wrapped around a
tempting red fruit. The apple is baptized repeatedly as he tries to
wash away the peril. Only after every side has been introduced to
the river will the raccoon tentatively sniff his prize and take a bite,
assured that it will not cause his death.
Sometimes a raccoon will be taken into a home and called a pet,
but the would-be owner is inviting inside more than a fun-loving
pseudo-feline with a fluffy tail. I read of one of these house-dwelling
coons who shared the household with a milk-fond baby. One day
they were alone together. Maybe it was the phone, that perennial
screamer and interrupter, that called away the parents. Maybe it was
the lure of the loins that urged them to the bathroom. Whatever.
Raccoons like milk, too, and milk was on the baby's lips. Those
tender flaps of flesh must have torn so nicely as they yielded to the
sharp teeth, they must have slipped warmly down inside, salty with
blood. They must have been a delicate treat to that rogue as he ate
the promise of life and the voice of the future.
II.
Usually I see them dead with crimson caps on the side of the
road, the victims of progress. They cannot seem to cross the asphalt
without Death springing on them. A visitor from space would be
forgiven to think raccoons stationary organisms meant to feed the
flies. That's why, whenever I see a living raccoon, there is that
prickling snap of a thousand pins all over me. This is special. This
is a resurrection of the dead.
There was that one evening, however. I went walking with
my family about town. The night was not yet come, and the world
still possessed an element of that freshness of sunlight. It looked as
if a painter had sloshed a bit of black on his morning landscape and
hastily brushed it away, leaving a haze of gray over everything.
We were on a street I had been through a time past familiarity. On one side was a row of houses with verdant lawns, tokens of
proud suburbia. On the other stood a utility building, a butcher's
shop, and several abandoned structures filled with the metal dead:
old tractors, decaying cars, rusted junk. Most of the structures were
close enough together that one could easily climb the walls between
them, and sometimes I would, pushing hard against the brick-grid
walls with my rubber soles and reaching for the sky, tempting a fall
into bone-white gravel below. I often imagined that gangs would
dwell in the shadows of these slim alleys, passing illegal dusts between them, evil smoke rising from their mouths. So it was habit for
me to glance over to check for them, even though they were never
there in a town of 2500. I looked again, for the thousandth time,
and there were the raccoon's eyes staring right back at me.
III.
It lived. That could be seen from its eyes alone, even yet

while its body never moved. The raccoon's body was stiff
with-what?
Surprise shock fear glee? But its eyes, they were alive,
lighmingeyes. Those glowing orbs were the highlights to a raccoon
on its feet. Its gray body was a shadowy outline, like a corpse. But
its eyes showed a spirit within that glowed with vivacity.
In that moment there was the prickling sensation through my
body, the pins of adrenaline poking and prodding me. I wanted to
run to the raccoon and feel the vigor and warmth and fur between
my fingers. The raccoon, though a varlet, was charm itself simply
because it was alive, but that life, that wildness, also kept me away.
1 knew it had teeth and fury, and as good as holding it close would
feel, I could not get past that fear for my own life. My family took
quick glance of the animal before marching on even faster than
before. But I held that forever-second, stretching it to stare, then
reluctantly detached my eyes and ran to catch up. But for the rest of
the walk the thrill-fear followed. I could feel those eyes, all fire-life,
sear me from every shadow, from every dark crevice.

rv.
I know of another mammal that is much like the raccoon.
Just like the raccoon, I can see this mammal with an apple in hand,
freshly, impishly torn from the tempting teat of a tree. There is the
shine offear in her eyes. She is afraid of death. But someone washes
the fear away with the soapy words of deception. Mter carefully
sniffing the apple, she bites. She is a rogue as well.
She is a dangerous beast. She dwells in filth, digs down deep
for the choicest morsels, and eats garbage by choice. Like the raccoon, I see more dead than those who live. And yet, also like the
raccoon, there is something about this mammal that endows her
with irresistible attraction. T want to spend time with her. I am one
of her kind.
A long while back this mammal was taken into a home. The
owner could see through the filthy, diseased exterior that surrounded
her. She was still dangerous, and the owner was well aware of this.
He also knew there was something of incredible value in her, even
through the darkness. The animal shared the house with a person
of small stature who was life-fond and dependant on his father. One
day they were alone together. The difference is that the son told the
animal to eat him. And it did. So.
So in this holy death-meal there was seizing of danger, of
adventure, of something unfathomable. Life was birthed, and the
greatest journey pushed towards the greatest ending ever mentioned
in whispers in backwards mud-slicked tunnels or screamed from
gleaming, window-flashed skyscraper tops.

v
Death in this world runs, leaps, screams and permeates. Thus
perhaps it is good to be the raccoon, ready to thrive ill this death pit,
ready to dwell in alleys among the thrown-aside, ready to live.J do
not wish to lie along the side of the road, but rather to run upon it,
perhaps through dark alleys, and to let my eyes glow with life. The
alleys are full of death, so what better place to add life? Even should
the violent gangs surround the living and their weapons bite and
tear away the body, a seed of that something has still been planted
by that living presence, and while the flesh is ripped away the fire
inside will flow with the blood into the streets. If one who lives is
torn, that life screams all the more to those who can hear that there
is life. Especially in and from those who used to be rogues, those
who were deepest in filth.
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My brother plays piano;
he taught himself three years ago.
His fingers float across the dappled ivory
keyboard
abc d e f g sharp flat allegro
gently coaxing euphony from
wire and fanner tusks whose wildness has
changed but not abated.
I feel the urge to write
and I obey.
My fingers fly across the mottled keys
a s d f g h j k I ; shift space backspace tab
Rhythmic tackcry clap of plastic
is translated through thought and silicon and
light.
Words flow from my hands
music from his,
two ships 011 different seas
two men walking on water
hoping to produce a thing ofbeaury
fearing useless sound and fury
or the cacophony of silence
once inspiration stops
and fingers die.

A clear glass cup on a clear glass plate, filled
with an opaque black liquid hardly seems the
stuff of life, but it's amazing just how much a
cup of coffee and something as complex, confusing, nebulous, frightening, and amazing as
love have in common. As I gaze into the deep,
dark, mysterious depths of the cup, many different thoughts drift through my mind.
A face quite different
from my own,
wreathed in raven-black locks gazes back at
me from the depths with dark, enchanting
eyes. As I return that stare, I become aware of
new colors lurking within the blackness of the
steaming pool-rich
reds and deep welcoming
browns draw me deeper into my trance. I am
no longer in the coffee shop. Like a wizened
mystic gazing into a divining pool, I am drawn
into the perfectly round, placid, magic mirror
in the cup.
A refreshing scent reaches my nostrils, and
it permeates me, intoxicates me as nothing else
can. This scent of coffee, cinnamon, cocoa, and
peppermint becomes imprinted in my mind, a
sweet perfume to accompany my growing fixation. As I allow myself to fall deeper into the
enchantment, the din of the world around me
dies away, and I am left alone with this hauntingly beautiful image.
Cradling this source of supreme contentment, I decide that simply observing it is not
enough. No-I
want, even need, to drink
deeply of the bliss it promises. As I stir the
coffee, tiny bubbles begin to form. While they
are many, they are also isolated and fragile, but
incredibly lovely-c-each a single instant given

The girl was standing there with one hand almost touching the
branches of the lilac bush, leading off second towards the thirdbase-tree, and the evening dusk got real quiet, so that the loudest
thing was the whisper of lilac petals behind her. Her eyes and all
the boys' eyes were on the oldest boy-he lived just down the block
and always came over to play ball with them. He reached up and
cocked his baseball cap, then scuffed with his shoe at the worn spot
in the lawn and rook two whistling warm up swings.
She leaned forward in the dusky shade, waiting. He could hit it
into the tomato-tangled garden easy, and they had ruled that was an
automatic double, since her mom always yelled out the window at
them if they weren't careful and trampled the zinnias.
The pitcher swung round and faked a throw to the boy guarding
the lilac bush, but the girl---expecting that-lunged
back, yelling,
On Base! She watched the oldest boy practice swing again, noticed
the slanting sun tracing new lines of muscle in his bare arms.
Then the pitch was in the air, floating, and the oldest boy's eyes
were steel and Tl-fWACK! That ball ripped through the air, gone
forever, past the alley, past the old lady's house, past the stop sign
and the road, and past anywhere they would ever find it again. They
hung there, watching where that home run ball had gone, like maybe
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physical form. Their iridescence draws f!Il!Iltl",..
...,
me into a trance. But only too soon,
~
they are gone, leaving me with nothing
~
but fond remembrances.
Q
As l raise the cup to my lips, I am
Z
aware that I must grasp the handle and
sip carefully, for in hold onto the cup too tightly or drink of it too quickly, I will get burned.
The ambrosia washes over my lips and crosses
my palate. The flavor overwhelms me. Nothing
has ever tasted so sweet! The small mouthful of
coffee threatens to drown me in its richness. I
feel warmth spread throughout my body, from
my head, down through my chest, then to my
arms and legs, bringing a sense of pleasure to
every limb. The caffeine courses through me,
quickening the pace of my heart, and sharpening my mind and senses. In this moment, this
one perfect ins tam in time, I know happiness,
and nothing else.
But now it is gone. The clear glass cup sits
empty on the clear glass plate, and I am left
with a bittersweet taste in my mouth. I hold
the cup up and look at it, realizing for the first
time that it distorts, even perverts my vision
as I gaze through it. The cup is returned to
its plate, and J am left with a sense of longing.
Part of me wants to get up and refill the cup,
to replace that which has been consumed, but
part of me wants something which I cannot
attain in a literal sense, but that I can only hope
to attain metaphorically; that which will let me
gaze eternally into those dark, enchanting eyes
-the everlasting cup of coffee.

it was a comet or a falling star and left a tail. A truck passed on the
road in the distance, blaring a radio song, and somewhere down the
block a kid shouted. The oldest boy started to move towards the first
base stump, but there didn't seem to be much point.
Just then a group of older boys in baggy jeans rode by on their
bikes. When they saw the oldest boy standing in the yard they
shouted out to him, We're gain' to the park to shoot some hoops
with the girls. Wanna come? Or do ya hafta BABYSIT!!
Then they were gone. The oldest boy looked around slowly.
See ya later.
The younger boys nodded and started off to go look for the ball,
but the girl stayed. She watched the back of the oldest boy, walking
away, getting on his bicycle, pedaling off She was alone in the yard,
except for a cicada that tried to get a buzz going and faded off Slowly;
she walked to the tree, slid her hand across the rough bark, walked
on to the home-base patch where the grass had worn through like
the knee of someone's pants, and she just stood.
The bat lay there, by her feet. Usually they just left it out for
tomorrow. But she picked it up and carried it to the back of the
garage by the dusty old stroller. Leaving it there in the corner she
went inside.

When young, my preferred method of getting things done was to sit back and see what
would happen. Thus, when confronted with a
monumental decision, such as choosing a candy
bar at the gas station, r would slip into a coma
of indecision. As I would take my time deciding
on the choicest confectionery; my family would
get more and more behind schedule, and my
older brother Mike would lose more and more
of his self-control.
My mode of passivity often became prerry
useful around the house. When Mike and I
would enact our epic tales with our favorite
toys as the stars, the floor would often become
strewn with the armies of extras. When it
became time to pick up, I would move rather
slowly and Mike would end up picking up
two-thirds to three-fourths of everything. Ultimately it was better that way because Mike
was far superior at the task.
I never thought of myself as a leader growing up. I naturally fell into the role oflackadaisical lackey. Mike was so much smarter than
I was, obviously; he was my older brother.
Therefore, he was worth my undying respect
and devotion. When giving our time to the
implements of play, his toys would be the boss
characters and mine would be the grunts and
the soldiers. When Mike would want to race
me, he would generally get far ahead when he
started running while I resolved to continue
walking. In fact, for many years I refused to go
for walks, electing instead to ride in a stroller
that was much too small for me.
My passivity went so far as to encompass
even my ideas of vocation. When I was small,
1 was enthralled with large reptiles of all sorts,
but my saurian devotion reached absurd
heights with my dinosaur obsession. I decided
I wanted to become a paleontologist, a member of that society of individuals that digs up
the relics of the dead and are blessed with the
honor of touching the legendary. I spent long
hours drawing dozens upon dozens of saurian
sketchings, playing with a great many Triassic plastic toys, reading a plethora of pages in
Jurassic journals, and digging in my backyard
for Cretaceous leftovers. I was faithful for many
years to the fossil cause. Then one day my older
brother explained to me that the paleontology
occupation was a great big bore. At supper J
announced the end of my dream.
My passivity continues to this day, and manifests itselfin some rather disturbing ways. The
fact that I came to Northwestern College is the
result of a bizarre series of events that started
with an obsession with both the color and the
fruit called orange. I stumbled across NWC
via a college fair that I did not wish to attend,
and soon thereafter I was visiting the campus,

and finally sending in the application. r had 110
intention of becoming an English and writing
and rhetoric double major when 1came, either.
I had vague dreams of becoming a legendary
thespian and wowing the world with my acting skills. Again through a series of accidents,
my theater classes were picked off one by one
by misfortune and unusual levels of personal
idiocy. Thus were my theatrical hopes roughly
dashed against the stones of circumstance. It
was about that time that I started receiving
many compliments on my writing, and my
adviser was much into the words scene as
well. When I was small I luted writing in all
its forms. But, desperate for a vocation, I allowed others to choose, figuring they knew
better than lowly me.
Note however that I am not happy with
the apathetic state. I am rather disgusted with
the widespread disease of apathy throughout
the nation and the world. Many, many people,
and even entire nations, seem to fall back on
the "wait and see" attitude, as ifby waiting the
world would heal itself To some degree I see
"that mistake in those ambivalent tendencies
towards the Iraqi war, in the huge push for
passivity before the war started. I do not necessarily agree with the war or the principles
behind its inception, but I think some of the
arguments against the conflict were motivated
by a preference for stagnation, for "the way
things are." Many were simply cynical with
the government,
as if the government
was
incapable of ever performing correctly.
I know my reason for passivity often stems
from a fear of change. I reason that, if I can
stay where I am, things will work out somehow
and the world will never differ from what I'm
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used to. But the fallen world seems to
be doomed to a state of flux forever. ~
Q
My status in the world also is chang~
ing, 1 am changing. It is said that the
,
world is a juggernaut
of alteration,
.. ,
that the only constant is the lack of ~
constancy. Perhaps the nations them4"
selves are also deadly afraid of rnutatQ
ing circumstances. They want things
~
to go their way, and they cling to what
they can control with certainty. But the world
will grow, shrink, warp, stretch, twist with or
without their consent, and, whether positive or
negative, so will they.
I am nearing a time when I will have to
change again, to go beyond my college years
and enter what many erroneously term the "real
world." Again the mosquitoes of fear arc biting, and the itch to stagnate is running through
my skin. But I must adapt, and hopefully adapt
under principles I can believe in. Even God's
testaments with humans have evolved over the
millennia. God is constant, but his relationship
to humankind has progressed, jumping from
testament to testament.
Perhaps that's why I so look forward to a
time when change will always be for good,
when there need be no dread of anything and
even sameness will mean joy. Maybe people
were made to stay the same, or at least maybe
they have a built-in wish for some form of
ineffable stability. Maybe that's why God is
so appealing, why heaven is seen as a scene
of unending and possibly unchanging pique
euphoria. Those will be the days of sacred
stagnation. Until then, there will always be
room for improvement. Until then, there will
always be the need for change.

-..
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Water drips across my face and down my hair
and off the roof of this canopy
that shelters a company of strangers.
We have not exchanged names
or other pleasantries: such
formalities have little bearing
on connections formed of music, coffee
and conversation as intermittent as the storm.
The girl who shared my frolic in the last
downpour returns just as the man with the guitar
finishes his Spanish love song
and the girl across the table
sets down her violin. She closes her eyes
and lifts her hands to the sky
as if to conduct the rain that is beginning
to fall once more.
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The first time you meet real kids is when you go to the school
playground one evening with your mom. You've met kids at church,
but church kids are sanitized and confined by religious etiquette
and eternally frowning parents [or safe social consumption-like
chimpanzees at the zoo. These kids at the playground are honest to
goodness primates in the wild. Stare at them through the fence for
30 seconds before you go in, then stand unmoving by the monkey
bars while Mother smiles encouragingly. They all stare at you as if
you have a forehead the size of a chalkboard. Wonder what's wr-itten on your forehead. They come in a group, circling like a pack of
malevolent bipedal beasts.
'What's your name?" barks a boy with long bangs and buzzed
everything else.
Tell them your name. Your full name, because that's what you think
they want. Include your middle name, and add "the third" after your
surname. After they've stared at you for twenty seconds, give them
your mother's maiden name and mention that your dad calls you "Hot
Stuff" They don't tell you their names. You decide not to ask.
"Where are you from?" the girl with the big nose asks.
Pause. Say, "around."
"Then why don't we see you in class? At school?" asks bang boy.
"I have class in my bedroom," you say. "Usually on the bed."
They stare again. Wonder if they watch too much television. Wish
you could change the channel.
"You're a liar," two of them say together in a confusing echo.
"Nobody goes to school in their room."
"I'm homeschooled," you say.
"What, does the principal live in the closet with the boogie
Juan?"
"Bet you take science in the bathroom!"
"Recess in the doghouse!"
Wait and look at the ground as they laugh. Watch a crippled fly get
attacked by a group of red ants. Consider crying.
"How old are you?"
It's the girl again.
Don't look up. Think seven. Say,
"2."
After that day, spend several evenings in your room upstairs with
your telescope trained on the playground. Notice that the same kids
often play there. Give them names. The first day they're Anne, Aaron,
Ar:1Y,and Alex. The next day they're Jim, Lucy, Wayne, Harry, and
Jane. Mter American history, they're George, Benjamin, Thomas, and
Hancock-you
couldn't think. of any girl names. Walk. by them one
night. Consider talking co them again. They call you names with words
you don't understand. Go home and use them on your mother. That
night, watch them through the telescope and name them all Benedict,
the taste of soap still fresh in your mouth.
Notice suddenly one day that the kids in Sunday school all talk to
each other and play with each other a lot, but only a few will play with
you, and then only when their other friends aren't around. Notice
that you're the only kid who knows at trivia time that Jesse was the
father of David, how to spell "leviathan," that Stephen was the first
martyr, that knows what a martyr is.
Realize that you're different.
And hate it.
Decide to answer the trivia questions wrong. Notice that the kids
still ignore you, and that now you aren't the first pick on Trivia Day.
Try walking like them. Try sitting like them. Try singing the hymns like
them (mouthing the words). Get in trouble with Mom. Try everything
you can think of except actually talking to them.
Ask your Mom for Levi jeans. Ask your Mom for clothes from the
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mall. Ask your Mom for a Nintendo. Ask your Mom for a Schwinn ~
bike. Answer, "Because everyone else has one." Get hand-me-downs,
~
a Tiger electronic game, and a tricycle.
q
Consider asking to be put in school with all the other kids.
...
Remember all the other real kids you know are Benedict.
~
Decide you like being different. Decide after watching Muppet ,....
Babies that your favorite Muppet is Gonzo. Watch Muppet Babies a ~
lot. Sing the theme song at the dinner table-"Muppet
babies, we'll
make our dreams come true, whop-a-doodie-bop."
Decide your
favorite song from the show is Gonzo's "semi-weirdo" song. Wonder .-~
what semis have to do with being weird. Decide maybe it's because ~
when you're weird, you feel like you were run over by one.
."
Go to homeschoo1 activity days. Meet other kids your agc that Q
can spell "leviathan," and some who can't spell "school." Get into ~
a long conversation with a skinny freckled kid about whether ~
pachyrhinosaurus
or opisthocoelicaudia
is the coolest dinosaur.
."
Get together with him repeatedly to make a huge presentation on ~
the prosauropods and mammalian saurians like the cynedonts and 4"
dimetrodon. Glow when the adults ooh and ahh over the display. ~
Glow when they can't pronounce the names of the dinosaurs. Glow
when the other kids gasp at your accomplishment. Go home that evening,
glowing. Then, up in your room, look through the telescope at Benedict,
Benedict, and Benedict. Call them some of those names they taught you.
Say the names quietly and viciously and feel superior. Then realize that
you won't see skinny freckled kid again for a month.
Stop glowing.
Next day after class in your room, go outside and look for fossils in the
rocks. Actually find some, little tiny clam-like shells in the gravel of the
driveway. Move alit along the street, looking in the gutter under the leaves.
Hear sounds of voices, and notice a bunch of kids across the street playing
together at some game that you aren't familiar with. Sit and watch them.
Realize you're bored. Languidly push your hands around the leaves. Find a
busted, red-striped drinking Straw. You're so bored that using the straw to
blow pebbles down the gutter is suddenly almost interesting. Sit and wish
you could be playing with those kids. Yell out, "Hey, you pebble-sucking
gutter trash!" across the street. The kids all stop playing, and they stare.
The tallest one, with red curly hair and long, broomstick legs, actually
comes over your way. You consider running, then take a look at those long
broomstick legs. You sit and wait for the pain. He drags you to your door
and tattles on you. Mom looks down at you with those folded-eyebrow
concerned eyes of hers.
"Why?" she asks.
"I just wanted to get their attention," you say, and realize it's true.
"Well, you certainly accomplished that," she says, and grounds you
for a week. Decide that the broomstick boy is actually Adolf instead of
Benedict.
Win the seventh grade state-wide spelling bee on the word, "fascism."
Skinny freckled kid got second. When all the adults gather around and
congratulate yOll while all the kids except skinny freckles glare, wonder if
you can get ajob spelling words for Webster. Celebrate with skinny freckles
that night by putting together the plastic bones of a kentrosaurus ..
Notice one day that the pastor's daughter is the most beautiful girl in
the world. Call her "Princess Penelope" in your mind. Mtcr you find out
her real name, still call her "Princess Penelope" in your mind. When she
sits across from you in Sunday school, stare. A lot. When she looks up,
pretend that you were staring at the Jesus picture on the wall behind her.
Mter class, she is waiting outside the door of the classroom. You wonder
why the temperature is suddenly past 100.
"You really like jesus, don't you?" she says before walking off with her
skeletal best friend.
Read about puberty while lying on your bed at home. Wish fervently
that the pastor's daughter would never go through puberty because you
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think the effects would detract from her purity. Think maybe she would
be better off as a dinosaur.
"'When the church puts on a square dance, go with your family and
some half-formed hope. Stand against the wall and pretend to be immersed in the punch, swimming laps. See out of the corner of your eye
the pastor talking to her. He points at you slightly, and you stick your
nose too deep in the cup and accidentally snort the punch. As you are
wiping your nose with your shirt, she comes up to you and stares. You
turn as red as the punch.
"Do you want to dance?" she asks finally.
Realize her father made her come over to dance with you. Go anyway.
Shake with nerves as she takes you by the hand.
"How are you feeling?" she asks as you start to dance.
"Trepidation," you say.
"Yes, 1 get worried I'm going to trip sometimes, too," she says.
Tell her what "trepidation" means. End up tripping a lot.
In high school, decide you want to be an actor. Take drama at the
actual school building. You have to walk there every day after lunch. Walk
along the gutters and play in the snow, it's a long walk. When you're in
tbe halls, notice that everyone is staring at you. Glow. See the pastor's
daughter in the hallway. Be very thankful rhar nature pays no attention
to your ideas of purity. Accidentally walk into three wrong classrooms.
When you finally do walk into the right classroom, the teacher singles
you our immediately and introduces you to the class. Notice thatAJex,
the kid with the blond hair, used to be bang boy. I-Ie leans over to you
in the middle of class and whispers with his lips out like a chimpanzee
several words that you don't know. This time you aren't curious enough
to eat soap to find out what they are. Notice that everyone in class
except the shy students make fun of you every class period. Wish that
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"Michael, I'm going," she called, glancing
around for him and pulling her coat tighter
over her shoulders. Rain smacked hard against
the sidewalk, loud through the windows of the
porch where Liza stood, pale in the gray dim.
A cocker spaniel caught the sound of her voice
from where he lay near the door; he lifted his
head and ears and gave his rail a thump. Instinctively she went to him and knelt to stroke the
glossy head, to smooth again and again those
wavy blue-black ears.
"Liza."
Michael leaned into the doorframe between
the porch and living room. Liza shivered at his
nearness, fighting the familiarity of his figure,
her weakness for those river-blue eyes, and the
habit she had of kissing the dimples that appeared even when he was upset, like now.
"Michael."
Her breath came faster, and
tight. Why did her heart feel as if it were
pressing against her lungs?
The spaniel whined, nosing her hand for
more attention. Liza shook herself, and looked
down to re-trace the patterns of his perfect
ears.
Enough. No more fighting, she reminded
herself. No more screaming through tears. No
marc empty bottles rolling around the floor, the
truck, everywhere.
Her hair fell back from her face as she lifted
her chin, her eyes still and dark as they met her
husband's. She swallowed. Then, "I'm leaving,

yOll could be with the in-crowd anyway, and throw yourself into your
studies because of that desire. Graduate with an "it in the only "true"
class you ever took in school.
After you graduate, find that your high grades qualify you for several
billion scholarships. Apply to several hundred, and get a free ride in
college. Consider following the pastor's daughter to seminary, but end
up applying to a small, expensive private college in a backwards town
that calls itself the "corniest town in the Midwest." On the day you are
supposed to go, hide in the garage and think about all entire college full
of Adolf's with cornrow mustaches and "I hate Homeschoolers" t-shirts.
Realize that this is your last time to actually fit in at school. Though you
think it must be madness, go anyway.
Be terrified for the first few months, and then realize that, for some
reason, a lot of people like you more than you like yourself Find numerous friends that don't remind you of historical personages, but are
fascinating nonetheless. Get together with them and sing Muppet Babies
songs. Realize there are a lot of weird people in the world, many weirder
than yourself Find that many of them are in theatre. Become a theatre
major. Do your homework on your bed all the time. Find that you can
spell better than some professors. Reconsider that job with Webster.
Graduate with honors.
As you are filling out your first real job application, think about
how you aren't dealing with the sanitized, safe-for-general-consumption worlds of academia anymore. You're going out of the zoo and into
the wild. Write your full name, with middle initial, and add "third" after
your surname. Mark "single" in marital status and skip over "maiden
name." Reach the box that asks your age. Write "2" and pause for a little
while. Then write "1" and go turn in the application.

you know."
He knew. She had warned him enough
times. But he only stared, stared through her
though still, somehow, seeing her. His face was
set, hard, but Liza had learned how to read the
lines near his mouth and the shape of his eyes.
Her hands faltered; she stopped stroking and
slid her arms around the spaniel's neck.
The rain beat rhythms through the silence.
"I'm taking the dog," she said, finally.
Michael pushed himself away from the
door, tilted his head toward her as ifhe didn't
understand. "What?"
"I'm taking Carlo with me."
"Right, Liza. You wouldn't. Not after everything else."
"I would." She pulled the dog tighter,
holding to his warm strength. His tail wagged
against her ankles.
"I am taking him," she said again, more
firmly. "He's mine."
"He isn't yours, Liza!" Michael came closer,
but stopped when she drew back, and his voice
grew softer, though it maintained its energy.
"He's ours, our first Christmas present to each
other. Don't you remember?"
Of course she remembered,
when the
snow fell white outside windows framed by
evergreen boughs, and "Silent Night" wove
through their bantering kisses ..
No. Enough second and third and twentieth
chances.

"I 'will go, Michael." She stood up,
and brushed her hair over her shoulder.
"Don't try and stop me."
"Not with that dog, girl."
"Yes, with him." She grabbed the
spaniel's
collar. "You know why?
Because I fed him when you were
puking in the bathroom. r walked him
Saturday mornings when you slept off
Friday night. I bathed him and brushed
1If~
rum and gave up things for him." She ~
paused. ''You can't even do that for 4,
people."
q
The rain thudded like so many
~
drums outside, marking the seconds.
Then-~
"No, Liza!" Michael slammed his ~
hand against the wall, making both
4,
dog and woman jump. "You can't
q
take everything from me." He was
~
scowling, squeezing
his eyes hard
shut-trying
to hold back the tears like he
always did, Mr. Tough Man-as
if Liza didn't
know that trick.
She wouldn't stay and watch him like this,
his head into the doorframe, his shoulders
slumped, his breath heavy. No .... she was already trembling to go to him, to rub the strong
shoulders and kiss at those tears ..
She set her jaw and closed her eyes, then
gathered the dog in her arms and ran with him
out to the rusty car, letting the rain streak down
her cheeks.

!
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Being homcschooled all my life, my experiences with education
were decidedly different than those of the average American student. I
never ate lunch in a cafeteria, "Phys. Ed." meant reading a book about
exercising rather than embarrassing myself on the gym floor, classes
were often conducted on the couch, and social interaction mostly consisted of hanging out with my older brother. I knew little about public
education-s-what I knew came from Driver's Ed.c.-and I did not wish
to know more.
But times change.
As the first semester of my senior year of high school wound down,
one night I was watching television and wondering what on this giant
blue ball I wanted to do with my life. I realized that those folks on the
tube looked like they were having a lot offun. So, noticing that no one
else in the room was talking, 1 figured I would voice my opinion.
"That has to be really fun," r said. "Acting I mean. Real fun."
Mom caught my eye.
"Do you want to By it?"
I didn't see how she could be serious.
"Of course I want to try it!" I exclaimed with a flourish.
"1fT sign you up for drama at the public school, will you go?"
I imagine my skin color paled a bit then, but I was too busy sweating to notice.
"The ... school?"
''Yeah.''
"Maybe."
It was a classic example of the Nick Driscoll method of doing business. If something scared me, I wouldn't make a decision about it and
hoped it would go away. The method had a very high success rate. But
drama did not go away. I never really said I'd go, bur she signed me up
anyway. That spring I took drama at the West Marshall Public High
School.
As the time drew near, 1 looked at the class with a mixture of trepidation and hesitant optimism. My earlier experience with the school,
an unfortunate series of events at Driver's Ed., did not inspire a great
amount of confidence. While largely the students in Driver's Ed. were
quite friendly, I did not know any of them well. Those whom I asked
their names had a strange tendency to lie to me. While I liked the teachers, they conducted the class almost as if we were a bunch of kindergartners---once we even had to perform an incredibly brainless exercise
in wbich we CUT the shapes of street signs out of paper and presented
them in front of the class.
"This octagon is a stop sign. This triangle is a yield sign, or maybe a
slow moving vehicle sign."
With a class of 60 students or more, the activity was enough to put
the average high school student into a state of extended butt-numbing,
brain frying torpor. I hoped for better things with drama, but some little
skunk in the back of my head told me otherwise.
The day of class finally came. The high school was a fair distance
away, but, as a testament to the futility of my last class at the school, I
did not have my driver's license to get me there. Mom dropped me off
the first day at maybe 1:35 for my 1:45 class. I walked up to the large
metal green doors and nervously peeked through the windows. Gaggles
of students were shuffling by, too distracted by classes and friends to
notice my worried face jammed against the glass.
I tried the handle. The door was locked. My heart started bounding like a bunny. I tried the handle again, but the door had not become
unlocked since the last I had checked.
I was practically panicking at this point, but then a kid who looked like
he should be in elementary school saw me and, with a look of annoyance,
opened the door without a word. r thanked him and trotted inside.
I was instantly lost in the tide of teenagers, awash in a largely un fa-
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miliar land. Desperately attempting to keep the room number in Z
my mind, I tried to head in the right direction while also avoiding
q
bumping inro the crowding youth. 1 noticed a number of eyes '"
on me, eyes that would snap away when they detected my gaze. ~
I was a mystery. I grinned.
~
Initially 1 missed my door by being swept up in the crowd,
~
and it was not with a little anxiety that I retraced my steps, going
Q
against the overwhelming multitude. I noticed my room, dashed
Z
forward, opened the door, entered, sat. That's when I noticed why I
had been so easily directed off course by the masses. Only six students
stared back at me, barely an undercurrent in the flood. The bell rang. I
had made it.
One of the students immediately caught my eye. She was a little
shorter than me, had a pronounced nose, straight blond hair, bangs, a
perpetual grin 011 her face, slightly pinched eyes, and an eyebrow ring.
That would pinch my eyes, too. Then I remembered, despite the new
eyebrow accessory-c-she was Joan! No, Joan wasn't her name.Joan was
the name she had given me at Driver's Ed. One day she had called me
over and fired off a long series of questions about my family and me,
such as whether or not my parents had ever been hippies. I had dutifully
answered all her questions truthfully (no, of course they were never hippies-c-at least, I don't think so), and asked her two questions in return:
My, you're nosy, aren't you (to which she replied, "yes. "), and what's your
name. "Joan," she said quickJy. And then it was time to go inside for class.
It wasn't until later, when she was called up to display her paper roadside
signs, that I heard the teacher call her Allie.
I decided I did not like her much.
I gradually learned about the other students. They were easily split into
two groups: The slackers who cared little about drama and were taking
the course as an easy way to finish their senior year, and the drama geeks.
The slackers included two wrestlers. One they called Mike, which was
not his name. The other was named Jake or Trent or Josh or sornesuch
manly name. A black-haired girl who always wore too much make-up
and had a strong proclivity towards swearing also was well versed in the
art of slacking. She liked to hang out with Allie-Joan.
The drama geeks were composed of a couple of females, and a more
dichotomous match I have never met. One was a rather homely girl
named Sarah who flaunted her intelligence and spoke with a considerable vocabulary. The other was a slim, ditzy blonde who consistently
wore skintight, suggestive clothes and enjoyed talking abouc sex. I don't
remember her name. I guess other characteristics of her personality
pushed that important aspect out of my mind.
The teacher was absent our first class, and the principal took over for
the day. He took pains to point me out to the class and say who I was and
why I was there (which I was glad to hear, because I was wondering why
I was there myself). Allie-Joan piped up.
"I know Nick," she said. "I met him in Driver's Ed."
She beamed. I growled under my breath.
The teacher came the next day. She was a middle-aged lady from
another country. She had a lumpy nose and prominent lips. She seemed
depressed. 1 don't remember her name, although I do remember how
bad she was at teaching.
It's not that I disliked her as a person-c-l was actually rather fond of
her. My main point of contention was that she could not control the
class. The slackers were constantly disrupting things so that nothing got
accomplished. When we got to memorizing our lines, they didn't. They
would hide their note cards somewhere on the set instead. The teacher
tolerated this with only mild reproofs. The slackers seemed to rule the
class instead. But our teacher committed her worst sin on the first day
she was there; she partnered me with Allie-Joan.
The assignment was some sort of activity wherein we were supposed
to "establish trust," something like when you close your eyes and fall
backwards into your partner's arms. Apparently actors had to trust each
other. I glared at Allie-Joan. She grinned.
"I don't trust you," I said. ''You lied to me."

r
r

"What?" said Allie-joan, the grin never leaving her face. "I don't know
what you're talking about."
1 reminded her of the incident at Driver's Ed.
"You said your name was Joan," I said. ''After I had answered all your
questions, you couldn't give me one honest answer."
Allie-joan looked to the teacher.
"Go ahead, establish trust with your partner," said the teacher, eyes
glittering.
"Oh, sony, I don't remember at all," exclaimed Allie-joan. "But Joan
is my middle name."
I paused.
"Well, in that case I suppose you might be excused," I said, deciding
it was a good idea to forgive.
All the students were laughing. Mascara-face girl butted in to say that,
no,Joan wasn't really her middle name. Somehow I missed the humor.
But [decided to say r trusted her just to get the activity over with.
Over the next few weeks we began "learning about drama" with
activities such as playing hangman. When we finally got around to
reading short plays in class, 1 started really enjoying myself, despite the
stuttering monotone of the wrestlers and the snide interjections of Allie-Joan. But when we finally picked a play to actually perform (that is,
when the geeks finally picked a play), I got the worst part: My character
was the boyfriend of Sarah's character-and
we were supposed to have
an extended make-out session on stage.
Now, I had never kissed anyone, and I had no intention of giving
up my lip-virginity to Sarah or anyone else on stage, or even pretend
to. I didn't trust her, either. Thankfully the teacher was willing to cut
out the tonsil-hockey, although not without some protest from Sarah
and the blonde.
The play went over pretty well, and I'm sure part of that was due
to the fact the slackers mostly just performed technical duties. I only
missed my cue once, and it was far more uncomfortable for the ladies
since they thought they were the ones messing up.
With our first mini-production
over, the teacher began to explain
about the real school play, a musical called "You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown." Anyone could try out, and she encouraged us to try as well. I
thought I was a fairly decem singer, but I could not force myself to exercise my vocal chords in such a way in front of an audience. Afcer tryouts
were already over, we were sitting on the stage wondering why we were
wasting so much time when we started chatting about the musical.
"Let's hear you sing, Nick," Allie-Joan said with that annoying grin.
"I bet you'd be great. Sing America the Beautijul."
"I, err, don't really know the words," I said.
"Come 011," Allie--Joan said. "How about Amazing Grace? You're a

James and June lie in bed one October
morning. James hears faint sobs coming from
his wife, who has her back to him. He lays a
hand on her shoulder. Her eyes are on the
empty cradle in the corner of their bedroom.
It has been exactly three weeks since they rested
their baby girl in the earth under the oak tree.
The sun had shone brightly, piercing
through the giant oak's orange and yellow
leaves. He had one arm around his wife, the
other in the pocket of his best dress coat. A
cold wind had played with her hair the way
thatJames had done on the sticky August nights
when they used to sit with their baby girl on
the living room rug. Blonde curly wisps stuck
to June's damp face. James tried to brush them
away, but she turned her face.

church boy, right?"
''Yeah, 1 know that song."
"So let's hear it."
[ hemmed and hawed, and then somehow I found myself singing
Amazing Grace in front of the entire class. The teacher was smiling when
r finished my little ditty. A few heads nodded politely.
"Very nice," said Allie-joan. "I'll talk to the music guy for you."
As far as I know she never did, but it hardly mattered to me. The
semester was nearly over, and we had just picked a batch of fairy tales
for our next performance. I was a king in one, a butcher in another, and
the narrator in the third. The wrestlers got appropriate parts-in
one
play they were a couple of quarreling, dimwitted princes, and in another
Mike was a nasty, grumpy dog. In the latter 1was the butcher who chased
the dog with a knife. Somehow Mike, even though he was overweight,
could run a lot faster than I could. One practice I was rather fed up and
gave extra effort in the chase and somehow managed to bash my chin
on the stage without falling down. To make things worse, the accident
caused a great gash in my chin that, when it healed, looked like a patch
of misshapen pimples. My social days were over.
My last clear memory of the West Marshall drama class of spring
1999 is of Allie-joan in her gold graduation gown. She had worn it to
class that day, to show it off. Once, when she was passing near me, the
mental ooze must have overtaken me because I said
''Allie?''
''Yeah?''
''You look pretty in that."
For the first time she was absolutely speechless, and I remember her
face, stun-bunnied, looking back at me. I'm not sure I ever saw her again,
except perhaps from a distance, but she has stayed in my mind these few
years. She was almost like theatre itself-insulting,
embarrassing, rough
around the edges, and yet somehow oddly enchanting.
I came away from that class with my pimple-like scar on my chin
marking how my mental zit had long ago popped and spread in my head.
That class must have ground my mind into some sort of gray matter
mash, because when I stepped away from that school for the last time an
odd love of theater was yet harbored in my mind. That love has become
a permanent mental mark and a dream that most ofien manifests itself
in my private moments alone, when I can become sundry grotesque
villains and over-the-top heroes when talking to my mirror. But it has
also become a trademark of my more visible life, and sometimes I can't
help but explode with some exuberant drama-inspired flourish in the
hopes of entertaining my audience, even if they are just my friends and
family.

June's relatives had flown in for the funeral
from the east coast, and he was glad for that.
She missed their presence in this small Midwest
farming community. It was full of his parents,
his family, his careers. Without her baby, he
didn't know what June would do.
AAAAAAAAA***********A***AAA***

James dresses for work as normal-navy
pants and a polo shirt. At 4 o'clock, he will
change into jeans and a seed company cap for
his eveningjob, but for now there are 9th graders who need to learn algebra. He runs a quick
comb across his thick, dark hair to appease his
wife, even though she is still sleeping. Mter
kissing her forehead, James goes out the door.
Around 10, she stirs. Her feet slide naturally into her bedside slippers and she grabs the

bathrobe she left on the chair next to her bed.
Her eyes are bloodshot. She hasn't slept well
in over a week. But, no matter, who was there
to see? She shuffles to the kitchen to warm up
her husband's coffee. A few weeks ago, this
wouldn't have happened. June can't stand
reheated coffee. She sits down on the couch,
her coffee in one hand and her journal in the
other. Opening it up, she writes
October 18)
I..
She scratches the I.
He ...
She scratches the He.
She ..
Nevermind.
The TV remote is right by her slippers
on the golden shag carpet. Bending down to
pick up the remote, she finds a sock under the
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couch-a very small white sock, with a yellow
ribbon bow 011 it. That's where that sock went,
she thought. For a moment, she just stares at
it. The sock becomes blurry. She shoves it in
the pocket of her bathrobe.
Her thumb pushes the power button on
the remote. Oprah wants to tell her how to be
a better parent. Kathy Lee wants to show her
clips from Goldie Hawn's newest movie. June
and her sister used to watch Goldie movies
together. Julia Child wants to show her how
to make a cheesecake. She gives in.

*****************************A
James comes home around 4:15, changes
his clothes, and kisses her goodbye. As he leans
away, she looks at him and says, "Honey, do
you have to go?"
He's surprised at her response; her voice
sounds strangely foreign to his ears.
His eyes soften for a moment. With a certain
gruffness in his voice, he says "there's work to
be done, babe, and it's not going to get done
without me. You know we need this income."
50011 he's gone.
She knows he is right. She's not working
right now and doctor bills still wait, not so
patiently, in the basket on the kitchen table.
Her dark blue bathrobe hangs on her pale,
slender frame as she watches him through the
living room window. He steps into his Ford
pick-up and drives off The cord is tightly tied
around her waist in a knot, the way she likes
it. The way she feels secure. He didn't even
say anything about her still wearing her bathrobe. Oh well. Maybe he didn't care. Maybe it
didn't matter. Maybe she didn't care. Maybe
she didn't matter.

******k*A*Ak*******AAAAA*A*A*A
From his combine, the bright yellow stalks
of corn glisten. James sits up in his green machine, steering the giant back and forth through
the neat, straight rows. His hands know just
what to do from more than a decade and a half
of experience. His father had shown him how
to maneuver the machine when he was only 10
or 11. His mother had been so concerned. She
always was concerned about James, his life, his
family. Maybe she had the right to be.
Sometimes when James is on the combine
he turns on the radio to find out the weather or
listen in on a game, but tonight he just stares.
He's had enough noise for a day in his classroom of 30 boisterous freshmen. He watches
the wisps of clouds scatter in the October
breeze through the yellow, orange, and red sky.
Maybe this is what heaven looks like. Maybe
she sees this all day. Maybe one day he'll get to
watch this with her. His eyes glaze over. The
sun is awfully bright, he tells himself

**********AAAAAAAAAAAA********
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He's gone by8the next morning. TodayJune
gets out of bed around 11. The sun pouring in
from the window above the empty cradle is too
bright in her eyes. It seems to be calling her,
summoning her. She throws on sweatpants, a
sweatshirt, and walking shoes. Her blond wisps
hide inside one of her husband's seed company
caps, but some of them spill out the hole into
the back and fly free into the breeze.
Outside the sun lifts her and feels warm
against her face despite the cool temperature.
Her feet crunch some gold and orange leaves.
Her hands don't know quite what to do. They
are used to being extended in front of her, gripping the handle of a stroller. They seem empty.
She walks back to the house.
This time she sees Goldie in a movie preview during the commercial break of "Days of
our Lives." June considers calling her sister, but
reconsiders quickly. Her sister has her hands
full with two little boys; she wouldn't have
time to talk.

************AA*AAA*AAAA*******
It's 4 o'clock again. He quickly walks into
the house with a stack of papers under his
arms.
"I went for a walk today," she says from
the living room couch. Her eyes stare straight
ahead watching ~ and she grips a small sock
in her left fist.
"J une, that's great honey. I'm glad to hear
that," James says as he bends down to kiss her
on the cheek then walks past her to the bedroom to change his clothes.

AAA*AAAAA*******AA*AAAAAA*****
The day is Saturday. James is up again at 8,
even though he doesn't have class. The fields
and the combine are waiting for him. June is
too, but the fields win again.
He tells her that he won't trouble her with
lunch.He'll just eat with his parents. It will save
the time of coming back into town. June nods.
What else can she do?
At lunch,James sits down to a plate of hot
cream chicken buns and canned garden green
beans with his parents. He and his dad discuss
the weather.
"1 was watching channel nine last night.
Seems to be a cold from moving in fast.james,"
his father says as he reclines, his belly resting
over his belt. He brings his hands behind his
head, cupped at his neck.
"That's why I'm out here in the field today. I
have to get the corn in before the frost comes,"
James replies. He loves farm talk. His father
nods his balding head with approval.
"Now James, how is June holding up? Is
she getting out much?" his mother breaks their
conversation with a concerned tone. James'
mother, a woman with short, curly white
hair, gets up to grab a plate of peanut butter

cookies.
''Yah, sure," James states matter-of-factlv
She took a walk just the other day."
"James, what else does she do?"
"1 don't know, Mother. The TV is 011 J
lot, I guess."
"1-1n1n1l11."
''You know that I'm gone a lot with my
teaching and farming. She'd tell me if something was wrong."
"Hmmm. Are you sure?"

********AAAAAA*A*k************
Later that afternoon, June hears a knock.
She reties her bathrobe a little righter. She has
no idea who would be at the door. She isn't
expecting anyone.
James' mother is standing at the door with
a plate of iced brownies and a smile. "Hi june,
how are you doing?" the white-haired woman
asks, trying to look past the blue bathrobe.
James hadn't said anything about June not
getting dressed during the day.
"Oh, you know." June puts on her best fake
smile and tugs at the cords of her bathrobe. She
lifts one hand to smooth her hair behind her
ears. Her eyes wander off with her voice.
"I thought you and James might like to have
some brownies around the house. You probably
don't feel like baking much these days." She
pushes aside the basket of overflowing bills on
the kitchen table and sets the plate down.
June's fake smile brightens momentarily.
"Thank you, Tina."
"June, you know by now that you can
call me Mom. Now, what arc you up to this
afternoon ?"
"I, was just, in the living room, watching
TV" June looks down and continues playing
with her cords.
«Well, that doesn't sound too productive,
now does it?Why don't you get dressed? I'm on
my way to a macrame class. You should come
with me and try it."
"Oh, I was an English major, not all art
major. r don't do much with crafts."
"Now, you can't know that until you try.
Put some clothes on, it starts in ten minutes.
We don't want to be late."
June walks to her bedroom, not sure why
she is listening to her kind, but blunt, motherin-law. She looks around the room and quickly
puts on the sweats she had just worn the other
day.

****k*A*A*A*k*AAA*************
Tina hands June some yellow yarn, saying it will match her living room. After some
lessons in the basic knots, June's hands work
steadily. Her fingers carefully form the loops
and the knots; they weave the golden strands
through each other, pulling and tightening the
cords to keep them secure. They are happy

to be occupied.
The knots keep coming and
soon June is asking for wooden beads to add
to her creation. The regular rhythm, the feel
of something between her hands that isn't cold
and plastic, comforts her.
Tina chatters about her grown-up children
and the farm as they work. The sounds of live
human syllables ring in June's ears. Tina glances
up from the owl she is making for a moment.
"That plant hanger is coming beautifully!"
Tina praises June.
June looks down at her work. Her rows of
knots are orderly and neat, one after the other
in perfect procession. She smiles, a smile that
lets her teeth show and her eyes squint, as if
the sun was too bright.
"Thanks, Mom."

***AAAAAAA********************
James stops farming and comes home a few
hours early. His mother's "rrunmms" had him
thinking the entire afternoon as he drove the
combine row afcer row and field after field. He
needs to be at home. He would finish the rest
on Monday. The weather forecaster always
exaggerates anyway.
He walks in the door and hears nothing.
Worried, he glances in the living room.
"What is that, babe?" James asks in a voice
mixed with a 70/30 combination of curiosity
and joy.
"Macrame," June says as she looks up. Her
eyes catch his. "Your mom took me to a class
this afternoon. J need to finish this before next
week when I'll learn the next kind of knot," she
says and begins working again.
"Oh." James' eyes go from one comer of the
living room to the other corner, and then focus
back on his wife. His stifflegs hom combining
carry him towards the couch and he carefully
sits down next to June. His left hand supports
his weight as he sits down. It feels something
strange, a small piece of soft cotton and a
smooth thing hanging from it. He picks up a
baby sock with an untied yellow ribbon.
"Urn, Honey?" James says in a wavering
voice to his wife as he holds up the little sock.
"Oh ... James," June says in a confused, but
gentle manner. ''You mean, you still ... ?"June's
voice now wavers, and then halts.
Silence.
"Think about her?" James quietly finishes
her question.
''Yes,'' says June.
"Yes," says james.
"Oh." June looks at her husband. His eyes
sparkle from the fine layer of moisture coating them.
Looking down at the little white sock inside
of James' rough, calloused hands, June says,
"Hold it still a minute." As James grips the sock,
June carefully reties the yellow ribbon.
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It's a good thing that just five hours ago
I was standing - mouth open, jaw gapingunder the sheer height of the Eiffel Tower.
I'm glad that I drank wine
and ate cheese and pate' last night,
impersonating a Parisian in my pashmina scarf
And it's great that I took so many frarnable photos
and bought my share of French compacts, "Paris" playing cards
and little metal Eiffel towers.
It's a good thing, because after a long day of travelling,
I misunderstand the lady at the information desk
and miss my connection to Nice.
So here I sit in this cold and lonely
car park in the middle of the night
waiting for the next bus and not speaking a word of French.
The dead weight of a few missed trains,
dark car parks and unhappy French women
balances, though.
Otherwise the scale of travel would be tipped,
overflowing with French bread and flowers,
and those little metal Eiffel towers.
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He liked to shape the clay down by the bank into people, mostly. Little dumpy charac- _ ..
ters, dark gray-brown ifhe added dirt from where the bank met the grass, and lighter ifhe ~
added sandy stuff from beneath the running water of the creek. The mud was wonderful
~
to handle; the way it clung to his fingers in cool pastiness, and coated the bottoms of his
feet, and filled the creases of his knees as he sank down into the summer freshness of it. ,.
In the deep days of the season, the hot days when the bugs were unbearable and every- ~
one had become waterlogged from too much swimming, the boy and his brothers found ~
the softest, clingiest, coolest mud and smeared it brown into their skin, and when they ~
felt dark and well-disguised they played games. Island natives, searching out trespassers.
Soldiers, spying on-and
occasionally attacking-the
enemy. Slaves, escaped from the ~
plantation and heading north to freedom. American Indians, his favorite, because he n.
could use old paint to make war symbols on everyone, and holler out in the open field
with no one to bother. Swamp monsters-and
they chased their 'sisters and the other Q
girls to make them scream and run away and pretend to be mad--though anyone could %
see them laughing.
Em the boy made his mud people alone. The bank widened and curved into a nook beneath
a shady maple, and here the boy would settle to dig up mud and discover his characters. And
after he'd had enough play he mushed them back into the ground so that no one else could mess
with them.
He had fun with their names. Wet Jet De Smet. Sloppy Susan. Muddy McAllister. Each one
had its own personality-some
were proper and respectable, and some were dreadful. Somehow
he liked the dreadful ones the best, but he supposed he'd have to reform them someday, or else
they wouldn't go to heaven-and
though, of course, this was all imaginary, it bothered him in
church on Sunday mornings.
The other boys didn't know about his people. Neither did his parents; all they knew was that
when he played by the creek he stayed out of trouble and in the open air. Mama's one rule was
that he hose offbefore coming inside, because no mud was allowed in her house, ever. He usually
didn't mind this, because when he was done with the mud he always jumped into the creek and
rinsed off and never bothered about hosing. Only sometimes, when he sat next to his mother at
supper, she sniffed a little and looked at him; and he uneasily wondered if she could smell the
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difference between creek and hose water. While
they ate she would look at his fingers and neck
and behind his cars when she thought he wasn't
paying attention, but she never said anything.
She was a good sort of mother.
He imagined that his people had houses and
businesses and farms. Mr. Muddinmeyer ran
the general store. He was thin for a mud person,
so that sometimes he fell apart. The boy always
had him holding a broom, like Mr. McComfry
from town, who seemed to be sweeping each
time the boys stopped in for a soda pop.
The teacher of the mud children didn't like
soda pop. She had green grass hair. The boy
thought he might like a teacher with green hair;
something different. He would stare at it all day
and wonder what made it so green. Maybe it
grew that way. Green eyes, too. He smiled. She
could be in the circus.
Muddy McAllister went to the school and
didn't learn his lessons. Instead he started fights
in the schoolyard and gave everyone black eyes,
but afterward he would buy them bubblegum
because he wasn't really a bad person. He just
liked fighting. His mother was a nice woman
who baked butter cookies and brought them to
Sunday School picnics.
Wet Jet was the one who didn't know how
to swim. He tried to learn every summer, but
he was so skinny he sank to the bottom with
his arms and legs flailing. Even Muddy tried to
help him. Sometimes Wet Jet would lie on his
back in the grass and imagine swimming. Like
a fish. He would pretend he had fins instead of
legs and would trim along nicely through the
water. Poor WetJet. The boy felt sorry for him.
Maybe someday he would learn.
The boy's favorite character was Sam Philip
Jones. Sam fought Muddy McAllister once and
lost, and once again and won, and then he didn't
fight anymore because he would rather use his
time to work with horses. He trained them, to
race and to prance and to swim through the
pond with people on their backs. He was the
best trainer in town and only ten years old.
Everyone paid him lots of money, but he just
used it to buy more horses.
Sam's best friend was Terra Brookes, who
was a girl, which at first everyone thought was
funny. Terra was a wild girl in some respects
because she rode the horses as fast as they
would go and didn't cry when she fell off
But she was gentle, too, when she handled the
spooky horses or taught the younger children
how to ride.
The boy made sure to squish Sam and Terra
best when he was done with his mud people.
He was at his sculptures one July day,
when the afternoon was young and the mud
felt prime beneath his fingertips. Sam was
talking to Muddy and Wet Jet, and Terra was
listening with fire in her eyes (the boy had to
imagine this part), because they were arguing
about whether or not girls should be allowed to
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ride Muddy's father's old stallion. The boy was
drawing lines with a stick, to make the rnanc
and tail of the plodding horse, when he heard
voices and laughter from nearby. He looked
up-peered
around the maple tree-saw
clean cotton and braids and baskets flickering
through the grasses. The girls. Ifhe stayed quiet
they might go on and not see him, and then he
wouldn't have to destroy everything just yet.
The boy held his breath-tight.
Their skipping
footsteps rustled through the grass, near to the
tree, their rolling up-and-down voices clear in
his ears ... And then, when his heart seemed it
couldn't pound any heavier without knocking
him over, they passed on, their melody of talk
fading into echo. The boy sighed and settled
back to his people.
Terra climbed onto the old stallion when
Muddy wasn't looking, defiantly determined to
show that a girl could, indeed, ride that tired old
creature. She didn't know why Muddy was so
proud of it anyway. Sam kept the boys distracted
long enough for Terra to get set in the saddle
and hold of the reins, and then he stopped
talking and started to grin. They would turn
around any minute and seeBare feet. Bare feet with toenails too welldipped and clean to be a boy's. The boy leaned
back, his eyes catching the fraying yellow hem
of dress, the hands full of wildflowers, the
swinging fawn-brown braids, the freckles and
the curious dark eyes.
"What are you doing here?" The boy moved
in front of his mud people.
"I don't know. Just--walking." One side of
her mouth quirked up, deepening a dimple in
her cheek. "The water feels awful good on your
feet when it's hot."
"They'll get dirty in the mud." He cased

I hate
I hate
I hate
I hate
I love
r love
1 hate
I love
I hate
I hate
I hate
I hate

over a little more, trying to glance behind him
without letting the girl sec. Terra and the horse
might [111over if he wasn't careful.
"Yeah." The girl rotted an edge of her foot
up, and the bottom was already brown. "But I
don't care. What are those?" And she pointed
behind him, so that he couldn't pretend she
hadn't seen anymore.
He could feel the tips of his ears turning
red.
She dropped her flowers and knelt down.
"They're people, aren't they? Bur if they're
people they need houses and barns and
churches."
He shrugged.
"I'm good at making those." Her eyes were
big and sparkly, glancing up at him as she began
scooping mud with her fingers.
The boy turned and looked at Mr. Muddinmeyer, whose upper body had fallen off again.
He should, actually, have a store to rest against.
And Ms. Greening the schoolteacher might
like a building for her class. And maybe-he
looked at Terra on the horse, and Sam facing big
Muddy and Wet Jet. They had no stable. He'd
never wanted to take the time to build it, and
he wasn't very good at making the buildings
even if he had. ButThe girl had a wall already, sturdy with sticks
and grass. "It's for that horse," she said. "But
we'll have to make more stalls, for more horses.
There aren't enough yet."
The boy picked up one of his mud people.
"This one riding-her
name is Terra."
When the girl smiled, her freckles all
scrunched together beneath her eyes.
The boy scooted over, and let the girl nudge
her knees into the rich loam beside him. "And
this," he said, "is Sam."

my thighs and the way they jiggle.
my nose and my corny giggle.
that I'm turning into my mother, and
that I hate this because
her.
the color of my hair and my eyes, but
that I love them-such
vain foolish pride.
the dreams that run through my head, but
that I kill them and cower instead.
this about me,
that about you, but mostly
what my hatred can do.
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1n a world of long ago, peopled by denizens
foreign and strange co our modern, sophisticated tastes, there lived a mall named Julius
Ceasar. Julius began his career as a health-food
coordinator who worked in vegetables and salads, but, like many in the food business, he was
really plotting to take over the world. He and
his boating team, who would eventually become known as the Romans after their excellent
boating skills, were successful in their notorious
scheme, but such didn't affect the English language until one blustery afternoon in 55 B.C.
when Julius was out with his roguish Romans
razing towns to the ground and accidentally
stumbled upon the great island of the Celts
(named so because they all wore kilts).
The Celts, it should be noted, were originally from the land of Gaul, for which the
bladder was named, but naturally such land is
not called by that name any longer and is rather
France, a name which stemmed from a mispro-
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I once met a fox who, I think
Had a bit too much cognac to drink
Bya dusty roadside
He'd passed out and he'd died
Now his body's beginning to stink.
A tragic and truly strange sight
Awaited me that autumn night
He was dead when I found him,
With flies all around him

I couldn't help pity his plight.
His hair was all matted and dank
And the smell... to be honest, he stank
Empty bottles beside
May explain how he died,
But it doesn't explain why he drank.
Perhaps he'd been feeling depressed
Turned to drinking to drown his distress
The now-empty bottle
He'd chosen to coddle
Had brought him his eternal rest.
In my mind, I had seen foxes frolic
I had hoped for a charming bucolic
But my poor little friend
Brought about his own end
By becoming a fox alcoholic.
Bucolic: a short descriptive poem oj rural or
pastorall ife

nunciation of the word "prance." The people
of France were well known to be quite fruity,
and thus they were wont to dance effeminate
and speak in a lisp-thus
the mispronounced
name. This is also why the Celtic men who
settled said island in the S" century B.C. wore
those silly kilts. That day Julius stumbled upon
them, he saw his opportunity and straight off
Julius subjected them to his rule, and it was cert
that he did laugh greatly at his victory. Ah, but
Julius' days of glory were not to last!
In A. D. 410 (by this time Julius was old and
wrinkly), swarms of blonde barbarians were
buzzing about the Romans' home city. Such was
the cause of the Romans' hasty retreat from the
British island, thus leaving the Celts and their
kilts in peace. But the Celts had grown passive
and lazy and altogether fat while the Romans
were there to protect them, and so called for
mercenary protection from the very blonde
barbarians that proved their liberators in the
first place. Hence came the mercenary
tribes of the Angles, the Saxons, and
the Jutes in A.D. 449, men of blonde
hair and guttural grunts. Thing is, said
tribes liked the Celts' land quite well,
and much like the Romans before,
they began to conquer everything
in sight. The Celts took exception
to such rudeness, and in sooth the
Celt Artorius fought bravely for the
width of a generation, although Artorius was most famous for how he
could win at cards when sitting about
his round table. But in the end the
Angles etc. won the day, dividing the
land into seven kingdoms with fiendishly stupid names like Kent, Essex,
Wessex, Sussex, East Anglia, and
Northumbria, which make no sense
at all, and Mercia, which of course was
named after their mercenary abilities.
The Celts, meanwhile, were forced
aside to make do in whatever land
was left over. The Angles, etc. gave
the Celts the name "wealas" because
they wailed so much like babies, and
eventually these people became the

Welsh.
Now, these Germanic warriors
were sitting pretty for great period of
time, worshipping whatever. Then in
A.D. 597, Pope Gregory (well-known
for his wonderful comedy acts) sent
St. Augustine to the land of Angels
(that is, Angles-no
relation to L.A.),
and King Aethelbert of Kent, being
a nice king and generally not caring
should the people worship anything,
allowed Augustine in with no gripes.

a

Thus came unto the British island
Jesus worship.
But again, such peacefulness (even
with Jesus) could not last, and in A.D.
793 the Danish Vikings stopped over,
presumably for tea, and ended up raiding a number of villages and generally
attempting to do the whole conquering business all over again. But, well,
really all the Vikings accomplished at
this time was to get the Angles to say
"skirt" instead of "shirt," and "sky"
instead of "shy." It wouldn't be until
the Vikings moved to France and
renamed themselves the Normans (a
truly frightening and warrior-worthy
name for cert) that they were able to
successfully conquer Britain.
The year was 1066, and it was a
time of turmoil. Many ego-driven
nobility thought themselves worthy
of throne-sitting, but it was Harold who took
the throne, mostly because many kings' names
begin with 'H.'
Also at this time the Norman duke William of Normandy (why they weren't all simply
named Norm is a mystery yet uncovered by
historians) was hankering for a vacation spot,
and England seemed the most sensible place to
conquer. At this time William was called 'the
Great,' a title that may have referred to his girth,
but he'd grown up with a number of titles of
varying ferocity, from Willy the Wetter, Billy the
Kid, William the Pimple, and Will the Rather
Strong. He was game for a new title now, so he
invaded England from the sourh.
Harold, meanwhile, was busy butting heads
with his hotheaded brother Tostig and the king
of Norway in the North. William was forced to
take the first ever raincheck on the whole war
deal, and William was left to his own devices
until Harold could come south for their little
throwdown. Harold's sibling rivalry came out
with Harry on top, and he was soon able to
arrive for William's appointment. The fight
took place outside of Hastings, and began with
a round of king-of-the-hill. Harold incontestably schooled William at the game, and William,
upset over the upset, turned around and poked
Harold in the eye. By this action was William
named the fourth Stooge, and given the title
"the Conqueror."
Thus was Harold summarily defeated, and
French was introduced into England, ending
the Brits unsightly practice of calling cow
meat 'cow meat.' Ultimately the word invasion of the nation reached its culmination in a
conglomeration of words with 'io' in them, a
reflection of how many debtors lived in France
at the time.
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The first day we went to church Ihad to sit
with my sister in the pew behind our "parents,"
even though 1 did not know her name. That
first day llooked at her instead of the minister;
she was much more interesting. Every time a
song came up she would enter into it with such
gusto and passion that her face shuddered, and
once she actually cried, each tear glintingjust
slightly in the artificially colored sunlight.
She never s;lI1g loudly, but her body language
made up for it. Sometimes she would bounce
in place, her hands uplifted to God. Her eyes
may have been the most disturbing part of her
countenance,
staring wide and blank at the
ceiling from behind her shivering eyebrows.
Although I didn't know it at the time, it was a
good thing that we sat behind our new "dad."
He would not have approved of her energetic
display in church.
I adjusted the kerchief he had insisted 1
wear over my hair and stared enviously at the
shining waves of hers that came from under
her headgear, and also at the curves of her body
so clear even under her loose-fitting Sunday
clothing; she was wearing a white, frilly dress.
I would have had co wear something similar
instead of my dress pants if they had owned
any. She had twisting, curly hair, brown and
earthy and beautiful. My hair was boring and
straight: black, limp, and tired. The curves of
her body seemed magazine-cover perfect, and
she already needed a bra. My body was chunky
and stuck out in the wrong places like badly
molded clay. Her face, though, was pale, almost
ghostly, and she seemed to be sweating a little,
just enough to be noticeable if you looked really
hard. I decided to name her Ruth, because she
was so sweet and her white face reminded me
of the wrapper of the candy bar.
I reached into my purse and pulled out a
Snickers. I had pan of my special candy stash
in my purse; chocolare and sugar had been my
salvation many times since meals were often
uncertain in foster homes. I figured things
wouldn't really be any different here, even if
this couple did insist they were going to keep
me. The Snickers tasted extra sweet now and
helped me forget how uncomfortable I was. As
I chewed slowly, r watched him and his wife.
The congregation had just begun singing a
dreadfully dull hymn, and he was belting it
out while waving his hands energetically. His
wife, however, stood still and slumped, her
lips unmoving, her eyes affixed ahead of her,
though I thought I saw her wince as his hands
came up and down.
After the service, Ruth whispered to me that
she was going to get a drink and disappeared
into the bathroom. "Dad" immediately headed
into a group of his friends. I hovered nearby,
nibbling on my candy bar and watching. He
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was dressed in a suit and tie and his hair was a
bright, burning red, yet completely straight like
minco "Straighter than straight," his wife had
said that morning in the house while combing
it for him and glancing at me with what looked
like a sad smile. It was hard co cell when she
was sad or happy; the lines around her eyes and
her down-turned eyebrows made it appear as if
she was always near to tears. She stood nearby
now; rocking slightly, her fingers wrapped partly
about one another. I stared at her a while, but
she didn't look at me.
A man with a basketball-shaped
paunch
came and clapped him on the shoulder.
"See you got auocher one already," paunch
said, looking ar me. "The adoption agency must
like you. When did you bring her home?"
"Just last night, finally," he said. He was
looking at me with a broad smile, though his
eyes glared at my candy bar. I took another
bite.
"I bet she's going to be a real blessing,"
paunch said.
"Yes, they both are blessings," he said.
"They are going to let me have kids finally,
my own kids."
"Oh, that's right. The Lord denied you
children biologically, didn't He?"
I snickered.
"Oh, no, God isn't punishing
//le. He
blessed me with a perfectly functioning body,
every part," he said. "I can fulfill my half God
blesses and curses according to the lives we lead.
And in many mysterious ways."
At the time, I didn't believe in God or
religion of any sort. I knew that Christianity
was spoon-fed to people with weak minds,
people willing to believe anything cold them
with authority.
I was thinking about this when suddenly
he snatched the candy bar from my hand and
cbrew it into the wastebasket. Then he grasped
my wrists and fixed me with his eyes.
"Never in here," he said. "This is God's
house."
He released me and chen walked briskly
over to chat with the pastor. I was just sneaking the half-eaten Snickers back out of the trash
when Ruth came out of the bathroom. She had
managed co pale even more. Her lips were shiny
and wet. She sucked on them quick, chen made
straight for a boy with unkempt, frizzy hair and
started talking with him animatedly.
"What do you believe in?" she asked. "'What
do you believe in?"
"I believe in myself," he said. "My parents
just drag me here."
"But Jesus died for you," she said. "And for
your sins."
She seemed to choke on something there,
as she finished her sentence.

Z

"1 thought he was only dead for ~
three days," he said. 'What kind of
death is that? I'm gonna be dead a lac .,.
longer than that. And what makes you .......
think you're so perfect, anyway?"
~
"I don't, I..
~
His mother beckoned for him, and
he was gone with his family The glass ~
"",,
door slid shut behind them.
~
"How long have yOll lived with this ~"",,
family?" Iasked her, slipping the candy lQ
bar in my purse.
~
"Two months."
Iwondered in would be a slavering Christian by that time.
"How old are you?" I asked.
"Thirteen,just the age of Mary when .. You
believe in Jesus, right?"
She was two years older than me. 1 was still
jealous of her body.

In the car, everyone sat in silence at first.
I looked our the window, bur I could feel her
looking at rnc. He was driving, and I couldn't
sec his wife, who was sitting low in the seat in
front of me. r picked at a hole in the leather
of the interior, pulling out bits of stuffing. He
suddenly started talking to us over the back of
his seat.
"Preacher was preaching right out of Genesis this morning, greatest book of the Bible,"
he said. "Life was different back then. Better.
I'm glad you didn't talk in church today. That's
the proper way."
I glanced up, but he wasn't even looking
at us.
"Back then, people knew God's rules. Knew
which animals were dirty. Knew which days
were holy. They sacrificed their animals and
their bodies to their Lord. They had proper
punishment then, and you could die for blasphemy, for mouthing off to your folks. Not
like today"
He paused. I noticed Ruth's eyes were still
on me, and I realized I had not asked her name.
I stared out the window again.
"Back then people took more than one
wife, if they had that much love. They had
concubines, like Abraham did, in case their
wives couldn't bear a child. And God blessed
those unions. And people married sooner, roo,
so as to satisfy their passions. Even at thirteen,
once puberty began."
His head snapped around and he looked at
each of LIS significantly. I could see him out of
the corner of my vision. His eyes returned co
the road.
"It was a better system back then," he said.
"You just sit there and chink about that."

A few days later it was pretty clear tint Ruth
was sick, especially in the morning. Her real
name was Mag, but I still called her Ruth. She
liked that.
At supper one evening, over some tasteless
beef that had all the fat boiled out ofit, she told
us. She sat there, sort of staring at the meat in
front of her, letting it cool, and then she said
"I'm pregnant."
And that was it. It's not like we were talking
much before that, bur after she spoke it was
like something had sucked all the sound out of
the room and replaced it with a more primal
form of communication. We were all staring
at each other and I felt that the emotions were
actually burning in the air between us, angst as
incense. His wife, she had told us her name was
Lily, made her lined face crinkle together like a
wadded paper bag. He-I still don't know his
first name, no one ever used it-just stared at
Ruth, eyebrows arched, and I thought I saw his
mouth twitch, almost a smirk. I expected him
to explode, throw something, sacrifice her to
his awesome god for her trespasses.
"Who," he said.
His eyes seemed to pulse at her. She swallowed. Even though I knew she was weird, I
didn't expect her answer.
"God, my Heavenly Father, did this to me,"
she said in a grave tone.
I couldn't help it, I laughed. He came up
out of his chair, upsetting the beef, and came
around, and by the time I realized he was coming for me, it was too late. I fell out of my chair
in a belated attempt to escape. His ar111Scircled
my waist, pulled me up off the floor, yanked
me painfully to his side. He held me there, and
I could feel his chest moving with his breath. I
struggled, but his grip only grew tighter.
"Come," he said, gesturing at Ruth.
She rose and she followed, and he dragged
me after him and I watched his wife wideeyed, but she only gave an expression of pain
and turned away. We went into the bathroom,
which didn't have any windows. 'WIth one hand
he held me hard and with the other he unfastened his belt and pulled it out from his pants.
Because he was still holding me to his side, I
felt it slide between us against my belly. He
sat on the toilet and had me across his knees. I
screamed rape when he pulled down my pants,
but he only hit me harder. When it was over,
I scrambled for the door, trying to simultaneously pull up my pants and yank Ruth with
me. But Ruth refused to come, and rather gave
herself over willingly to him, lying across his
knees. After a few strokes, he said
"Who did it?"
I listened from outside the door, holding
my hindquarters in my hands.
"It was by my Heavenly Father."
He did it to her again. I could hear the slap
of the leather against her skin.

'Who?"
"My Father did this to me."
I heard the slaps again, one, two, three.
"Who?"
She did not speak.
"That's a good girl."
She came out of the room walking very
slowly. Her face was bot, but composed. I
grabbed her wrist and pulled her with me
quickly up the stairs to our room. By the top
step she was crying, and she hid her face from
me. She ran to her Bible and began reciting the
23rd Psalm. J wanted to speak, ask her ifhe did
this often, ask what kind of man he was to do
this to anyone. But it didn't feel right to interrupt her. I leaned against our dresser and stared
at her, favoring my sore bottom. That's when I
noticed the bottle of salve sitting there. It was
half empty, and there was a note attached with
loopy handwriting
This 'will help with the pain.

Wlth the new home came a new school, and
thus new friends to make and new discomforts
to tolerate. It was a rather grungy school, with
cracked yellowish-white
tile floors and agedulled walls lined with old, dented blue lockers
standing at informal attention. There was obviouslya lot of history here, and you could almost
see all the 98-pound weaklings who had ever
been trapped in the lockers peeking out from
behind the freshened paint, gazing weakly from
beyond the years. Though everything was so
ugly and everyone looked at me weird, school
was much more comfortable than home.
The first day at class after the incident, I
paused outside the principal's door and wondered briefly whether to tell. But I had this
crawling sense of fear. No one had ever dared
beat me, and I was afraid he might be capable
of worse. So I only stood there a moment,
two moments, before all the staring students
drove me on.
We were required to take a ridiculous sex
ed class that taught everyone things we mostly
already knew. Except somehow the class managed to make everything boring and uncomfortable. Hearing the taboo words was painful
in the classroom for some reason, made worse
because there were boys there. '\Y0rst of all,
I couldn't help but think of Ruth the whole
time, unwillingly seeing her in every situation
described in class, seeing her face before me as
some sick sort of statistic. I didn't consciously
start to care about her; she simply became my
sister both in name and in heart through the
pain of the situation. And I felt responsible for
her because I knew she was so stupid, as if I was
the older instead of the younger.
I always looked for her in the hallways,
watching her back. She was one of those
people who said "hi" to everyone, as if she
wanted all the attention, one of those people

with the perfect white teeth that used to chew
on my nerves at my last school. But the annoyance I felt towards her then just added itself
to a fool sort of pity that built up in my heart.
Or maybe her smile infected my mind like a
virus and made me susceptible to her charms.
It didn't matter; 1 cared for her almost from
the beginning.
Inoticed that she talked with the boy from
church often, sometimes running him down in
the hallway. Alex-that was his name-seemed
always dismissive of her, as if he had a certain
distaste towards her, as if he wanted to avoid
her.
It took me a few weeks to build up the
courage, but I cornered him outside one day
next to the broken chain-link fence, the taste
of chocolate drying in my mouth.
"Did you knock up my sister?"
"What are you talking about?"
"Ru-Mag,
her name is Mag."
"The church girl?"
''Yes.''
"She's preggers?"
"Did you do it?"
"What a hypocrite."
"Did you miss the question, butthead? Do
I need to repeat myself again?"
"She's always talking about all this heavenly
crap. Didn't figure she'd go for something like
that. But I guess she found a different kind of
'heavenly,' didn't she? Maybe she was talking
about the nasty the whole time."

Ruth awoke early in the morning, every
morning, in order to do her personal devotions.
Usually I wasn't up to see her kneeling there
in the red of dawn that glimmered through the
upstairs window. We slept together up there
in the same bed in a small room with angular
ceilings, and she used the sunlight as a sort of
alarm clock. She was always very quiet about
it, and I usually slept right through, though
sometimes I would awaken to her soft sobs.
He was never up that early; he didn't have to
be at work until nine, so I felt I could talk to her
then without him listening in. He was always,
always up late at night, and I didn't trust the thin
walls. I wasn't comfortable talking about it at
school either, with the ever-present possibility
oflistening ears.
That previous evening I had been worked
up and thus only sort of dozed through the
night, waking up at the slightest creak of the
arthritic house. Sometimes after waking it took
me a while to calm my nerves, so I would nibble
on some chocolate. I was actually waiting for
her to get up when she slipped out of the bed
at six:. I stumbled into the bathroom, turned
on the water and let it get nice and cold, then
splashed my face several times to wake myself
up. She was by the window as always when I
came out, the chilly water still dripping from
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my face onto the floorboards. 1 poked her.
"Hey," I croaked.
She didn't respond. I could taste my breath
it was so rancid, and I sort of felt sorry that she
would have to smell it. But I was afraid iff went
and brushed my teeth 1wouldn't have the guts
to talk afterwards. I poked her again.
"Hey, Ruth. I want to ask you a question."
I stood there, feeling rather silly, staring at
Ruth kneeling in the reddish light in her blue
bathrobe. It felt so insulting to be ignored in
favor of what I thought at the time was a superstitious nothing. I grabbed her and shook
her by the shoulders.
"Ruth, this is important! You know I never
get up this early, I'm losing sleep for you!"
After a few moments she said
"Excuse me, God, my sister wants to talk to
me. I'll talk to you again soon."
She opened her eyes, turned them on me,
and smiled.
''Yes?''
"Why are you always talking to Alex?"
"I met him at church first Sunday after I got
here, but he doesn't believe in God."
"Did he do it to you? You know what I'm
talking about."
She looked away, shook her head hard.
"Whoever it is, he deserves to be punished,
Ruth. Nobody should get away with rape."
"My baby is God's."
"God did not have sex with you."
"The baby is God's. My Heavenly Father
gave me this child."
"Heavenly ... what kind of stupid ..
I stopped.
"It was !lim," I said.
I couldn't breathe.
''Wasn't it?"
Silence.
"That man downstairs did this, didn't he?
'Father.'"
She looked at me, and in her eyes I could see
her say it. Then she looked down, studying the
floorboards. Maybe there was a minute of silence, but my bounding heart counted an hour
if seconds were heartbeats. Finally she nodded,
once, and, as if the movement had shaken loose
her tears, she cried, silent but violent.
"He never called me his daughter," she said,
"He called me concubine, but never called me
daughter."

For weeks we would spend hours worrying
the topic. of what to do, how to escape from
him. I awoke with Ruth every morning and
had to wait patiently through her devotions
before we could discuss our options in stormy
whispers. In the evenings we would take any
opportunity to hide upstairs and chat as quietly
as we could, or go out in the garden and speak
in primitive code. 1 ate a lot of chocolate up
there, walking back and forth with my jaw go-
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ing furiously when I could think of nothing
to say. Through pacing I became familiar with
every crack, line, and knothole in the wood
floors and paneling of that upstairs room. Every spider on her web became a familiar friend,
every old box of stuff a well-known landmark,
each water stain as familiar as a piece of great
artwork. We considered going to the principal
or someone else in charge, or talking to his wife.
But 1was afraid that if the principal didn't get us
out soon enough, "Dad" might kill us. And his
wife was so beaten down she would be about
as much help to us as a corpse, maybe worse
considering she might actually try to stop us
from leaving. But I knew even at that time that
I was young, I was stupid, and I didn't know
at all what to do.

One day, well after Ruth had become very
obviously pregnant, he announced that he was
going off on some sort of business trip for a
week. The day he was preparing to go, with
his clothes all snazzy and neat and straight and
his carrot hair slick and shining like a flare on
his head, a sheer black suitcase clenched in his
hand, he came up to me and put his hand on
my shoulder and looked me in the eyes.
"I'm going to be gone for a while, so Lilith
is going to be in charge while I'm not here.
You'll listen to her. And 1 know you'll be going through puberty soon. Just tell me about it
when it happens. I do care, and I want to help
you through it."
His eyes went down from my eyes to my
nose to my lips and then down my shirt past
my chest, down my pants and seemed to pause
there, to play around for a moment. Then back
up until we locked eyes again. I refused to
flinch. I refused to look away.
''You be sure to dress good," he said. "It's
cold today, and we may be getting some freezing
rain this week. Stay nice and warm. For me."
She, Lilith, was watching from the doorway,
shakily snaking her fingers together and apart.
I caught her eyes and held for a moment, but
she looked away. She knew. 1 knew then that
she knew, too.
He brushed past her, and I heard his shiny
black dress shoes clopping on the kitchen linoleum, then a creak and the hiss of springs as
the screen door came open. The truck, an old
red number from the forties, old even on that
day he left, fired up, popped and crackled to
life, and he was off down the street. I looked
at Lilith again, and she almost started under
my glare.
"What? \Vhat is it?" she chirped.
"Nothing," I said.

That week was one long chain of tension,
growing tauter every passing day. This was our

chance to do something. He wasn't coming
back until sometime Friday, so on Thursday
towards evening we were in a frenzy. In a crazy
explosion oflast-minute decision, we ran to our
room and I filled my backpack, Ruth filled her
knapsack with clothes. I made sure to tuck my
favorite shorts in the bottom, then grabbed my
purse and stuffed it with what little was left of
my candy stash. Then we ran for the kitchen,
hearts pounding, and we scrambled for food.
Ruth was tearing canned goods off the shelf,
and 1 was going for leftovers in the fridge,
wrapping some of them in paper towels and
stuffing them in spare pockets and empty spaces
in my backpack. We were just running out the
door when his wife was on the steps outside,
blocking our way.
"What are you doing?" she asked, eyeing
our getaway materials.
Ruth opened and closed her mouth, and I
puffed out my chest.
'We're going. Get out of our way."
We started forward, and at first she didn't
move, so we stopped, uncertain. llooked at her,
but she was off somewhere else, and I watched
the wrinkles work on her face. Finally
"He might be coming back early. He called
yesterday saying things hadn't worked out well.
He may be coming sometime tonight."
I could feel Ruth tensing beside me, and my
eyes were already flicking to the road.
"I'll drive you to the edge of town, get
you a nice motel room to stay in. You can call
someone from there, I don't know, the adoption agency, call on the devil, whoever can help
you. And get some winter coats, it's going to
be cold out there."
She ran inside, and we stood there awkwardly, indecisive again. But then she was out
of the house with coats, hustling us into the
beat-up Buick, and we blew out of the driveway, spraying gravel behind us. We all three sat
in silence. I was numb inside so much that T
couldn't even think to blame her for not doing
this sooner.
At the motel we let her pay the unshaven
man at the desk and take us up the worn carpeted stairs, let her open the off-green door to
room 11, let her give us hugs and apologize
over and over, let her think her hands were
secret when they slipped money in our coat
pockets. Mter she left, r sank ontO the bed and
consciously slowed my breathing, feeling the
stress assault me. I felt sick.
"1 guess we're safe now," she said, sitting
down next to me, then slowly lowering herself
onto her back.

We awoke to the sound of squealing tires.
I fell out of bed, and then half-rolled, halfcrawled to the window. There was a red truck
outside, a dark figure snapping the door open,
stalking around the side; another figure was

still in the car, hunched over with hands covering face. Ruth had the common sense nor to
scream, but I didn't. She pulled me away from
the window just before he looked our way. Wc
were on the floor for a few seconds, and in that
moment I smelled cigarette smoke from a burn
in the carpet. Then we were up and running,
and I grabbed my backpack and my purse, and
she was out the door first and we dashed across
the cracked concrete, leaving the door open behind us. There was yelling and swearing, but
when I looked back he hadn't seen us.
We ran past a gas station, hid behind a
parked car. The man with overalls pumping
the gas looked at us with big, round eyes. We
ran on past another motel, this one clean and
expensive-looking,
then past an abandoned
building, and then down into a ditch. A black
tree, leafless, srood above us when we stopped.
Ruth was gasping beside me, holding her belly
as if it were about to fall off We leaned over,
huffing, and she retched. I pul1ed her down in
the thick, tall reeds, down into the mud next to
a huge broken limb, and we lay there, sniffing
mildew, weeds, and vomit, the twigs reaching
out and scratching the tops of our coats in the
wind.
"Don't make a sound," I whispered, and
she retched again.
After what seemed forever there was the
sound of wheels rolling slowly on the pavement, the popping sounds of pebbles against
tires. I didn't dare to look up. My chest hurt
with all the pumping blood and Ruth was shaking. The sounds seemed to slow way down, the
popping coming at longer intervals, and I held
my breath as much to get the smell out of my
head as in fear and hope. A", the seconds took
my breath away, I wished and wished that I
didn't need to breathe. I imagined the window
of the truck open, his head leaning alit, his ears
big and twitching under his red hair.
The sounds sped up, and the engine
coughed and rumbled faster, began to move
away, and I took that moment to suck in my
breath, inhaling mud and water with Lt. I
coughed convulsively,
holding my mouth
shut, my entire body shaking with the effort,
my mind screaming as I tried my best to stay
quiet. Someone grabbed me and 1 almost
shrieked aloud, but it was Ruth, and she was
patting rue on the back.
"They're gone," she said. "They're gone."

ghostly than usual from all the exertion, stress,
and vomiting, her white skin clearly visible in
the starlit night. There were streaks of black
around her mouth, and I wasn't sure if it was
mud or chocolate. I had long since dropped my
empty purse along the way, and I wished now
that I had more for her, or for myself If only I
could carry her on my back, I thought wildly;
we would probably move faster that way. She
kept stumbling over sticks, rocks, whatever.
Her breathing became rasps.
The rain redoubled, washing down from
the sky and knocking down the few leftover
leaves that still clung to the scattered trees in the
empty countryside. The drops pounded us on
the head, feeling like tiny invisible marbles. We
stumbled into a field, broken cornstalks poking,
scraping, lashing our legs. I was gasping, cursing. Ruth's lips, just barely visible, shivered in
the moonlight.
Lightning snapped the sky and painted all
in stark relief, the surrounding landscape suddenly and strikingly visible in the stylized light.
A building was nearby, alone in the middle of
the field next to a gravel road. I didn't care if
people lived there or not or what they would
do to me, we just needed shelter. The sky exploded again, this time with sound that seemed
to shake all of creation, and we made our fatigue
into one last bout of energy and lunged crazily
toward the building.
It was less than a hundred feet away when
the lightning smashed again and I made out the
cross that stuck out of the roof Even though 1
was exhausted, uncomfortable, and delirious,
or maybe because of it, I stopped and grasped
Ruth by the arm.
''We don't want to go here," I shouted, the
rain almost pounding my words away. "This is
like going back to hint. This is his lie, this is his
house. It's probably locked anyv.,raybecause the
jerks don't want their stuff stolen."
The thunder roared again and I couldn't
hear what she had to say. Her body tensed up all
strange, and she budded over out of my grasp,
shaking for a minute, clenching her teeth. Then
she lurched toward the building, faltered, and
fell skidding in the mud. I ran to her side and
pulled her to her feet, looked around one last
time for some other escape, and then, finally, I
braced my body under her and started for the
doors. I was convinced seeking shelter here
was basically throwing ourselves back into his
hands, but I was afraid she was going to die.
The water was so hard now that it felt like so
many hands tearing us down.
the next flash
of light I could see the water running off me in
long strings in my shadow cast on the tall, rough
wooden door, as if the rain was IHe liquefied
and falling away, my soul escaping me. I threw
my shoulder against the doors, fully expecting
them to be locked. They came jittering open
with a high-pitched whine of metal hinges, and
I pulled her over the threshold and closed the
door behind.

In

We had been walking for hours that night,
running or hiding behind trees at the sight of
any car lights, when it started to rain. Already
wct from the mud in the ditch, the freezing rain
just made it worse, and our borrowed winrer
coats (one of which, I noticed with satisfaction,
was his) proved to be about as effective as sieves
when it came to blocking out the rain. We began running again, desperate. Ruth was more

Inside we slogged forward a few steps and
almost slipped on the tile. 1 took off my coat,
helped her off with hers. She was shaking violently in the dark, and I felt her whole body
vibrating beneath the coat as I slipped it off
her shoulders. Her face was like rubber when
I came around to look at her, sagging and shaking with her spastic shivers. I started tearingofI
her freezing wet clothes, and her white body
emerged in the scant light from the windows,
her belly shoving out defiantly. I dumped the
backpack all the floor into a mound and started
sorting through the pile for dry clothes. There
were wet and soggy leftovers inside, the paper
towels disintegrated, the food worthJess. Worse,
all the clothes were soaked through, and anyway much of what I packed, thinking volume
of outfits instead of warmth, were summer
clothes. I only had one sweater. I kicked at the
clothes then cast around in the darkness for
something, some cloth, blanket, anything to
keep her warm. In the next flash of lightning
I saw heavy curtains up front on stage, so I
ran, slipping, slopping water on the tile. My
clothes were chafing me painfully. The thunder
boomed, deafening, and T saw stairs going up off
to the side near the stage, a slight flickering light
coming out the door. Itwas a struggle to get the
curtains down; I actually pulled the lectern over
and stood on it to help me detach the rings at
the top. But by the time the curtains fell to the
floor in a heap, she was coming up the aisle,
barely crawling, collapsing halfway
After she was wrapped in them, I held her
close, wish.ing I could give her my warmth as
well. Her body tensed up again in that strange
way, as if every muscle in her body was flexing,
and she writhed in my grasp. At first it didn't
happen often, but when she started doing it
every ten minutes it suddenly dawned on me.
"Stop pushing! It's too early, don't push!"
I went hysterical
and screamed
and
screamed. I was still screaming when the lights
came on and I saw all the red around and heard
the approaching footsteps.
Some people say that extreme situations
heighten the senses. Maybe it did at the time,
but today I can only remember flashes of feelings and glimpsed images. I remember all this
red everywhere; red curtains, red liquid, my
scream, and the old man with the long beard
hobbling hurriedly on ancient legs and asking
questions, a wrenched, worried expression on
his EKe, and me panicked and telling all. I didn't
just feel the time going by; I was tormented by
it, and I remember the man's beard there for
me to cry in the whole while as we sat there
with Ruth, who often stiffened and wanted to
scream but never did. And dimly I remember
cars coming too late to help her with it much,
people opening the doors, wet wind rushing,
running feet, squawking voices. And finally,
finally her voice, coming weakly, breathlessly
"His name is Samuel."
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The world is}air!y studded and strewn with pennies cast broadside frol11 a
gellcrous hand. But-s-and tuis is the point-who gets excited by a mere penny?
... It is dire poverty indeed when a man is so malnourished and fatiglled that
he won't stoop to pick lip a pently. But if you cultivate a healthy poverty and
simplicity, so that finding a penHy willlitera/ly make YOllr day, then since
the world is in jact planted in pennies, you have with YOllr poverty bought a
lifetime of days. It is that. simple. IiV1wt you see is what you get. -Annie
Dillard, "Seeing"
I am a collector of nature's bright coppers. In my mind, 1 have a
small collection of pennies Ihave picked up throughout my life and
the wealth that has accumulated is greater than any treasure chest.
On warm summer mornings, before the world has awakened, I
force myself to fight sleep and become the single human viewer of
a once-in-a-lifetime art display. 1 step outside and inhale the crisp
dewy morning air. My sandy-colored dog emerges from his hidden
bed and wags his tail with excitement-I
will not be the only spectator this morning. With him beside me, I begin to jog down the
gravel road. The sun has not yet pecked above the horizon-good,
I haven't arrived late for the show. The moon has stayed up later
than usual. About a quarter of a mile down the road, the opening
act begins. Beams of golden light shoot their rays through purplecrimson clouds. As if the beams had just played a drum roll on the
illuminated clouds, the star appears. Nature holds her breath. The
red-orange dome peeks its head over the hills timidly, casting bouncing light on the dew. The sky welcomes the sun with an applause
of red, orange, pink, and violet. The star continues its climb up the

My mother liked to burn things. She'd
burn most anything she could get her hands
on, really. She loved fire. She loved the flames,
the way they rippled, the colors. Like how I
loved our cottonwood trees in the falL How
I just wanted to be outside all day, climbing,
hanging on the branches, making piles ofleaves
and jumping in them. Marveling at the colors.
That's how she loved fire.
"Fire is a beautiful thing, Sarah Lea," she
always said. "In was an artist, I'd try to paint
fire. And if [ was a singer, I'd sing 'bout fire.
Just look at it, Sarah, just look at it."
But I didn't love the flames like she did. And
sometimes, I just didn't want to look.
There's an old family story about my
mother. My grandparents,
my aunts and
uncles, even cousins who obviously weren't
there to witness the event but have heard the
story so many times that they almost believe
they were, liked to tell and re-tell the story at
family gatherings.
The story goes that when my mother was
only three years old, with all the relatives on a
camping trip, she lit her left arm on fire.
And that's exactly how they'd say it "The
little tiger lit her left arm all fire."
I used to imagine my mother running
around in circles screaming with her arm all
aflame. Until once, when I was seven or eight
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ever-brightening horizon until a perfect glowing ball is bouncing on
the crest of the purple hills.
I continue to run with my eyes fixed on the pageant of God before
me. However, as soon as I reach the crest of the hill, I feel disappointed.
I am late. Only one time have I been to this second part of the show
at the right time. The entire valley was clouded in a blanket of fog
rising from the winding creek below it. A line of elms held their dark
silhouettes against the dancing light beams trying to penetrate the
mist. No camera could capture such a moment-my
memOlY must
act as my photo album.
Last winter I stumbled upon another bright copper. My friends and
I were trudging from the cafeteria (0 our donn through the freshly
falling snow. I glanced at my coat sleeve only to be shocked by the size
of the fragile flakes falling there. Huge, perfectly-crafted, six-pointed
stars were resting on my coat before melting. I shared the discovery
with my friends, and we all began to act as if we had never seen snow
before. Our hair, coats, and mittens were dotted with these symmetrical creations-not
one like another. If we hadn't been outside at that
moment, the moment would have passed us by.
I purposely run over sidewalks hidden in leaves in the fall to stir
them up and hear them crunch under my feet. I lay awake at night
delightfully terrified of deafening claps of thunder. My siblings and I
rush outside after a downpour to be the first to find the rainbow. We
smell blossoming wildflowers and pluck plump raspberries. The creek
by our house has us over to visit and shows us its newly built beaver
dam, thousands of delicate discarded shells, tiny tracks in mud, and
hushed rippling over smoothed rocks.
These appearances catch at my throat; they are the free gifts, the
bright coppers at the roots of trees.

years old perhaps, Momma explained the whole
thing to me.
"I'd been playing with sparklers, Sarah," she
whispered as all the family laughed around us
at Grandpa's retelling of the familiar story. "You
know, those Fourth of July things. And I accidentally touched my arm with the tip 0' the
sparkler. Singed just the tiniest little hole into
my jacket. That's all. So don't look so worried,
little one."
And while Grandpa chuckled about the
crazed look in his fire-levin' daughter's eyes,
I remember sighing with relief at Momma's
explanation.
And Grandpa saying, 'We're lucky the little
pyro is still with us."
Family exaggerations aside, most stories
about my mother's pyro tendencies are true.
She'd been known to burn all kinds of things
around our little farm. Sticks, leaves, trash. Old
boards and junk she'd find out in the grove of
trees surrounding our old gray farmhouse.
She even took it on herself to rid the grove
of the old run-down barn that used to sit in
one corner. That barn hadn't been used in
years---ever since a new red one was built up
closer to the house.
"Sarah Lea," she said to me that morning-l
was probably nine or ten at the time-"today
I'm going to burn down the old barn."
My head jerked up and I nearly dropped the
bowl of oatmeal I'd been carrying to the kitchen

table. "You can't do that, Momma!" I
protested.
"And whyever not, Miss Sarah?" she
countered, her hands on hcr overall-ed
hips.
''Well,j-just because. Because, that's
all. "
And that was as good an answer as I
could give. Truth was, I used to play in
that old barn. I used to sit in there for
hours at a time and write in my diary.
Sometimes, 1 didn't play or write or do
anything at all. I just thought. That old
barn was lI1y barn.
But I couldn't tell my mother that.
She'd warned me long ago 110tto mess
around in there. It was so old and rickety; the wood was soft and the beams
unstable. It was liable to cave in and
kill someone, according to Momma.
And she did not want her Sarah Lea to be that
someone.
But even had 1 come up with a good argument in defense of the old barn, I don't think
it would've done any good. Momma had that
look in her eyes. The look I'd seen when she
burned sticks and leaves and lit candles on my
birthday cake. The look, I suppose, that all the
relatives spoke of when recounting the old
sparkler incident.
I never much liked that look.
I walked with my mother out to the barn
that day. She stuffed a book of matches in her

front pocket before leaving the house and carried several rolled up old newspapers under
her arm. We picked up branches on the way.
Momma whistled.
At the barn, we piled the branches and crinkled newspapers up against one wall. Momma
smiled. She pulled the book of matches out of
her pocket and said, "Ahh, Sarah, this is going
to burn well. And soon, we'll have a nice patch
of clear land."
There was plenty of open space around our
farm, r thought, beyond the grove. We didn't
need a nice patch of clear land.
Momma lit a match. But just as she was
about to toss it into the pile, a thought struck
me and I cried, "Momma, stop!"
"What is it, Sarah?"
I ran into the barn, climbed up a fallen
beam and into the haymow. Avoiding the
holes and unsteady areas I'd discovered on
previous visits, I crept around until I found
it-my diary. I hugged the worn little book to
my chest, thankful I'd remembered it at the last
minute. And then I climbed back down and
rejoined Momma where she stood watching
me from the barn's entrance. I thought she
might scold me.
Instead, she studied me, sti11 holding my
diary tight. Mter a moment, she said, "Now
stay back, Sarah." And she lit another match,
held it to a piece of newspaper, then used the
burning newspaper to start the pile of kindling
on fire.
It was slow at first, but soon the fire raced
up the walls, consuming the barn. I stepped
farther back, away from the heat.
Momma threw up her arms and giggled.
"Oh, look at it, Sarah! Just look at it."
The smell of the smoke burned in my nostrils, and I could hear the flames popping and
hissing. I turned away.
"When it neared lunchtime, we trudged back
to the house for peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. Momma ate fast so she could return
to guard the fire.
I stayed behind at the house. But from the
kitchen window, r could see the smoke rising
in the distance. Rising above the trees.

My mother was a beautiful woman. Even
dressed in old overalls and a T-shirt - like she
was most days, especially the days she went
out burning. On those days, she always wore
overalls, maybe a flannel shirt if it was chilly,
old work boots and gardening gloves.
She had long red hair-s-and I was always
incredibly envious of it, my own hair just a
dull shade of brown. She had freckles, too-the
good kind-and
such a wide smile. And gray
eyes-an oddly gorgeous shifty kind of gray that
looked especially brilliant in candlelight.
Ahh, candlelight. She sure loved candles,
Momma did. There were always candles in the
windowsills of each window in the house. And

near suppertime-a
little sooner in the winter
since the sky darkened earlier-a-she'd go around
and light them. And at night, after I'd already
been tucked in, she and Dad would blowout
each candle together.
Sometimes, lying in bed at night and listening to Momma and Dad pad around the house
blowing out the candles, I started to wonder
about things. I wondered why Momma loved
fire so much. And why I didn't.
And I wondered about Dad. I wondered
why it didn't seem to bother him that his wife
kept a kitchen cupboard stocked with matches.
That she sometimes accidentally burned down
a tree or two. That she'd been known to burn
her hair, singe her eyebrows, ruin clothing,
curtains, tablecloths.
Why didn't he stop her? Why didn't anyone
stop her?
Iasked him once. He pulled me up onto his
lap, even though by then I was almost too big,
and said, "Sarah Lea, when you love someone,
you accept them." And he smiled a special
kind of smile, looking into the kitchen where
Momma was pulling a slightly burnt batch of
cookies out of the oven. "You accept all the silly
little things about them."
"But Daddy," I countered, "what if she
gets hurt sometime? What if she burns all the
trees in the grove? What if she burns down
the house?"
He chuckled and gave my braid a little
tug.
"Such a serious girl, my Sarah."
I walked away wondering why Momma's
silly little thing couldn't be stamp-collecting,
or sewing, or playing the harmonica.
Before I was out of earshot, I heard
Momma call from the kitchen. ''You know, I
think we should put in a fireplace. In the den,
perhaps."
Isn't it funny the way life turns out? I
married a fireman. He loves fire, too, but in a
different way than Momma. I sometimes tell
him stories about Momma and the things she
burned. Sometimes he laughs. Other times he
shudders at the things that could've gone wrong
and the things that did go wrong.
When I was in high school, our house
burned down. 1 was at a party when I received
Dad's phone call.
"The house, Sarah," he gasped. "The house
is burning. It's almost gone now, almost gone.
All of it."
No. No, no, no. Not the old farmhouse
I loved so. The bedroom I'd spent so many
years playing in, sleeping in, daydreaming and
writing and thinking in. My diaries, my scrapbooks, my stuff The kitchen where I'd cooked
so many batches of cookies with Momma. The
living room with the rocking chair where I used
to sit on Dad's lap. Not my house.

"Mom?" It was the only thing I could think
to ask.
''We forgot to blowout all the candles," he
said. ''We were so drowsy, we fell asleep on
the couch. The open window, the wind ... the
curtains ... we both forgot."

Are there silly little things about me? I've
asked my husband this question.
He always says, "Sarah, my Sarah, there are
a million silly little things about you. The way
you will stare off into space and I can just tell
you're lost in some daydream. Your serious
reflections about all the big and small things
in life. The way you guard the kids so carefully
when they play with sparklers."
Then he'll smile a special kind of smile at
me. "I love those things about you."
Well, we built a new house. On that nice
patch of clear land where the old house used to
stand. A gleaming white house, surrounded by
the same overgrown bushes and massive trees
and gravel driveway that had closed in the old
house. So bright white that it shone through the
trees, like the candles in the windows used to.
And there was a fireplace in the den.
A few years later, when I was home from
college on Christmas break, Momma and I sat
in front of the fireplace, sipping cocoa.
"You know, Sarah," my mother said, "I'm
not glad our old house burned up. There were
treasures inside that I still miss. But even so, I
love this new house. So spacious, so new, those
oak cupboards in the kitchen. Two bathrooms!
And Iadore the fireplace."
I nodded.
"What is it, Sarah Lea?" she asked. "I know
my girl, and I know that silence."
I didn't answer.
"Do you miss the old house, Sarah? Do you
miss Christmas in the old house?"
I shrugged.
"It was an old house, Sarah. Something in
me believes it was just its time to go."
"It was a house, Mom."
She paused, studying my face. Then said,
''A house you loved."
Yes.
Staring into the fire, she continued. "I know
you loved that house. You loved that old barn,
too. The one I burned. And the trees. You've
always loved the trees."
Silence.
''I'm sorry, Sarah Lea. I'm sorry I've burned
all the things you loved."
I looked at my mother, fire-y red hair framing her face and bouncing flames reflected in
her gray eyes.
"You didn't burn them all, Momma."
The fire in the fireplace popped. I stared
into the orange and red flickers, dancing up
and down, from side to side, like autumn leaves
on a windy day.
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This is the time of year I want to change my address. Or maybe go
into the witness protection program or something. I hate it. The cheesy
family pictures aren't so bad-the
ones with all the kids sitting smiling
with the slobbering pooch who someone thought would be cute in a
Santa Claus hat; or worse, the ones with the lovey dovey couples in
matching red sweaters sitting in front of the fireplace holding their new
bundle afjay decked out as an elf I can handle the pictures. I even put
some of them up on my fridge-Mom
always says it looks so blank. Last
Christmas she gave me some magnets. They're ugly fat sheep wearing
Christmas hats. I usually just leave them up year round. The one with
two sheep kissing fell under the stove a month ago, though. It's still
there. Sheep don't kiss.
So the pictures are fine. It's what comes with them that drives me
insane. Holly and ivy borders and paragraph after single spaced 10-point
paragraph of sickening cheerfulness. Oh look: Rob WJS offered a management promotion so the family decided to add a breakfast nook to their
lovely Victorian home, and Mary's taking care of the interior decorating
since she's on maternity leave from Home Designs with twins on the
way. And gee whiz, Scott was named MVP on the Hollbrook High soccer
team again, and Mary was voted homecoming queen and is serving-in
her spare time between Student Council and basketball-at
the local
food pantry. And don't forget Sam, the family parakeet: he learned how
to whistle to the Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy and saved the family
from carbon monoxide poisoning by waking them up in the middle of
the night with Bach's fifth sonata.
Shut UP.
Just reading one makes me want to eat four batches of gingerbread
cookies. Iced.
I tell myself I won't open my Christmas letters this year. Just let
them sit in a pile, unread. Ha. Better yet, I'll burn the things. Throw
that Yule log on the fire.
But I know I'll open them anyv.ray. I get sucked into it every time,
coming home from a late night at work and there, poking out of the
mailbox, is a cheery red and white envelope with a reindeer sticker
and my name, handwritten! I rip it open, expectant, and thud. Another
Christmas letter. I wonder if this is how Santa feels, carrying that bag
on his back. Loaded with everyone else's presents.
When I was on the phone last night with Mom, she suggested 1send a
letter out this year. ':After all, honey, you've been living out on your own
for three years now. People will want to know what you're up to."
1 highly doubt it.
But just because it's Sunday night and I'm bored I pick up a pen.
Hey Family and Friends! Buceie lip kids.
So good to hear that Christmas season has you once again counting
your blessings. alit IOlld,jor everyone to hear. I'm sony I haven't written
much, I guess you could say I've been a busy girl since I stepped off the
U's campus with diploma in hand. That's when the silly young optimist got
hit by a semi jull of chiceens.
I started out a journalist, but reporting for the Agdetl County Herald
doesn't pay enough to cover rent and insurance, so I took a second job
at the Butternut Cafe downtown, serving coffee to regulars in the mornings and scrubbing the coffee scum out of the pots at night. It keeps my
evenings- busy anyway, which is OK, since, if you haven't heard, Steve
and I broke up a year and a half ago, mutual differences. Isn't that a 115iflll
oxynlOrol1. (And no, Mom, that date with Randy from the Herald didn't
go well at all. It was a no-go from the start, because he kept checking out
the waitress, but if you ever need any information about any Cubs game
since the dawn of time, he could hook you up.) Recently, the only man
in my life has been my next-door neighbor Barry, wonderful guy, single.
He even shovels my sidewalk for me. OK, so he's a retired widower of
sixty-seven with a cat named Roger, but he's got great perspective on
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life and helps me out with my editorials.
~
Other than that, I've been trying to lose the five pounds I ~
gained last Christmas. OK, eight. (Thanks Mom for the low- ~
carb Christmas cookie recipe, by the way. I haven't tried it yet, Q
but the girls at the Herold said they loved it.) I got a membership
Z
to the local gym, but when I go there I feel fat amid the army of moms
in sports-bras and shiny spandex pants on the stair-stepper machines.
Serial/sly, what do tileY eat? Celery? But they all leave at 4:30 to pick up
their kids from basketball or band or quiz bowl practice, and I get the
place to myself Funny thing-l
noticed this other girl showing up at
the same time, and I talked to her once and found out she had the same
logic. So we work out together now and then. Her name is Anna Lee
and she wants to illustrate children's books, but right now she's working
in accounting at AgriCo. When I'm not working nights, we sometimes
watch old classics like Breakfast at Tiffany's over big bowls of buttery and
talk about the last guy our moms tried to hook us up with.
Well, maybe I'll see some of yOll guys at Christmas, since I'm heading
home, as usual. Mter all, someone needs to eat Mom's low-fat peanut
brittle and admire the ring my little bro Danny got for his girlfriend-fiance. Good luck in the New Year with your promotions and breakfast
nooks and soccer games and food pantries. May the next year find you
with too many blessings to count.
Season's Greetings,
Jillian.
So, it wasn't so bad after all. Maybe I'll even set up the camera on
timer and pose in my ugly-green comfy chair with a plate ofhalf-eaten
fudge, chocolate all over my face, my favorite old Batman t-shirt and
sweatpants on, with my belly sticking out, and a sticky copy of Sense and
SeII5ibility in hand. Anna Lee would get a kick out of that, and 1 bet Barry
could use some mail. Tis the season to be jolly, after all.
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I try not to make a habit of falling
in love with fictitious women. My crush
on the pink power ranger was short lived,
everyone knew that Topanga would end up
with Cory, and, charmed though I was
by Ms. Holly Golightly, I knew it would never
work out between us.
My affections remained firmly reoted in reality
until one night I found myself
smitten with a woman from The Planet
of the Apes. I fell not for her
lithe and luring body, nor her
dazzling intellect (I'm sure it's dazzling), nor
even her beauty, stunning
though it was. It was her eyes, and what
lay behind them. The gaze
she gave the hero from
her separate cell, so unpolluted by
fear or lust or envy or greed or selfishness
or any other inherently human corruption of love
let loose a pleasant splinter in my heart. As she looked
at our hero, with such blind and blinding
adulation, I found myself desiring
that a gaze might transcend
thirty years and cathode tubes,
that I might be her hero, and
that such a gaze might be meant
for me.
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"Oh, i{life were olily moments,

Eoen now and then a bad one-!

But if/ifc were ollly tnonients,
YOlI'd never know yOIl fwd one.
Info the U0ods-Stephen Sondheim
I
It is autumn. Classes have been in session
for a month. I am in poetry class, sitting next
to Magdalene. She missed the earlier session
this morning, due to oversleeping, OT an ap~
pointment, or perhaps she simply wanted a
change. Regardless of the reason, she is joining us today.
A fellow poet is sharing her latest inspiration, but my attention is snatched away by a
sharp, slight, movement. It is a ladybug, or a
Japanese beetle (I never understood the difference). There's been all infestation of them on
campus lately, quite a nuisance. This particular one has infiltrated Granberg Hall, and now
alights on Maggie's arm,just above the elbow
resting on the table. It starts to creep towards
the fingers. I watch it sojourn across the naked,
motionless arm. No effort is made to shoo the
pest away. I look at Maggie's face, wondering if
she hasn't felt the tiny trek across her skin, but
she has. She is watching it too. Slowly, slightly,
she raises her arm and starts to turn it slowly
through space, watching the bug move against
the orbit. And she smiles. In wonder, fascination, and simple delight at this simple creature's
fruitless ascent, she smiles.
In that moment, she is beautiful.
TIleH

JJ

Il
Winter strives to make a point this year,
compelling autumn to leave early. The leaves
have not yet faded or fallen, and an early snow
beats most of them to the ground. It is a soft,
mild snowfall, the kind that melts almost before
reaching the ground it means to cover. I am in

class again with fellow explorers of syntax and
meter. I got here early, tor once. Amanda comes
in late and sits across the room, soggy from the
first flakes of the year but glowing from under
their chilly blanket. She has been frolicking in
the slow descent. Her hair hugs her face and
drowsily drapes down her shoulders and the
table in front of her. She gazes wistfully out
the window, as if seeking reassurance from a
friend that they will meet again, soon, when
other obligations are fulfilled. So comforted,
her stare returns inside. But her mind remains
outdoors, beneath the clouds, gazing at the sky
and reveling in its gift, the gift that even now
drips to accumulation
at her feet. And she
smiles. Licking her lips to catch a few last drops
and finding inspiration for her next poem (l can
tell), she smiles.
In that moment, she is beautiful.
III
It is somewhere between spring and summer. Classes are done, I have three-and-a-half
months at home ahead of me. My friends,]ohn
and Christy, are getting married, and I go to the
wedding, my first since childhood.
Familiar
faces abound, from high school, from theatre.
Anne is here. I haven't seen her or heard from
her in over a year. Not since before her mom
died.
We spend a few minutes catching up in the
lobby before the ceremony. It's been a rough
year. Her clinical depression has gotten worse,
and is now joined by anxiety and panic attacks.
She is trying to help a father deal with the loss
of a wife and a younger sister deal with the loss
of a mother, while still trying to cope herself.
It's been difficult. But it's finally getting better.
"It feels good to feel good again," she says as we
go into the sanctuary.
We sit near each other at the reception. We
watch the bride and groom kiss at the cornmand of tinkling glasses, we watch them cut
the cake, and we watch their first dance as man
and wife. The groom dances with his mother,

The girl knew the new yellow slide across the street was alive.
When all the boys whooped and hollered with joy as they slid down
its hilly decline playtime after playtime in the little neighborhood
park, she always shuddered because she knew the slide was alive.
She'd known it since the first time she watched the slide coax
her friends up the new sturdy ladder and into its tunneled top, then
spit them out into the open.
At night, when slides of all shapes and sizes and colors-s-cartoonish in character and led like an army by the yellow slide commander-haunted
her dreams, she knew.
When she looked out her living room window; across the street
to the little park and saw the yellow slide staring back at her, she
knew.
She tried to tell the boys.
They never believed her. No matter that she could fly higher

and father of the bride with his daugh- ~
tel', then the father of the groom with Q
his new daughter and the mother of Z
the bride with the son she has gained. ~
The music plays on. More couples take .. ,
~
the floor, and I find myself watching
~
Anne. She alternates her gaze between
... ,
the people on the floor and the rather ~
uninteresting centerpiece that decorates
the table. J ask her how she's doing. "Pensive,"
she replies, but does not elaborate. I ponder
what thoughts occupy her mind. Life and love
and why, I suppose. Perhaps old friends, a pending move to Ohio, herself as a someday bride,
and an unknown groom who will dance alone.
And, lost somewhere amidst her thoughts, she
smiles. At some private moment in her mind,
with a melancholy joy, and with a strength to
make a mother proud, she smiles.
And in that moment, above all others, she
is beautiful.
N
I had seen these women many times before,
but those moments were the first true glimpses
I had. The world that had obscured my vision
faded from view, my sight cleared, and in that
moment, I saw. I had always known that they
were attractive, cute, pretty, but in that moment I saw more; in that moment 1 saw their
beauty.
Culture and hormones often distort my
ability to perceive beauty beyond a pretty face.
The distinction between attractive and beautiful has become little more than a question of
semantics. But they are not the same. Attractive
is evident, cute is consistent, and pretty fades.
But beauty is often subtle, buried. Beauty surprises you. And beauty endures.
They say pretty faces are a dime a dozen, and
it's true. But beauty is not uncommon either.
It is just more often veiled or distorted, often
only glimpsed in passing, in moments. And
sometimes a moment is enough.

on the swings, stand the longest on a spinning merry-go-round and
build better castles in the sandbox. When it came to the yellow slide,
her other braveries were forgotten. They called her a scaredy-cat.
She heard one of the boys say, It's cuz she's a girl.
No, it's cuz the slide is alive. It's alive, it's alive, it's alive.
Scaredy-cat, scaredy-cat, scaredy-cat.
Well, fine then.
That day, she rode the slide. She climbed up the ladder, situated
herself at the top, let herself go. And down the yellow slide she slid,
her Velcro shoes hitting on the hills and her bare legs squealing
against the shiny plastic.
The boys clapped for her.
But they still didn't believe that the yellow slide was alive.
Oh well. She rolled her eyes, shrugged her shoulders, and then
climbed the ladder for another ride. At least she knew.
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I hate parties. I don't do well at parties. J
can't believe Sheila talked me into this. Why
did I come? 1 just get annoyed, I knew that.
There's only so many make-out couples I can
watch. How do those decaying pick-up lines
still work, how do they still get guys what
they're after? Seriously, how did that Young
Republican reject convince that cute blonde
that he was worth smearing her lipstick with
"If I could rearrange the alphabet, I'd put U
and 1 together." How could she fall for that?
It boggles the mind, simply boggles the mind.
Behold the power of tequila, 1 guess. I wish
they'd at least move down, this couch is crowded enough as it is. And uncomfortable. I swear
I can feel the springs, but they don't seem to
notice. Maybe I'mjust too fidgety. Hey, watch
the hands buddy!
I swear, I'm gonna murder Sheila for dragging me here. "Get out," she says, "Meet some
new people. Jeff's throwing a little soiree, you
should go. I'll even be your date." Right. Last 1
saw her she was tossing her hair for that hockey
jerk. She's probably gone somewhere with him
already. I wonder what line he used.
Who is this Jeff guy anyway? The only Jeffl
know is the guy in my econ class, but he spells
it G-E-O-F-F. This party was not thrown by
anyone named G-E-O-F-F.
"Have a good time," she says. "You're a
great guy, smart, cute, funny. I don't understand why you're still available. You just need
to get yourself out there and the ladies will
flock to you."
"Flock? Flock? Do women really flock? I
can't say I've ever seen women flock."
"Oh, they do. Like seagulls. And you're a
big, juicy fish."
Lovely. I'll be sure to mention that to any
ladies I meet; I'm sure that'll get their attention.
"Hi, my name's Steve. My friend says you're
like a seagull, wanna flock?"
It smells like fish in here. Why does it
smell like fish? Smells like fish and alcohol
and sweat and cheap perfume and hair spray
and hormones. I swear, that smell is so strong
I can taste it. It barges through my nostrils and
just camps out on my tongue. I'm gonna need
to either bleach my clothes or burn them when
I get back to the dorm. IfI get back to the donn.
Sheila was my ride, and who knows where she
is or when she'll be back or if she'll be back
and what state she'll be in if she does get back.
r should have taken her keys as soon as we got
here. That would have been the responsible
thing. That would have been the smart thing.
Wait, who's that girl? 'Why is she looking at
me? She looks familiar, not familiar like I know
her, but familiar like she looks like someone I
know. She's cute. Is she looking at me? I can't
tell. I never was good at this sort of thing. Now
she's coming over. Why is she coming over? Do
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I know her? Does she know me?
"I-Ii."
"Hi."
Silence.
Nowwhat? Awkward silence. I'm okay with
that, I won't get unnerved by silence. Some
people have trouble with silence, but I don't. I
can wait, I don't need to ramble on or babble
just to hear my voice or fill in the gaps in conversation, 1 can just let the conversation flow.
I don't know what to talk about anyway. I can
enjoy the silence. Of course, silence is a relative
term. Especially here. Not here. Does the music
really need to be played that loud? Even if! did
say something to her, I don't think I'd be able
to hear my own voice. Can't someone turn that
down a little? I'm getting a headache.
"Mind if I sit down?"
I guess it's not that loud. 1 kind of like
this song anyway. Is there room for her to sit
down? Wait, where did the make-out brigade
go? I didn't notice them leave.
"Vh, sure, go ahead.
And she did. And silence again. That's okay,
I have no problem with silence. Or at least gaps
in talking, since silence is non-existent in places
like these. I can wait, don't force it, let the conversation flow naturally. Besides, she came over
here, I don't know why I should be the one who
has to ta.lk. Of course, she did initiate, and she
broke the last lull in the conversation. Maybe
it's my turn.
"My name's Steve Chesnik."
I never know how to shake hands with a girl,
it always feels awkward. Should it be the same
as with a guy, should it be gentler, should it be a
different form entirely? Maybe I should kiss it.
That's what they do in the movies, and it seems
to workout alright for those guys. I don't think
1 can pull it off Those guys are much more
comfortable, much more channing. Maybe if
I was bolder, or had had a bit more to drink, I'd
do it, but I'd probably get slapped anyway.
"Melissa Fuller."
Melissa Fuller. Firm but gentle grasp of
the fingers, not the palm, gentle tug. Melissa.
Try to remember that, Melissa, I'm terrible
with names. Melissa, Melissa Fuller. Melissa
Fuller, Melissa Fuller. Melissa Chesnik. Melissa
Puller-Chesnik. That has a nice ring to it.
"Nice to meet you, Melissa."
Why do people say that? 1 understand it's
the polite thing to say, social etiquette and all
that, but for all I know, this girl could be the
worst thing to ever happen to me, meeting her
could be the single most tragic and devastating
event of my life, and I just told her "Nice to
meet you." I have no way of knowing. But do
I think about this distinct possibility? No, I say
"Nice to meet you" and blindly hope that it
will come true.
"Nice to meet you too, Steve."
So we've exchanged pleasantries.
Now
what? Am I supposed to try one of those stupid pick-up lines? Do I even know any? Think.

Drawing a blank, drawing a blank. Seriously, I have to know at least one pick
up line.
Nothing.
Silence.
That's okay by me. Silence is okay
It's safe. Suppose we started talking. I
know what will happen. I say something stupid and cheesy, and she smiles
shyly. She thinks I'm cute and charming and witty and clever and romantic
and handsome and we hit it off, and 4,
Q
I offer to get her a drink, to be polite
Z
and all, and then we have a few more,
and then we're the couple making out
on the couch, and we exchange phone
...
numbers and she calls me in a couple
"
days and we start going out.
4 ..
"So, are you a friend of Jeff's?"
q
I still don't knowwhoJeffis.
Z
"No, not really. Friend ofa friend."
We go out a few times and realize that we
have a lot in common, we get along really well.
It gets serious, we continue dating and have
a healthy, loving relationship built on mutual
trust and respect, just like we've both always
wanted. It's so good, in fact, that I decide to
propose and buy a ring that sets me back quite
a bit but it's worth it because I'm in love and I
plan an elaborate evening to lead up to the big
event and when the time is right I get down on
one knee and ask her to be my wife and she says
yes as tears of joy stream down her face and we
embrace and it's all terribly romantic.
"Oh. I don't really know him that well,
either. 1 came with a friend, but I think he
wandered off with some girl. He said some
people were getting together tonight and it
would be a good time. I didn't know it would
be like this."
"Me neither. I'm not really much of a
party-guy."
"Me neither. Not a party-girl, I mean."
''Yeah, 1 knew what you meant."
We spend months of planning and thousands of dollars on a big elaborate wedding and
invite all our friends and families. Her parents
cry, my parents cry, her friends cry, she cries too,
and my friends slap me on the back and give me
high fives and say "W:l.Y to go!" We go on our
honeymoon, which is lovely, and then return to
our brand new shared home and life together.
I get ajob at a decent finn and we live in wedded bliss for a few months as we settle into a
routine, go to work and spend our evenings
playing Scrabble or watching movies or going
out. After a year or two, she tells me the good
news, that I'm going to be a daddy.
"Do you know what time it is?"
''Yeah, it's about ten till twelve"
"Oh. Okay, thanks."
Next comes the morning sickness, the
strange cravings, the stress, and then, finally,
one bright and sunny morning, the miracle arrives. It's a boy, spitting image of me, but with
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his rnorhcr's nose.
"Are you here with anyone?"
"Not really. Not anymore. r came with my
friend Sheila, but I'm not sure where she went
off to."
Melissa has a nice nose. I hate my nose, r
hope he gets her nose.
And he grows up and in a couple of years
has a little brother, then a baby sister. I continue
to work while she stays home to raise the kids,
unless we decide to make other arrangements.
We get a dog, maybe a cat too. Things go well
at the office and I get a raise and then they
make me a partner. Meanwhile, the kids are
turning out great, but Melissa is letting herself
go a little bit and r don't find her as attractive
as [ once did. J start to feel a little tied down
:a home and slowly spend more time at the
office. When we fight about it, I tell her it's
because r am trying to be a good provider, but
it's really because I'm restless at home and don't
really enjoy being there. r use the distance I
feel from my wife as justification for an affair
with my secretary, Heather, because men like
me can only have affairs with their secretaries.
My tryst with Heather is soon found out because Melissa is a smart woman and I'm a bad
liar. She kicks me out of the house (with good
cause) and files for divorce, which I give her
out of guilt and remorse. She has to explain to
the children why daddy doesn't live there any
more, and I'll spend time with them on holidays
and weekends, if I'm lucky.
"Looks like we're both stuck here."
"I guess so. For a while, at least."
Mter a couple years, Melissa remarries
a teacher named Paul and moves across the
state. I go through a series of girlfriends, but
in each one I'm trying to find some reflection
of her, and they always come up short. I turn
to drinking to drown my sorrows and regrets
and failings as a husband and a father. I fall
deeper into the pit and lose case after case and
then, finally, my job. Despairing, railing against
the loss of everything Iever loved, I down too
many anti-depressants and the sleeping pills
I've been taking to help my insomnia, and am
found clutching a bittersweet note of farewell
and apologies and best wishes.
And it all starts tonight. Why did llet Sheila
talk me into this?
"Well, I guess we might as well make the
best of it. You look like a nice enough guy, do
you mind if Ijust wait here until my ride shows
back up?"
"Sure, I don't mind. I'm just waiting for
my friend too."
"Thanks.l hope he comes back soon. I definitely don't want to spend the night here. And
it's a long walk home for a girl on her own."
Was that a signal? I'm terrible at reading
signals, I just don't get them. Why can't girls
just COme right out and say what they mean
instead of dancing around the issue all the time.
I never was good at this sort of thing, is she

trying to tell me something? She did
come over here.
"Would you like an escort?"
"That would help make the walk
more enjoyable. And I know I'd feel
safer."
Okay, that had to be a signal.
"Well, I WJS thinking of heading out
soon. I'd be happy to walk you back to
campus
"That sounds nice."
Great, an excuse to get out of this
place. The fresh air will be a nice switch
from this stench and noise. Seriously,
if r had to stay here too much longer,
I think I'd throw up, have a seizure, or
my head would explode, or something.
Let's just get out of here.
"Great. Did you want to go now?
"Urn, do you mind waiting a few
more minutes, just in case my friend
comes back?"
"Oh, sure, I'm in no hurry. '\Vhenever
Silence. Oh well, it's her turn to break the
silence. I can wait, I have no problem waiting,
she's the one who wanted to wait for her friend
anyway, if she wants to wait in silence, that's
okay by me, or if she wants to talk, it's up to her,
let her be the one to initiate the conversation,
I can just''\Vhat's your major?"
Does she mean this week?
"Pre-law. 'What about you?"
"Marine biology."
"And what do you hope to do with that?"
"I'm not positive yet, but J think Iwant to
be an ichthyologist."
"A what?"
"An ichthyologist, someone who studies
fish."
You've got to be kidding me.
"That's funny."
"Why?"
"It's nothing, it'sjust that earlier tonight my
friend told me I'm a fish."
"Really? What did she mean by that?"
"Oh, we were having this conversation
about the party, and she said that women are
seagulls and I am a big, juicy fish."
"Seagulls?"
''Yeah, seagulls. That's what she said, anyway."
"I sec."
Silence.
"So, uh, wauna flock?"
I can't believe I said that. Dear God, kill me
now. Why would I say that, what could have
possibly possessed me to make a comment like
that? Wait, why is she smiling? She smiled at
that? Who smiles at a line like that, what kind
of girl would think that was amusing?
'Well, urn, I don't think my friend is going
to show up. Still willing to walk me home?"
1 hate parties.
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"The fuel [Egyptian railroaders] usc for the
locomotive is composed of mummies three
thousand years old, purchased by the ton or
by the graveyard for that purpose, and.
sometimes one hears the profane engineer
call out pettishly, 'Damn these plebeians,
they don't bum worth a cent-pass out a
King!' ... Stated to me for a fact. r only tell it as
I got it. I am willing to believe it. 1 can believe
anything."
-Mark Twain
Today the man who sold me my pipe
told me that the Egyptians used to burn
mummies for fuel.
I was fascinated by the idea,
casually burning ancestors and heritage
simply because they were so abundant
and they burned.

But then I learned
it isn't true.
And I thought, of course Americans
fall for such fallacies. We burn our history
with great abandon, always seeking a larger
flame, underestimating the value
of an ember.
Now legacies once perfectly preserved
blaze and feed orange fingers
that spit and crackle
and strive to lick the stars.
And I linger in the glow
and Ithink of ancient oaks
chopped into firewood,
of fossil fuels, of coal and oil,
of mummies and of memories
and Iwonder
why does the past burn so well?
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At the top of a hill growing with sun-burnt
apples stood the Whiting estate. "Estate," we
called it, because it was the biggest house on
the grandest piece orland in the county, tall and
white with a wide breezy porch and rose-violet
curtains showing through the windows. Nan
Whiting lived there with her parents and three
older brothers, and every girl in Ashton wanted
to be her, to grow in and around the rich apples
and fine horses.
The horses drew me first. My family (twelve
too many of us) lived alongside the edge of the
Whiting property, and I used to pedal my bike
out to where the horses ran. They were gleaming golden-red like the apples, manes and tails
rippled smooth by the wind, caressed as I could
only hope to do from my spot on the fence. The
horses seemed to know I wasn't of their caliber;
they would glance and toss their heads at me
and prance away in godlike-glory.
The handsome Whiting brothers were too
old to concern me: four, eight, and ten years
above Nan, and Nan was my age. We went to
school together, in a small community where
each class had ten kids and the teachers knew
our parents as friends or enemies. Nan came
to school in nicer clothes than anyone, yet her
dresses hung sideways and her bows came untied. In that wonderful house with her robust
father, merry mother, and dimpled brothers,
Nan learned to run. She flew out the doors
in hand-me-downs
and bare feet and climbed
trees whenever she could.
That was how we became friends, out in the
April transition from muddy-wet to green. I
pedaled out to watch the horses in their hightailed run, and as I leaned my chin onto my
arms I heard a voice from above, saying, '''5
better view up here, Susie Abbott," and r saw a
pair of brown-coated feet and tangled gold curls
lip in the new spring of the leaves.
We'd been in the same class all our lives,
but Nan had always played ball with the boys
rather than jump-rope with the girls, and she
laughed in class when she was supposed to
listen. I didn't like her because I studied hard
and thought she was a neglectful student-she
never even took her books home unless the
teacher reminded her. Yet she was bright as a
blue jay-anyone
could see it in those quick
eyes that were now inviting me up.
"Is there room?"
"Course, plenty of branches on this 01' tree,"
she said, and showed me where to grab first, and
soon I was up beside her, asking the names of
all the horses and if she rode them often.
After that we began to visit after school, and
on through the summer. Nan took me on a
tour of the house and orchards and stables, and
showed me the rail restless horses that were
to be racers, and the quieter ones that people
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would buy for their children, and the ones her
brothers tamed with their strong bare hands.
We formed an odd friendship, as opposites
often do; my features serious and dark beside
her flickering green eyes and sun-bright mane;
my manner quiet and steady and she vivacious
and brimming with spontaneity. She taught
me how to ride, though I wouldn't get on
the lashing stallions she loved but preferred
the horses she said were "for babies." Later I
handled smarter steeds, though never the risky
ones Nan did. I liked a horse that could run
boundlessly bur would listen to me, thatwould
stop when J asked it to, just as I preferred the
sweet apples to Nan's favorites, which were so
tart your tongue tingled with the first bite.
We used to go to church, she in ribbons and
me in plain cotton (with a bit of eyelet iff was
lucky), and in Sunday School we sat together,
and the ladies would say to themselves, as
though we couldn't hear behind their whitepat gloves, "That Abbott girl is quite the lady,
even in her poor-child stuff, and yet none of
that ladiness rubs off on Nan Whiting. She's
pretty as a flower but wild as a banshee, that
one. What's to be done with her?"
Nan used to imitate them as we walked
home together afterward (we always walked
home when the weather was nice), her voice
cracking and quivering like the old ladies, and
making me laugh though I knew better.
Only once did I see Nan flush, as we grew
older and our bodies shaped into womanhood,
and we had new experiences with socializing.
She began to play less with the boys after she
and I became friends, yet they were still her
chums and would call to go midnight swimming or watermelon-stealing
every once in a
while. But we were growing into dances now,
and that was something different altogether. At
one midsummer party we went to get some
punch, and hearing our names near the bowl,
we stopped for a moment.
"That Susan Abbott, she's pretty something," said one, and I glanced at Nan, trying
not to smile and feeling the heat rise in my face.
Nan lifted her eyebrows.
"Sure she is, surprised us," said the other.
"But that Nan-friend of hers ..
And they left the sentence unfinished,just
all looked at each other and grinned and shook
their heads. Nan and I didn't know what to
think, but she turned pink and whirled around
and I couldn't decide if she was angry or hurt.
J never found out, either, for Nan didn't speak
much of the guys after that. She never suggested anything romantic; she seemed to have
no time for that sort of thing. Neither did I,
though; the boys in Ashton just didn't seem
anything more than the town boys.
Except Ralph, in one amber moment, when

I ran to Nan's in the rays of evening ~
sunset. She'd said to meet her in the ~
stables, but as I came through the wide ~
door she wasn't there yet, only Ralph,
Q
the youngest brother, putting away a ~
horse. He stopped and looked at me,
holding the horse's bridle, the sun shining
warm on him, his eyes glinting bright brown.
"Ifit isn't Miss Black-Eyed Susan," he said,
and I leaned against the doorframe to watch
his dimples appear. And we looked at each
other, the scent of horse and straw and human
mingling in the warm quiet, moving with our
breath, the dust dancing in the gold light between us. I could feel my chest, and I seemed to
[eel his too, rising and falling with mine, strong
with heartbeats and life breath and something I
couldn't define, and somehow didn't need to,
happy just being ..
"When did you get here?" Nan rushed up
from behind me and smacked my bottom.
"You're early. But let's go." She glanced at her
brother. 'What are you looking at, Ralph?" And
she started to fly at him, probably to shove him
and tug at his hair and try to wrestle until he
gave in and let her win-but
he had the horse,
nosing at his shoulder, and he turned away,
though not without a last look into my eyes,
and I thrilled with warmth as if someone had
poured hot apple cider through me.
I won a full scholarship to a ladies' college
three states away. I would have to work for my
room and board, but I could work hard, and
plenty of places would want workers in a big
city. Nan's parents wanted to send her to Paris
to finish her education, but she laughed and
shook her head and said she'd rather train the
horses. Her father frowned for once in his life.
She pouted and pleaded and he sent her to live
with her aunt in Maine, where, he said, she
might learn at least a few manners, living in
polite and social circles. What grieved Nan most
was leaving the foal her mare hadjust birthed,
a golden-white masterpiece of an animal that
might be better than any horse her family had
yet raised. At the train station she begged Ralph
to train the colt well for her, to shape him into
what he was intended to be. Ralph kissed her
cheek and promised, and as she sped away on
the train he looked at me; and I wished I could
stay for him, but I had to learn, and my train
came next.
I stayed at school during the summer, to earn
money as a summer tutor and save on travel
expenses, so I hadn't been home in three years
when I received the news about Ralph. I sat in
the college garden one afternoon and stared at
the message with thoughts of Nan and Ralph

jumbling through my head, seeing her far away
on the gray Maine coastline, seeing him in that
beautiful meadow, teaching the gleaming horse,
training and guiding and finally riding above the
mad hooves that suddenly went too wild, that
flew in ecstasy offieedom through the meadow
and over fences and Ralph clinging skillfully
to the back, probably angry and elated at once;
and then the horse's legslippingdeep in a hole,
the horse plunging to the ground, Ralph flying
fr0111the back, his head striking rock, his body
crumpling lifeless in the emptiness beside the
broken horse ..
That winter I could finally come home,
wanting and fearing to see everything that I
knew wouldn't be the same, knowing I could
meet Nan and afraid of that place where death
happened at the wrong time. At the station I
met nine younger brothers and sisters who
clung to my hands and admired my pretty
things, a mother who in quiet kissed my cheeks
and a father whose eyes reflected my pain. Nan,
he said, had been home since the funeral, back
from the aunt's where everyone said she had set
the place alive, instead of allowing it to tame her
down. "But she's real changed now," he said,
and J wondered how he meant.
Mother sent rolls with me that wafted
warmth up to my face as I walked through
the orchards, the trees brittle in air so cold it
seemed to suck the breath from your lungs.
Snow had yet to come, to whiten and clean the
gray dying earth, to cloak it while everything
painful slept until the warmth and life of spring
came anew. I peered up toward the dark windows. A face, big-eyed, and a figure standing
back and framed by the rose curtains, slender
and still. I clattered up the steps, the wooden
planks hard and loud in the chill. I rapped a
mittened hand against che front door, and it
opened, and Nan stood before me.
"Hello, Nan," I said, my lips dry, hands
clinging awkwardly to my basket.
She was pale; I had never seen her so fair,
as the sun usually tanned her to a healthy
golden every summer and kept her that way
most of the year. Her eyes barely met mine,
and when they glanced up they were more
gray than green. "Come in. It is good to see
you, Susan."
Her hair was smoothed fair and neat as
newly churned butter, held back obediently
from her face and neck. She wore her clothing
flawlessly, tucked and neat and perfectly fitted. She was extraordinarily pretty, I thought,
but"Nan, Nan!" I dropped the rolls on the
entry table and came close to her, pulling off
my mittens and taking her shoulders, looking
in her face, wanting to see the old spark in those
eyes, looking ..
"Susan!" And she drew back, shook her
head. Then, after a moment, she pressed her

lips together, drew herself up, and looked at me
straight, without a spark.
That was it, then-when,
even angry, there
was not a bit of light from her, that I gave her
my condolences and went home, and 1 sat in
the circle of my family and missed her.
Christmas passed dimly that year. In church
the \Vhitings stood in a stiff row in their pew,
their lips forming the words to the carols in
faces tired with pain. I couldn't look at the older
brothers, for in every other movement or expression they were Ralph; and as they stood
beside young wives I wondered ifl might have
been in that same row beside another brother,
if things had been different.
The day before I was to return to school an
unseasonal warm wind blew, and I tromped up
Nan's hill to persuade her to come on a moonlight walk with me. She gleamed star-like under
that bright night, and as we wandered along the
old paths I couldn't help smiling at her.
'What are you looking at?" she said, and I
felt my insides jump, for that tone"You've turned so elegant, Nan," 1said, "that
I hardly know you."
She looked down to the ground, where
snow had yet to fall. "Susan. As if you're not
different?"
1 tilted my head and made a face. "A few
textbooks smarter, I suppose."
"All learning doesn't come through textbooks, you know, Sue." So quiet, she spoke,
but she glanced sideways at me.
We had wandered to the graveyard, and
I froze at the gate; for the stone was nor far
beyond, and fear and loss and pain suddenly
hurled themselves atmy chest, so that I couldn't
breathe, and I stumbled back, the images flying
again through my mindNan grabbed my hand. "Sue."
"Nan, I can't!" I gasped. "How could you do
this? Bear this? How could he die, Nan Whiting, when he was so perfect-" and I sank to the
ground, shaking, my tears hot and wet against
my face, and I wondered if this feeling could
be endured.
"Susie, Susie-"
and she held me, and
we wept for long minutes. Then, wiping my
cheeks, Nan turned a sheepish face to me and
said, "I thought, Susan, you didn't care."
"Oh, Nan, how could you?'
''You left him for school, you know, when
he loved you-yes, you think I didn't know?
I'm not blind, Susie. And then you didn't come
for the funeral, and you seemed so intellectual
and distant ... And Sue, with him lost and our
friendship gone it was just too much."
I slipped my arm through hers and squeezed
her hand, and we stood at the gate and looked,
for 1 knew J wouldn't be able to go in that
graveyard for some time. Then we turned for
home, following the path of the moon through
the trees. I watched our feet step together, the
toes of our shoes catching the light and then

dipping out of it, bright and dark, in and out,
over the rough, rich earth.
Nan pulled at my ann. 'We have two new
horses, Sue. They're very fine, my father says.
Because they have spirit but they're not stupidly
wild. We can go carly, before you leave-just
for old times. Want to?"
"But you haven't ridden since the accident."
"Bur I can." When she said it, she tossed her
head so that some of her hair came loose, the
curls licking round her cheeks in the evening
wind, and her eyes flashed with brilliance.
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I pressed my ear into the loam
~
And heard the voice of a stranger moan
Of all the knots he left untied
Of could-have-beens
before he diedA woman he forgot to love.
He grieved that he was all alone
That no one came to dig the loam
To send his limbs up from the earth
To end, to end the sleeping curse
And find the woman, make a home.

I dreamed of all I had not yet
Begun to fill within my fleshI still had time to save the day
At least to love and work the clay.
But what of the woman left?
I took a shovel from my shed
And shoved it deep into the bed,
Exhumed the body from the deep
And laid him flat and still asleep
I wonder what he might have said.
And awkward as untimely death
I laid me in the hole to rest
The stranger woke to bury me
The soil fell-I could not see
Ifhe gave a thankful breath.
Now I sleep but never dream
Anymore of future things
Except that he might come and labor,
Mter love return the favor
Ifhe remember me.
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The garden was so overgrown that the boys
called it the Jungle. It was the perfect place for
long mock adventures, for games of hide- andseek so good that even the mosquitoes would
get in on it, and for intense games of tag where
it seemed the very weeds were trying to play.
The Jungle was also ripe full of interesting critters to catch. The boys had never seen so many
different kinds of grasshoppers and spiders in
one place living in relative harmony, and the
snakes were so much underfoot that the ground
itself sometimes became alive. The Jungle was
a paradise, but there was a vicious she-tiger
there-the
old lady who owned the place.
She had lived on the farm far longer than
even the oldest boy could remember.
Her
house was off away from the farm house in
a fenced in yard with dirty gray boards and a
sagging porch out front. The old lady often
perched there like a vulture, her head down
low, her eyes bright with watchfulness. If a boy
ventured anywhere close by, she was liable to
throw an insult or worse. The boys would often
hiss to each other about the day she had cracked
a rotten egg across the back of the oldest boy's
head from over fifty feet away after he had
mouthed off to her.
But the Jungle, of that she was especially
protective. The only times the boys ever dared
play their games in that green embrace was
when she was watching her afternoon soaps
way up loud on the TV; or when she was off at
church on Sunday mornings-and
that only if
they could sneak away from church themselves.
But if she caught one of them in her garden it
would have been better had the devil himself
come groping out of the ground, or at least
that's what the boys always said.
Even the men told them not to set foot or
even eye on her property. But the boys went
anyway. And when they did dare take to the
Jungle, more often than not they'd just begin to
become monkeys in the trees or farnous explorers on a newly discovered island when the old
lady would explode out of her house all a-rage.
With her broom brandished in her hands, she
would beller so loud it would drown even their

best monkey howls, Worse, her legs were long
and fast, despite how wrinkly and chicken-bony
they were. Many a boy bore the red memory of
her broom against their bottoms.
The boys had all decided that the old lady
must be hiding something in the Jungle. Everyone agreed it had to be in the ancient wooden
flower box. It sat under an ancient apple tree
long past its apple days, its fruit having long
ago fallen. All that box had in it was dirt and a
few tall weeds, nothing more, or so it appeared.
They knew it had to be put to some evil purpose
because it served no earthly one. And when
one boy grew the steel in his spine to ask her
about it-and he only asked, What's that box
for, lady? Witch's brew?-she
gave him such
a tongue-lashing that he could barely hear his
lessons in school for the following week Or at
least, that's what he said when he got that'D'
in the big exam next Friday.
One boy said she must be growing exotic
poisons in the flower box, kinds that would
make a man talk backwards, or make a cow give
orange juice from her udder.
The youngest boy suggested that she might
be raising some evil beast in that box. It was
like the dark equivalent of a dog house, the boy
reasoned, so maybe she had a vampire hound
nestled in that dirt like Dracula himself, or
perhaps a nest of foul rats or devilish bats.
One boy, a tall, skinny blonde, said maybe
she was hiding Christmas presents in there for
them all, and she only got so upset at them
because she didn't want the boys to ruin the
surprise.
Nobody agreed with the tall, skinny boy.
The one thing they did agree on was that the
evil flower box must be destroyed.
One night when the moon was barely
peeping around the shadow-encrusted clouds,
the boys tiptoed like faxes and slipped under
the rotten wooden fence, the weeds scratching
sandpaper against their cheeks. It took a bit of
bumbling and bruising in the dark, but they
soon stumbled on the old flower box. The oldest boy had the crowbar, and while the youngest
shone his little flashlight on the spot, he went
to work, prying the boards slowly, trying to
keep the creaking of the arthritic wood to a
minimum.

I honestly consider myself an artist. I have probably compiled
thousands of works inside my head in the twenty years I have been
alive. Often when I lie in bed I pleasure myself thinking about all the
images of my memory. To me, heaven must be a place where we will
eternally reflect on the subtle colors and shapes of our lives.
So it is understandable that I am hopelessly attracted to women.
I am no hedonist, however. I do not enjoy talking to women or
touching them except if I can get them to, say, stand under a certain
light or to bring about a pleasing image on their faces. In my own
conservative way, I spend my days looking at (he world's beauty,
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The wood was so old that it splin- ~
rered and fell apart with barely a sound,
~
but even that was loud on this rabbit- ~
quiet night. Soon one whole side of Q
the flower box was broken away. The Z
youngest boy moved his light over the
spot as the oldest kicked at the dirt.
Earth fell in big, rounded, dirty black hunks
on the ground, spreading and rolling onto the
boys' feet. But then the oldest was suddenly
dancing silly, trying to get his feet up and away
from the earth. The others were soon following
his lead, leaping for the blackness above, because the blackness below did not quit moving.
Rather, long strips of liquid midnight strove
and swam across their feet and into the weeds,
one wave after another. There were dozens of
the little black garter snakes, and once the boys
realized what they were, they whisper-laughed
and slapped each other on the back as if they
had known all along.
The oldest boy grinned and barked a short
laugh and then gave a great heaving kick worthy of a life-flushed colt, his foot plowing into
the dirt in the hopes that further snakes would
come and their plastic bellies would tickleslide across boyish feet once more. The kick
catapulted a tower of black into the night that
dashed against the apple tree's outstretched
branches.
There was a crack above them, and a rattle,
and a long, hard form fell clacking against the
branches. The boys glanced up in time to see it
whip and flip through the air, long and lithe and
black, and fall, tumbling and thrashing, down
the mound of dirt towards them.
It was the oldest boy who screamed first, Giant snake! and the youngest boy shrieked right
after and threw the flashlight arcing through the
air. The boys had never run so fast in their lives,
not even when they ran from the old lady, or
their mothers on the first day of school.
The next day as the youngest boy walked by
the old lady's house on his way to the bus stop,
he saw her standing on the porch. He pretended
he didn't notice the flash light gripped firmly
in her right hand. As he crept away he could
feel her eyes on his back, and he could have
sworn he heard then a long, cruel hiss come
from behind him.

including women, as one might look at a painting in an art gallery; a
good distance away, stiff-backed and objective, ("Three feet, sir, no
farther.") as God may have done, taking his hands off the earth and
pronouncing, "It is good," not in any experiential way, but only in
the most completely pleasurable and objective sense. Except for one
time, when I was tempted to step too close to the painting, tempted
to bend too far at the hips and lose all the joy oflife.
It was a Thursday, 1 think, and I was aestheticizing on the balcony
of the campus library. From my position, perched like a cat over "The
Snows of Kilimanjaro," I could see all the studious young men and

women at their desks between the shelves of books. Studious young
people arc gorgeotls, aren't they? Watch somcone's eyes as they read a
book or write a paper, what fascinating eyes.
I quickly eliminated all the boys; there were only two and then I was
down to three girls. Now, I have a theory about the beauty of women. On
a certain day and diet, I find myself seeing evcrywom3n ugly as hell. No
woman can appease me. But on a different day and diet, every face I sec
is extraordinarily beautiful.Jt does not matter how pocked or disfigured
the face might be, I feel as iflmust be among gods. Of course, this is all
based upon the day and diet, humidity and hygiene.
Two of the girls were offsomehow, the sun was nor shining on them
or their shoulders were slumped ill a strange angle. But the sun graced
itself upon one girl, like a blessing from God, and I was sore afraid. The
light rested on her face, drawing out her round cheek bones and a small,
but not too small, nose. Her lashes were down; she was reading a book,
her slender hands cradling it and pressing it against her bosom.
I had seen this girl many times before along the sidewalks and crosswalks, in the cafeteria and in chapel. Sometimes I would catch her from
my dorm room window, or from the balcony of the chapel. I did not
follow her at all. I only appreciated her, and appreciated her as fine art.
I saw her sitting in the library, her book pressed against her, her hair
catching and weaving the sun, but something was missing. I wanted
to see her glancing up and smiling. J could not see her eyes from the
balcony, especially as she read her book. But it was never my policy
to come down from the balcony. Three feet sir, no farther. Even so, I
grabbed my books and descended.
I walked down through the books and along the yellow window
panes to meet her. The sun was burning so hot as I walked it made me
wet inside my shirt. What had gotten into me that day? Never had I
disturbed the universe until then.
I stopped beside her desk and she looked up. Oh God, those eyes!
Those glowing eyes in the sun! I forced myself to smile so that she would
smile back at me, and she did. She formed words on her lips, it didn't
matter what she said. I examined her neck and shoulders and then she
pressed the book closer to her chest. T. S. Eliot, as I remember.
J said something. Never talk to paintings. I kept talking so that she
would not move and would not stop smiling, anythingjust to keep her
head in its place and the book in her arms, the smile on her face. Then
the sun slid down too far and her glory faded. I quickly said something,
she asked for my room number and if we could meet again sometime.
I assented and quickly escaped.
Beauty comes in the mystery, in the seeking and finding; it comes
in the tension-release of the moment. But what happens when beauty
becomes all release? As if a painting might speak back and say, "Tell me
what you want me to be and I will be." Would it be too overwhelming
of a question? Do painters suffer from blank canvases? And is that why
they cover them up with paint?
For the next month I preoccupied myself with this girl. I would
plan each weekend so that we would end up at certain locations and
certain positions at just the right moment. I took her for a drive out in
the country and I stopped on a predesignated hill and we sat up on the
hood. The breeze brushed her hair back and she let the sunlight wash :
over the tops of her eyelids. She smiled and I admired her ears and the
curve of her shoulders.
Another night I took her to the city and found the perfect restaurant
so that the candles would flicker in her eyes and I could watch her place
a silver fork between her lips and slip it out clean and shining. I watched
her jaw work and swallow and her breast shake when she laughed at my
jokes. I found the certain kind of joke that would specifically make her
laugh in that way and then made variations on the theme.
I don't remember much of what she told me. She liked that I paid
so much attention to her and looked at her so affectionately. She had
never been given such attention by anyone before. I wok her to the most
romantic places, she would tell me, lifting her shoulders and giggling.

She often kissed me and I kissed her back to ensure that next week she
would return. The problem I have with kissing is that it is impossible
to look at the person you are kissing while you kiss them. It felt so
wrong and it always happened at the end of the night. J wanted to grab
her shoulders and put her three feet away. Three feet and ... yes, that's
perfect. But now I was involved and to do that would compromise any
future performances.
I was involved, yes, but can you understand what I had? A painting
before me blank and pure! "Tell me what you want me to be and r will
b e. "
Then one evening, after watching this girl over dinner, I took her to
the hill and we sat on the hood like the first time. She curled up once
again, as I had hoped. The sun's light was even better than before-gold,
resonating and dear except for a few small clouds creeping low.
A few minutes we sat there and then I realized she had been talking
to me and crying. She smudged her make-up onto her hand. I know we
love each other, she said. I feellike we're meant to be together. I stared
at the soft tears dripping from her (lee and on her knees. She mumbled
more about the connection she felt with me. Oh those blessed tears!
She told me that all she wanted was for me to tell her that I loved her,
that she had never heard me say it before. And I watched her body shake
and bounce as she choked. Her face was gold and clear. Her sadness was
captivating. She repeated her statement and r would have said something, but her piteous state was so surreal. If only for that damned sun!
Anywhere else I would have been able to rescue the moment, secure
another month of images, but that sun made her weeping so sweet to
me that I could not speak a word.
She slid ofT the hood and sat back inside the car, staring away from
me. I drove her back to campus. I wanted her more now in her crying
state than I had ever before, and because I loved this image so completely,
I could not collect myself to change it. The crushing of a soul can be the
most aesthetic experience one will ever have. Even so, this requires a
dangerous plunge and one must judge whether this experience of talking to a painting is worth the unexpected wound. The ideal aesthetic
for which we should all achieve is crushing without the curious wound
and since the time of this incident, ifI can redeem myself at all with my
reader, I have directed myself to that end.
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lonely bits of civilization
where the sugar beets grow and the wheat fields wave,
sentinels of days gone by.
hands worked raw,
hearts grown strong,
families and memories sprout side by side,
each from the other in a cycle never-ending.
existence is futile,
but it happens anyway
andsomehowout of all this flatness,
sweetness is found,
hay is baled, and families grow, as
memories find substance in this land.
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Barb quickly unwrapped a piece of gum and
shoved it in her mouth in preparation for the
ear popping that always plagued her on plane
rides. She chewed nervously. Tom was going
to meet her at the airport. With her. She wasn't
ready for this. Her boy was only nineteen, too
young, too young for this. She was too young,
still in her mid-thirties, her youngest not yet
through grade school, she hadn't planned for
it to happen this soon. Grandmothers are supposed to be big and merry, with thick glasses
and graying hair and sweet smiles and pockets
full of candy. It wasn't her time yet. And it
wouldn't be her time, not if she had any say.
Once we sit down and talk this out he'll realize
that it's foolishness. He isn't ready. And even
if he is, he needs to give it time. How much
could he know about this girl anyway, he hadn't
even spoken of her untiljust a few months ago;
Thanksgiving, was it? He hadn't even met her
until last semester. That was when all this silliness started, all this talk of. .. what was her name
again,Jenna,]anice,janet,
something? Doesn't
matter, it's not important. Tom would listen to
her, he would listen to his mother and would
put all thoughts of marriage out of his mind as
soon as she got off this plane.
They were just beginning their ascent and
already she felt cramped and restless. Trapped
back here, jammed between the window and
the significant girth of the elderly black man
next to her. She hated flying coach. If Gerald
had come with her they would have gone first
class, she was sure of it. But no, he couldn't
make it. Sorry Tom, I'm swamped, he said.
Mom'll have to come down on her own this
time.
He could have come ifhe wanted to. Things
at the office were not nearly so oppressive as he
would have her believe. Move a few meetings
around, reschedule a couple lunches and golf
games, he would have been fine for the weekend. She suspected his real reason for staying
home was five-foot-seven, had long dark hair,
and took his calls. Among other things. They
would be putting in some long hours together,
no doubt.
How long was the flight anyway? Four
hours, maybe a little more. Four hours of confinement, stale air and discomfort. First-class is
expensive, Gerald said, she didn't mind riding
in coach this time, did she? First class wouldn't
have been too expensive for the both of them.
just for her. But it's alright, it's for my boy. The
sacrifices we mothers make, she thought with a
sigh of resignation loud enough to make those
around her well-aware of her self-imposed
martyrdom. The man next to her turned and
fixed her with a slightly stolid gaze.
"Sornethin' wrong, ma'am?"
"No, nothing, I'm fine. Just fine."
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Why did people always feel the need to chat
and make small talk on a plane? Everyone is so
uncomfortable with silence these days, nobody
is content just to be along for the ride, they always need to make idle chitchat with strangers.
Things like this never happened in first class.
She didn't want to talk to this man. She was per~
fectly happy to simply sit in her own discomfort
and silence, but now this man would doubtless
feel obligated to carry on a conversation, and
she was not in the mood.
"Awrighr.jusr checkin'," said the portly man,
and slipped his hat forward over his eyes.
Perhaps she had offended him.
"I don't mean to be rude, I'm just really
okay, nothing's wrong, and I would rather just
complete the trip in silence."
"That's fine, ma'am. No 'fensc taken." He
didn't look up. She tried again.
"I'm just a little on edge. I don't really enjoy
flying."
"Me too. Hate it."
She waited a moment. He was offended.
Well she would be hanged if she was going to
sit here next to an unhappy passenger the whole
flight. It would be miserable, the tension, and
just increase the discomfort and claustrophobic atmosphere. She resolved herself to make
amends.
"I'm going to see my son," she continued,
as a peace offering. "He's getting married. Well,
he says he's getting married. We'll sec. We, my
husband and me, just found out about it last
week. I haven't even met the girl, I don't know
anything about her. Imagine, making a decision
like that and not consulting his own mother.
Or his father, for that matter."
"Terrible. Kids these days."
She waited for more, but the man still
hadn't emerged [rom underneath his hat, and
showed 110 intention of doing so. Barb decided
she had done her part and turned her attention out the window. They were getting close
to cruising altitude by now, the ground barely
visible through small breaks in the clouds.
It would probably be raining when she got
there. It probably rains a lot there, especially
this time of year. They got their share of rain
at home, but she was sure Pennsylvania was
worse. Especially Philadelphia. She had heard it
was a filthy city and still didn't know why Tom
had so wanted to move there. Why couldn't
he have picked a southern university to study
at, stayed closer to home, to his mother. Then
maybe he would have met a nice girl. A nice,
polite, old-fashioned southern belle was what
he needed, not this city girl. That's what he'd
said, when he called to tell them the good news.
That was just about all he'd said. "She's from
here, Philadelphia, she's great, I met her in
my African-American Lit. class." That was all

he'd say about her. "Just come on up
for a visit and meet her yourself, that
would be better." Then he changed
the subject. The only other thing they
could get out of her after that was her
name,J ennifcr.] amie.] acqueline what
was it? Nevermind, not important. She'd find
out when she got there. She'd find out lots of
things when she got there. And then she'd talk
to Tom, and Tom would listen to her and they
could put this whole thing behind them. Maybe
he would even move back home.
The beverage service began to move
through the cabin. The stewardess was several
rows ahead of her, inching the cart forward,
seat by seat. Good, she needed a drink. Six
rows ahead, crawling. She began to drum her
fingers on the armrest. Five rows. The black
man next to her stirred. He lifted his head and
glanced down at her fingers, still tap-dancing
on their shared armrest. Undoing his searbelt,
he slowly rose to his feet and gestured at the
stewardess.
"If I ain't back by the time she comes
through with the drinks, wudja get me a ginger
ale? I'd 'preciate it."
Four rows.
''Yes, I suppose r can do that."
"Much obliged, ma'am."
He stepped into the aisle, and lumbered
back toward the rear of the cabin. To relieve
himself, no doubt. Good, a little more room
for the time being. She wriggled in her seat and
continued to drum the armrest. Three rows
and counting.
Of course Tom would come around to her
way of thinking. He always did. He had to
know his mother was right and was only looking out for what was best for him. She would
be gentle, but firm, and tell him that this sort
of thing simply wouldn't work out, they were
too young, it was too soon. It would be hard,
but she would make him understand. He would
thank her someday.
"Can I get you something
to drink
ma'am?"
"Oh, God, yes, a bloody mary."
"Certainly." She started preparing the drink.
"Six dollars please."
"Six dollars, you must be joking. I thought
it was complimentary."
"Our alcoholic beverages are complimentary for our first class passengers, but I'm afraid
they can only be served to our passengers in
coach at an additional cost. I can offer you
some other beverages, soda or juice, free of
charge."
Why had she agreed to fly coach?
"No, r need that bloody mary." She pulled
out her purse and set it on the seat next to her
while she pulled out her money. "For six dollars it better be the best damn drink I've ever
tasted. "
"I hope so," said the stewardess with a
plastic smile as she took the money and gave

Barb her drink. She started to sip. Terrible. But
at least it was strong. The stewardess moved
down the aisle.
Her black companion returned from the
washroom and sat down. Picking up her purse
from offhis seat where ir was resting, he handed
it [Q her. She put it on the floor, under her legs,
as the man plopped back into his seat.
"How's your drink?" She grimaced. "Yeah,
that sounds like an airline drink to me. Shudda
waited till we landed, there's a great bar right
in the airport. Makes a mean martini. That's
where I'm headed, soon's we touch down.
You're welcome to join me, if you've a mind
to."
She smiled politely and without reply, sipping her bloody mary and pretending to stare
out the window. Not that she could see anything beyond gray clouds. Miserable weather.
It better not slow down the flight. Or cause
turbulence. She hated turbulence. These trips
were unpleasant enough without all those extra
bumps and jars.
"rep. That's right where I'm headed," he
continued, pushing his hat back over his eyes
and slouching his substantial frame into position. She drained the rest of her drink and
settled in for the rest of the flight. She tried to
sleep, and failed. So she entertained herself as
best she could, flipping through a magazine,
listening to the in-flight music, and glaring out
the window, trying to force the clouds to part

with her stare.
The plane landed without waking the large
black man. How anybody could sleep through
so rough a landing, she'd never know. Barb
had to "accidentally" bump him to rouse him
before she could push into the aisle, down the
walkway, and inca the airport.
Tom was waiting for her at the gate. He
greeted her with a grin and a kiss all the cheek.
He was alone.
"Well, where is she?" she questioned.
"Couldn't she make it?"
"Yeah, she's here, we were running a little
late so she dropped me off and went to go park.
She's great, I hope you like her."
She forced a smile. "I'm sure 1will, I'm sure
she's wonderful," she lied.
The people were still streaming out of the
accordion tunnel, greeting friends and family
with handshakes and hugs. She watched them
all for a moment, bored, before Tom suddenly
said, "Here she is now."
Barb turned and followed Tom's eyes towards the moving sidewalk and saw a girl, a
tall, trim, pretty young girl. No, that couldn't
be her, that couldn't be June. Justine? Jasmine?
Whatever her name was, that couldn't be her.
Their eyes met, and the girl smiled shyly. She
covered the remaining space between them
quickly, and her smile grew. When she reached
mother and son, she was beaming.
"You must be Barbara, Tom's mom. He's

The day held a chilly heart inside and the forest was full of the
voice of the wind the afternoon I first received message from God.
It was on weekend, the days 1 often reserved for a walk in the wood
to soothe my haggard mind and meditate on the creation about me.
On that day, like many other days, the leaves held my thoughts and
my touch. I lifted them, fingered them, crushed them between my
fingers. How much like man they are. Thin and shallow, easy to
crush and quick to die, destined to fall.
Those were my thoughts when I realized I had an urgency in my
loins and thus hurried to a bush. I parted the clothes and gave my
flesh relief there. But as 1 made water, the small flying things in the
bush were drawn to the warmth. Many gnats and biting insects flew
to my groin and began a feast. 1 leapt back at their assault, and I was
splashed all about by my own liquid. One small buzzing creature
came to my ear and began to fly inside. r swung my wet hand up
and slapped my skull fast upon the side, but to no avail. The insect
had gone too far. It began to knock about inside of me.
The voice came at this time, but softly, and I did not hear well
at first because my finger was groping inside. But then 1 stopped,
and J listened.
''You are to become a priest," said the voice.
My eyes were wide, a drop of sweat traveled my brow.
I waited in the sudden silence, wondering if my imagination was
merely alive again like it so often is. But no, the voice spoke again.
"You are to become a priest."
The voice did not rise, it did not sound of anger. J knew who it
must be, and my knees did desperate battle.
"Lord, 1 cannot," 1 said aloud. "I am with wife!"
Immediately 1 thought of Llewellyn, and she wore no clothes

told me a lot about yOll. I'm Kate."
Barb's stare moved from the large, brown
eyes past the long, black hair and down the
smooth, dark arm to the ebony hand extended
towards her. She tried to think of something to
say, some other occupation for her mouth than
simply hanging there, slightly agape. Before she
could come up with anything, she felt a tap on
her shoulder.
She turned and saw the large black man who
had been seated next to her on the flight. He
had her purse.
"Ma'am,
you left this on the plane.
Thoughtcha might wane it. And the invitation
for the drink still stands, if'n you're interested,
that's where I'm heading now."
She slowly took the purse from his massive
and calloused ebony hand. He turned his gaze
to the two young people and smiled.
"Good luck, you two."
He turned and lumbered off towards the
terminal. The three stared at his retreating
frame.
Tom looked at his mother with curiosity.
"Friend of yours?"
Barb turned back towards her son and this
strange girl with him, but couldn't think of a
single thing to say.
It wasn't until they had left the airport that
she remembered that she had never asked for
the man's ginger ale.

in my mind's eye. 1 swallowed as the familiar warmth came to my
body and coated my face.
"Lord, you know 1 am married, you know we are happy. This
commandment
you bring cannot be for me, but for a man who
hates his wife."
''You are to become a priest."
"I will not!"
The insect inside stuck its snout down and tore my flesh and I in
turn tore the air, my mouth wide in anguish. An itching struck me
like stinging needles so 1 wished to take a knife and slice the itching
away along with my ear.
"Lord, you know my heart. I burn!"
"Many who disobey me also will burn," the voice came, quieter
than ever.
1 fell to the dust of my birth, and the dirt beneath my face became
mud with my rushing tears. I lay there while the fiery ball above me
moved in the sky and the itching inside screamed at me to repent. I
realized I was slave to flesh, that I could never escape my flesh, that
I would be prisoner of my body, trapped in bonds of gristle and bone
forever unless 1 relented. Finally, I became as one with the dirt, and
1 moved my lips in the mud.
"Lord, let my will be as yours," I whispered, and swallowed, dirt
and dust gritting down my throat. "Let my will be as yours."
And the pain and the itching was gone as if it never had been,
from my head at least if not entirely from my loins. 1 rose, gaze to
ground, and the buzzing left my head.
r walked the worn path between myplace of agony and what was
my home. My feet shuffled and scuffed the ground, and 1 watched
the kicked leaves float up about my legs. 1 marveled at what all God
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could use, even such a thing as a filthy insect. My thoughts consumed
me thoroughly, waking dreams of Balaam's ass and the lion that killed
the man of God but spared his humble donkey, of the parable of the
bramble that would be king-God
could even use talking plants to teach
us foolish men! So consumed was I that a thousand angels could have
surrounded me without my notice. But my feet, full of the familiarity of
the path, guided my steps. Nevertheless, I think I would have collided
with the door of my house had my dear one not opened the door to let
me in before I could break my nose on the wood.
"Vulphy, 1 think your meditations must were fruitful this day if you
would so readily forsake your meal," she said, but her eyes told of her
worry.
"Indeed, dear one," I said, but my thoughts were elsewhere.
"Oh, 1 see where your appetite lies," she said with a humor.
I looked at her face and was startled to see her smile. That smile I knew
well, curled and crooked just so, and her eyes were dark with that familiar
glint. She was looking down at my clothes, which 1 suddenly realized I
had forgotten to fasten after my incident at the bush. That well-known
warmth overtook all of me, and those other thoughts were banished away
as her clothes became like mine. OUf clothes descended, and so did we to
engage the flesh, but while I was with her the memories of the incident
came back to me. 1 looked away from her when I said it.
"Dear one, I am called to be a priest."
Her body changed in my arms as 1held her, from an accepting, warm
softness to a tense hardness full of suspicion. My face became like a fire,
charred with shame, realizing the pain.
"This is not a time to jest, Vulphy," she said.
"I am not in jest, dear one!" I said, daring to gaze into her sparkling
orbs. "God came to me as a bug today and told me I am to become a
priest!"
And Llewellyn, dear Llewellyn, then, like Sarai before her, laughed
loud and long and heartily.
"I am in fuJi seriousness," said I, burning redder all the more. "Such
was the reason J was so late to come home to your arms."
And then I told her my whole tale. As I spoke she looked at me with
first a lopsided grin, and then beautiful eyes wide and white, and then
with slack jaw Finally, as I neared the end of my tale, she pushed me
violently away and pulled her body into a ball, sitting in the corner. She
would no longer look upon me.
'<Youshould just say 1do not satisfy you, Vulfiafus," she said, her use
of my full name striking my heart faster than the insects bit my nether
parts. "You should have said you no longer love me."
"Believe me," I cried, pushing myself onto my knees. "Such is not
the case! Did I not tell you I first refused God? Did you not hear me say
how I told Him of the great love that binds us? But who am J to refuse
the Lord of the universe? I am no one, and even less without you, my
dear one. Should 1 leave you, my heart would be forever split after."
"Your words are sweet," Llewellyn said at last. "But your actions do
not match your words. You are cruel to tell me this way."
"You know my mind! You know well how unsound it is! I began
to forget the Lord's charge on my walk here, so overtaken was 1 in the
nature around me, and surely 1 could not think of holy things in the
passion of your all-encompassing embrace. lt was the itching from the
bites that reminded me."
My heart nearly tore in two just waiting for her response, and the
tears burned my cheeks as I thought ofleaving her and of the damage
my endless mindlessness had caused. But finally she rose, and I rose
with her, hope rising in me as well. She walked over to me, and we
were both yet naked.
"I do know your mind," she said. "It was one of the things that drew
me to you when we met on our wedding night. How could you then
threaten to take that beautiful mind away from me, Vulphy?"
I bit my lip hard to stinging, and r felt a liquid run down my chin
and knew not whether it be drool or blood. There was silence again,
and she stooped to gather up her clothes. She was fully dressed before
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I could speak.
"Dear one, 1 will again defy the Lord for you if you wish," I said. "I
do not believe he would want such love as this severed. I will not leave
you unless you give me your leave to do so."
Again I shut my cursed tongue away, and again the painful silence took
precedence in that house. I wondered ifI had spoken ill once more, and
I wondered if she be ever marc offended by my words. She spun around
at last, and tears wetted her face and fell to pop against the floor.
''You also know my heart and my mind! You know what 1 feel of
such things! Stop tormenting me! Of course you can go, for yom Lord
is my Lord as well, and I am His servant. I could not but obey Him in
everything. But I fear I might die from the sorrow of your departure.
You must go soon, to shorten the hurt, for even as long as I look at you
my pain grows ever more."
The arrangements were made as quickly as possible, and when those
in authority heard of what had happened to me, the process was given
the feet of rabbits. It was not long before I left on foot, but still it was
too long, for each day our sadness grew and we ate at separate times
and slept apart, she in the bed and I on the floor. When we saw each
other around the house, we would talk with a semblance of happiness,
but often with the tears running freely. We never spoke of the incident
in the woods again. 1 would often go out alone and plead with God for
a reprieve, or speak with the insects themselves, asking them if it were
true that I need go. But 1 never got response. The day came for me to
depart, and before I left we embraced one last time. I told her she must
visit, but no more words would come. 1 left before my heart would not
allow me to do so.
On the road 1knew that I should have been thinking of the wonders
of the priesthood and of how privileged I was to serve the Lord with all
I had, with all my life. And yet, as usual with my broken mind, I could
not focus on the important things at hand. My mind was altogether on
different things. And still I scratched at the itchiugs, hoping that they
would go away.

-..

Numb yourself to the people involved. Numb like the swan- 4,
shaped ice sculpture at the reception. Numb like the torso of the ~
bride, pulled in by a corset, to fit in that frilly white dress. Numb
.. ,
like the dad's fingers, thumbing through Uncle Sam's to pay the Q
florist, the caterer, even the damn minister. Forget that you're
~
the musician for the "most important event of sorneone's life." After all,
it's not your wedding (and after you perform for a few dozen, you won't
even want one of your own). It'sjust the weddingoftvvo random people
on some Saturday in such-and-such a church with turkey sandwiches,
punch, and dry white cake to follow.
Relax, and remember, you're only the musician. And eventually, the
couple will realize that it wasn't the $45,000 they spent on the ceremonial event, including the $175 they paid you (if you market yourself
right), which is making them a functioning unit now-it was the $3,000
they decided to set aside in mutual funds,just in case they conceived a
honeymoon baby. Besides, musician, you'll learn-a wedding is merely
an airbrushed, overdone forty-five minute representation of a couple's
narcissist images of one another. Not a big deal. See? Now you aren't
nervous.
You've seen that the wedding business is ruthless. You've seen it put
fifteen pounds on the bride, add three chips to the groom's mom's shoulder, and add ten years to the bride's father's face. But lucky for you, music
is usually the first decision in the ceremony-planning process, and you get
to work with the couple before they have been pinched by seamstresses,
reprimanded by priests, bloated by caterer samples, and interrogated on
the whole process by virtually every living relative and friend on both
sides of the both of them. They'll be delighted to sit down on your living

room couch and listen to a lovely waterfall of
selections that neither Bach nor Pachelbel nor
purcell EVER intended to be washed out by ten
million performances for fifty million flowergirls, ring-bearers, grandparents. candlclighrers,
bridesmaids, and groomsmen.
Suggest that such-and-such
a piece has
always been a favorite for this part of the
ceremony and, because "Bride" magazine
confirms the superiority
of tradition over
thoughtful creativity (at least in this month's
issue), they'll choose it. They might ask you
to adapt a Kenny G song for your instrument.
Say sure. But the Union requires me to charge
an extra $50 for that! They look at each other,
staring uncomfortably, waiting for the other one
to make a decision. Just wait till they try to pick
a honeymoon destination, they'll have plenty to
say then. You sit two, three, four minutes until
they decide, No, let's just have you play the fifth
to the last tune. Can we hear that one again?
they ask. Sure, I've only played you twenty-five
choices for five necessary spots in the ceremony.
And because you can't remember what the fifth
to the last piece was, and they don't know Sibelius from Miles Davis, you pick the one that
you like best and tell them it's a favorite for
such-and-such a spot in the ceremony.
Write down all the pieces and their composers on a Post-It note, politely stick)! with
frustration and impatience. Next comes the
written contract. Pull it out with a slick,
dexterous hand. (Think about being a magician-you
could extend your talent to the
receptionsl) Have the couple sign it, and pay
a deposit. (Don't even think about extra-fun
ways to spend it. You can't afford much, and
you never will, unless you record an album of
Kenny G arrangements.)
Wave, Goodbye! So nice to meet you, so
looking forward to your special event. Six
months pass before the special event. Or, twelve
to eighteen months, for those faithful scholars
of the Martha Stewart Wedding Guide.
The Big Day. Big as in, Big Gowns, Big

Flowers, Big Mouths, and Big Expectations.
All of it obstructs the tiny church doorframes
as you tty to get through with an instrument,
stand, microphone, and enough music to collage the entire church floor. The bride's "personal attendant" comes over and pokes you in
the breast with a sharp corsage pin-wonder
why she isn't attending the bride.
Mter sixty minutes of flash photography
that could capture images even during the
most intense solar eclipse comes the start of
the guests. They filter in slowly, like coffee
drips, and they all fall into the same little area
and simmer. They bubble and gossip and fidget
about, about the real reason the new couple
is moving to Houston, about his ex-wife who
refused to come to the ceremony, about the
absurd amount of gifts on their Target wishlist, etc. Smile at them. Shit, she can hear us,
they realize. What, did they think you were a
wind-up accordion-playing monkey? And they
smile, nervous, now that you've heard them.
They wonder if you're a personal friend or
extended relative of someone in the wedding
party. So they change the subject: "She can play
without looking! How about that!"
And here come the candle lighters! Quick,
change music to the right selection. You've got
tohave speedy hand-eye coordination for this,
but you've basically been juggling and pulling
rabbits out of hats so far, so you'll be OK. Six
gleaming candelabras later, there is a long stall
in the processional. Repeat "Jesu,Joy of Man's
Desiring" five times. The final two repeats the
crowd starts shifting on the hard wooden pews,
wondering if maybe the delay is your fault.
You see from your backdoor-faced position
the ring bearer is crying and attempting to rip
off his mini-tux. The wedding coordinator
is not happy. Her pastel make-up and pastel
business suit no longer matches her flushed
red face. She spins her hands in vicious circles,
motioning for you to keep buying time ... even
though the Union bylaws state that you must
be paid more for more solo time ..

In come the bridesmaids. Nine of them.
Only five groomsmen, so the groom's little
brother is the only one who doesn't get to
daydream about polygamy on the way up the
aisle. Lastly, the bride. And of course, she chose
the ever-popular piece from Wagner's opera
"Lohengrin." You didn't tell her it's based on
the myth of two underworld creatures marrying in Hades.
Ti-y to look pleasant through the wedding.
Cross your legs at the ankles, fold your hands
in your lap, cock your head just so as you listen
once more to a message on 1 Corinthians 13:
13. Pretend this wedding is the most interesting
and touching event that you've ever been to.
Try to count in your head how many wedding
videos you've been in. Mentally take note to
sign up for theater lessons.
"May J present to you, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Phirst!" Playa quick little ditty while they trip
down the aisle. There is a lot oflooking around
as the audience decides whether or not it's OK
to clap in the presence of shiny white saints.
There is a flutter of feet as too many photographers scope out the final shot, like hunters
looking tor wild game.
Just when you think it's all over, painfully
play through another thirty-five minutes of
music, arms and shoulders sore, while the
ushers escort a sweaty summer ensemble out
the back doors. Tickle the keys in a daze. Think
about how you should apply to write scripts for
The Learning Channel's ''A Wedding Story."
Don't wonder about the couple's happiness.
That would be breaking cardinal rule number
one. And only consider breaking cardinal rule
number two when a groomsmen or cousin or
somebody walks up to you first. You want to
go to the reception? he says. No thank you,
you say, but I could use some help loading my
instrument. Grin.
As you drive away from the church, yank
the pearl-coated pushpin out of your dress.
Look in the rearview mirror at the steeple that
pierces the sky, and thank God that you are not
pinned to anyone.

suitcase she used to pack when they traveled
overnight. Carrying the duffel and a backpack
back up the stairs, he stepped around Marie and
their daughter, already engrossed in conversation about he didn't know what.
He carried her bags upstairs, laying them
in her dark room, and went back to settle in
his chair, to tune into the welcome chatter of
the television.

After dinner she swept the plates
and silverware over to the sink.
"Take a break tonight, I'll do the
dishes," she sang.
"You're a sweetheart, honey." Marie
kissed her on the forehead.

\/Icisl.t
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His tiny butterfly, he watched her come up
the steps, home for the weekend from college.
She brushed him a kiss on the cheek, "Hi,
Dad!" and fluttered past. She was even tinier
than he remembered. Too tiny.
"Hi, I'm home!" she called into the house.
"I'll get your stuff," he said after her.
"Oh, Dad, you can just leave it..
"Is the trunk open?" He moved toward
the car.
''You don't have to-Hi,
Mom!"
Marie came out of the house and swept their
daughter Susan into a tight hug. "Ooh it's so
good to see you, honey!"
He went to the trunk and pulled out a heavy
duffel. He remembered
the brown bunny

At dinner she told funny stories about her
roommates serenading some boys. About how
one sprayed shaving cream out his window at
them. Her fork waved in the air telling these
stories, stirred the spaghetti around on her
plate. Her mouth laughed and smiled, took
little bites oflettuce. He watched all this.

~
~
~
Q

~

He came over and started to un stack the
dishwasher.
"Dad, I can take care of it."
"No, no. That's fine," he separated the clean
silverware, knife, spoon, knife, spoon.
She started to hum.just like her mother did,
when she felt uncomfortable.
He cleared his throat: "Are you stunning all
your professors?" Trying to make it light.
"Sure, Dad. Vou know it." Her voice was
almost impatient. ''And how's work?"
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He thought of his recent gratings with his supervisor, who kept scheduling him for Saturday
mornings even though he'd asked not to work
then-he did his woodworking on Saturdays.
"Same, same as always," he said. He didn't
want to burden her, remind her of the cost of
her education.
"WI1:1t'veyou been working on in the shop?"
"Nothing much. A table."
"Oh, for who?"

sweaty and exhausted at five.
He opened the door, wearing his weariness on
his face. Marie called from the kitchen, he smelled
pot roast cooking.
"Hi, honey!" Her voice was cheerful, brave.
"Hi, Dad." Susan was there. The two had been
hugging. They looked awkwardly at him.
"How was work, dear?" Marie asked.
"Fine. I'm going to shower before dinner." He
heard soft conversation resume behind him.

"Carretrs. "

"Oh."
She paused,
concentrated
on
rinsing a bowl. "How's it turning out?"
"Fine. The last leg's giving me trouble
though."
"You always were a bit of a perfectionist,"
she teased.
"Just careful. And look who's talking."
"I've never made anything perfect in my
life."
Honey, he wanted to tell her. Susan, you are
perfect. He opened his mouth, shut it, slid the
silverware drawer closed.
"Thanks for helping, Dad. I'll do the rest."
"If you're sure," he said. He made his way
out to the shop. With gentle strokes he spread a
coat of varnish over a tabletop, painting a cover
of protection over it, carefully When he finally
looked up, it was past twelve.
In the dark bedroom he eased silently between
the sheets, but Marie stirred.
"Honey," she said. How familiar, how good
her voice was! He was glad to find her awake.
"Susan's too thin." He didn't mean it to sound
so gruff.
Marie was silent.
"She didn't eat much. You saw."
"l got a call tonight, a woman from her
school."
"What? Why didn't you tell me?"
'You were busy. 1-"
''You already knew, didn't you."
"Susan and I talked."
"Why couldn't she tell me about this?"
"Honey, be patient, she's hurting." He could
tell she was going to cry.
"Don't you think I know that?"
She was quiet for a while, then, "I don't want
to believe it. Our Susan." She wiped her teary
cheek.
He stared into the ceiling, imagined it cracking, crumbling, falling in.
They lay there like separated silverware. "Oh,
Susan," she whispered.
The next morning the room was grey as he
fumbled into his work clothes. He paused as he
passed Susan's door. Wanting to say something.
Not wanting to wake her. Not having anything to
say. He left. At work, under the harsh fluorescent
lights, he fumbled at things, knocked over a rack
of flashlights.
"Feeling a little under the weather?" his supervisor asked him.
"Right," he answered. He went to the stockroom and moved around impossibly tall boxes
of garden hoses and screwdrivers. He worked
straight through his noon break and drove home
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The dinner table was quiet that night. He felt
like it was his fault.
"These potatoes are great, Marie. Do you two
want any more?" I-Ie offered the bowl. He felt like
the father of a two-year old, waving food around
on a fork, pretending it was an airplane coming
in for a landing.
"No thanks for me, I'm stuffed," Susan
smiled.
He started to offer again, but stopped. Marie
caught his eye. He set the bowl down.
''Well, I'll have a few more. Great potatoes."
He watched Susan's bony wrists swirl her fork.
He had so many questions, what had gone on
between mother and daughter? Susan had classes tomorrow; she'd have to head back to school.
How could they take care of her when she was a
hundred miles away? He chewed on his potatoes,
swallowed them down.
"I better go finish packing," Susan announced.
"If you need any help-" Marie started.
"I'll holler. Thanks for dinner, Mom." She
bounded up the stairs.
He sat looking across the table at Marie.
''What?'' she said.
''You tell me." He didn't mean to be so brisk.
She sighed. "Honey it's going to take time.
She knows she has a problem. She's just starting
to reach out. We have to let her reach out. We
have to be patient."
"Patient? She's going to waste away! Don't
you see her?"
"I know it's hard, honey. We're taking steps.
She's going to schedule a meeting with the
counselor-that
woman, the one who called
yesterday."
"But can't we do anything?" He was getting
frustrated with all of this.
"No, yes. We can love her."
"Good God, what have we been doing for the
last nineteen years?" He pushed back his chair and
stormed out to the shop.
Soon he was leaning towards the spinning
lathe, running the scraper along the length of
the wood. Small curls fell around his feet. I-Ie
eased into the smell of the wood, the movement.
When Susan was younger she used to watch his
hands as he worked, back and forth---eyes like a
curious kitten.
"What do you think's inside this one?" he had
once teased as he positioned a new piece of wood
between the lathe's pivots.
"Can you show me?" Her eyebrows raised in
seven-year old wonder.
"Do you think it will be a good one?" he
asked.
"Be patient, Daddy, they're always beauti-

fuL"
The curls at his feet had become thicker and
thicker. He pulled his tool away, but it was too
late. The leg dipped in unnaturally. He removed
it and set one end on the floor, putting pressure
on the other end with his hand. It bowed under
the weight, then snapped in two, like jagged
hands, separated. He automatically reached to
smooth it, and a thin splinter pierced into his
finger. Be patient, Daddy. For a long time the
shop was silent.
He was sipping coffee in his chair the next
morning when Susan came down the stairs, duffel
in tow. He stood up to help her.
-ru carry that."
"Thanks Dad, but I got it." She smiled, distracted.
He paused a long moment. "OK, honey."
He was pulling his outstretched hand away,but
she caught it, brought it close to her face, peering
intently at it. "Dad, you've got a sliver."
"It'll work its way OUL"
She put down her bag, dug through it.
"Here, let me try." She pulled out a thin pair of
tweezers.
"It's fine, really."
"C'mon, Dad. Here, let me see it."
"Honey, 1-" But she was already at work.
She held his hand steady with her smaller one,
leaning her head in. He watched a wisp of hair
slip forward as she worked in concentration. Her
hand was warm.
"Ha. There you go." She stepped back,
brushed the tweezers off and zipped it back in
her bag. She looked up at him, standing there. He
looked back. "Urn, I'm going to go finish putting
this in the car now," she said.

He walked over to the window and watched
as she packed her trunk. After a minute, he joined
Marie on the from stoop to send their daughter
off
Marie and Susan embraced, kissing tears off
each other's cheeks. Then Susan stepped over to
him. They hugged awkwardly, like bad actors.
As she was pulling back, he found himself reaching, taking her hand. She was raising her head,
looking up to his eyes. His hand was squeezing
hers, gently, and she was giving him a smile and
something sleeping in his ribcage was waking,
springing sparkling wings.
I-Ie and Marie were standing side by side
and Susan was ducking into her car, driving off,
waving out the window. A spring breeze rolled
around him, and he drew his hands to his sides.
Then he looked down at them, rubbed his thumb
over where the splinter had been, and brought his
arm gently around the shoulders of his wife. She
took a quick inward breath, then nestled against
him. Wrapped in his arm and her flying hair, they
stood there looking down that road where their
daughter had gone.

